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Request On Hostel mis
•Termed'Blackmail'| Rofl] Fgj|c ||) FjgU
Courier Staff when it was stated no-go for need for a bridge between
the hall as use for a hostel. various people, and the hope of
Wesley Ginther, chairman of 
Kelowna Hostel Services and
Donald Wallace, at a discussion 
held in St. Joseph’s Hall, im­
plied some members of city 
council and Mayor Hilbert Roth, 
said: if the hostel service did 
not fight city, council’s decision 
on the use of the hall as a 
hostel, the council would help 
the service in future efforts.
Asked if this were a form of 
blackmail, Mr. Ginther replied, 
“in a way". Mr. Wallace said, 
“it is blackmail". I
"This is fair enough,” said 
Mr. Wallace, "Ffeel its ques­
tionable”.
He said the hostel service 
would like to become a “bridge” 
between transients, youth in the 
city, and older people. The ser­
vice hopes to become more in­
volved with the community. 
“We’re going to be a force of 
love in the community", Mr. 
Wallace said.
Rev. Francis (Bud) Godderis,
a force of love.
Despite the protests made at 
city council Monday night, the 
women in the hall Wednesday 
night, who had voiced opinions 
at council, did not make any 
comments. Those who did speak 
from the floor, asked questions 
about hostels in general, with 
reference made to how many 
stayed in hostels last year and 
what was the average length of 
stay.
To Delay H.Q. Plans
The discussion was held after, 
a meeting of the hostel service, I 
Wednesday night. |
Mr. Wallace also said he had 
seen Mayor Roth recently, and 
said the mayor made another 
possible suggestion of a location 
for a hostel, but Mr. Wallace 
would not give any more de­
tails. “It is something like a 
warehouse,” he said.
Ted Swanson, regional co­
ordinator for federal hostel 
program was guest speaker.
Mr. Swanson outlined the na­
tional picture of youth and 
hostels in Canada in past years.
In 1967, when Expo opened in 
Montreal, youths were encour­
aged by the federal government 
to travel to Montreal and to see 
Canada, he said.
Rising unemployment was 
another reason he gave for 
young people hitting the road.
In 1969, Committee-on-Youth 
report stated 50 per cent of un­
employed were under 24, Mr. 
Swanson said.
Communities in Canada found 
the need for some type of hostel 
service, in order to provide a 
place for youths to stay, rather 
than having local parks used 
as sleeping accommodation, Mr. 
Swanson said.
He stated in 1971, there were 
96 hostels across the country, 
with 80,000 individuals making 
use of the hostels. The average 
stay was less than two nights, 
he said.
Mr. Swanson felt the number 
of youths on the road would be 
the same as last year.
t Donald Wallace said up until 
Monday, the hostel situation 
seemed settled. He recalled
58 Miners
'Waiting'
KELLOGG, Idaho (AP) — 
Rescue teams struggled nearly 
■a mile underground today 
trying to reach 58 miners still 
unheard from three days after 
smoke began swirling through 
tlie Sunshine mine.
Mine officials held out hope 
they would find survivors be­
cause air being forces into the 
shafts apparently was being 
consumed below through an air 
pipe system.
Twenty-four persons were 
known to have died in the 
murky, hot mineshafts of the 
richest and deepest silver pro­
ducer in the United States.
Rescue workers sought to 
reach the mine’s No. 10 hoist, a 
vertical elevator . shaft *thcy 
hoped would give them access 
to the 4,600-foot level where the
missing miners were be-
lleved to be, Sunshine officials
said.
Access to No. 10 could allow
rescuers "to explore the lower 
portions of the mine where we 
hope that our remaining crews 
are still awaiting rescue," said 
Marvin Chase, vice-president of 
Sunshine's western operations 




Premier W. A, C. Bennett 
arrived in Kelowna early today 
for several days of relaxation 
at the family home on Ethel 
Street,
A spokesman for the premier 
said he would bo In town for 
"four or five days" and has no 
set Itinerary, other than a tour 
^.qf the riding.
Bennett left Victoria by 
Wednesday afternoon, 
WKght the 5 p.m. ferry nnd 
’’Rfrrived here at 2 a.m.
Z/ntmi not moon pictuHn, 
these ate Vietnam pKtunul'
Strong Words With Anger
And Motion Dies On Floor
FUTURISTIC ROYAL 
for Rutland’s annual
court Madeline Blaskovits, centre,
___ _______ . May who was named Wednesday.
Days celebrations includes the Aside from being the com-
community’s 1972 May Queen, inunity’s 14th queen, Madeline
is also the first girl from her 
school,"Ellison Elementary, to 
win the crown, which she will 
receive during ceremonies
May 22. With her are prin­
cesses, left to right, Terry 
Armstrong, Helen Hamm, 
Karey Klassen and Debbie
Endo. (Courier photo)
Spacegirl Queen Reigns world news
For Rutland May Days
RUTLAND (Staff) - An 11- 
year-old girl has become the 
first pupil of Ellison Elementary 
School to become the Rutland 
May Queen,
Madeline Blaskovits was 
named the 14th queen Wednes­
day afternoon at a tea in the 
Centennial Hall, Her princess is 
Karey Klassen, 12, of Rutland 
Central School. Other members 
of the royal court are Debbie 
Endo, South Rutland; Helen 
Hamm, West Rutland; and 
Terry Armstrong, Quigley.
The choosing ended waiting 
that began when the girls were 
picked by fellow pupils to rep­
resent their schools. The con­
test Is for Grades 5 and 6. 
Ellison has only had' these 
grades for two years, so this 
Is only the second contest they 
have entered. ,
Queen Madeline and princess 
Karey were announced by their 
predecessors, Maureen More­
house and Bonnie Thomas, The 
crowning will take place May 
22 at the'Centennial park, dur­
ing the annual Rutland May 
Days.
Madeline is the daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs, Otto Blaskovits 
of Latta Road, Rutland. Her 
father is an orchnrdlst, Her 
teacher is Bud French. She has 
taken guitar lessons for six 
years, and wants to teach
music. She also wants to be a 
doctor. \
“Until two years ago, I want­
ed to be a teacher. Then I de­
cided I want to be a doctor, 
to help people.”
She has been at Ellison school 
for two years, and thinks Rut­
land is “a very beautiful place 
to live in."
Karey is the daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. Lyle Klassen.. Her 
father operates a sheet metal 
business. She has blonde hair, 
blue eyes, and is four feet nine 
inches tall. She was born iri 
Saskatchewan, moved to Cal­
gary when she was two years 
old, arid to the Okanagan last 
year.
Karey won her school’s 
citizenship award during the 
first report card period and a 
Scholarship award during the 
second.
During brief speeches, the 
girls told something about them­
selves, and hoped everyone 
would attend festivities in the 
Victoria Day weekend. They 
were introduced by the 1971 
"royal family.”
Judges were Mrs. Harold 
Murray, Mrs. Ed Taylor and 
R. C. Lucas. Mrs. Otto Graf 
was master of ceremonies.
Six former queens present 
were Cheryl Charlton, 1965; 
Diane Stein, 1966; Laura Me-
Clain 1967; Debbie Schonberger, 
1968; Gail Hayashi, 1969; and 
Jean Chasca, 1970.
A brief pageant preceded the 
announcement. The 1972 girls 
wore imitation space suits, the 
1971 girls’ national costumes. 
They were made by members 
of the May Queen committee. 
The girls sang It’s a Small 
World.
Music entertainment was pro­
vided by three young musicians, 
guitarist Kevin B azz a no, 
pianists Colleen Light and Anne 
McKelvy. Mrs. Ray Assmus was 
pianist for the afternoon. The 
Women’s Auxiliary to Rutland 




today were trying to establish 
the identity of a body dis­
covered trapped in a station 
wagon which had been under 
water, apparently for months, 
. in Vancouver Harbor.
Greenpeace Silent
VANCOUVER (CP) — The 
Greenponce Three, tlie vessel 
being sailed to French Polyne­
sia to protest an atmospheric 
nuclear weapon test planned 
for June by the French gov­
ernment, has not been.heard 
from for three days, appar­
ently because of radio trouble.
An angry attempt by Mayor ] 
Hilbert Roth to halt working ' 
drawings on proposed new < 
$255,000 office facilities for the i 
Regional District of Central i 
Okanagan was shot down in i 
flames by the board at its reg­
ular meeting Wednesday in Kel­
owna.
His motion to stop plans of 
the project, working drawings 
of which were authorized at an 
April 20 meeting of the board, 
died on the floor without a sec­
onder.
Mayor Roth repeatedly accus­
ed the board of “ramming 
through” the proposal and, at 
one point in the heated debate, 
almost lost his temper with 
Peachland .Mayor Harold 
Thwaite who said Mayor Roth 
had been “listening” to Aid. W, 
J. C. Kane and city finance dir­
ector Harold Hall.
At Monday’s council meeting, 
Aid. Kane had described the 
proposed regional facility as 
ridiculous at this stage, while 
Mayor Roth had stated ne was 
a “little flabbergasted myself.”
Mr. Hall had indicated he had 
hoped such a complex would 
be built close to the city centre 
and agreed to a need for closer 
co-operation between the city 
and district.
In the early part of his ver­
bal explosion, Mayor Roth said 
the only information he had 
about the proposed project had 
been through the news media, 
and added he had not voted on 
the board’s decision to go to 
working drawings because he 
felt the matter was moving too 
quickly.
Chairman Bennett later re­
minded His Worship there had 
been only two abstentions to the 
motion, and he (Mayor Roth) 
was not included.
Replying to Mayor Ro n's ini­
tial comments, chairman Ben­
nett said the board had weigh­
ed the pros and cons of reno­
vating the board’s present head­
quarter facilities and had felt 
it would be wiser to build.
A committee headed by Mr. 
Bennett was subsequently ap-
DOLLAR UP
NEW YORK (CP)—Canadian 
dollar up 7-64 at 1.00 53-64 In 
terms of U.S. funds. Pound ster­
ling down 1-32 at $2.61,/a.
Plumbers Gain Injunction
To End Companies' Lockout
VANCOUVER' (CP) - The 
British Columbia Supreme Court 
today granted an injunction to 
the Plumbers' Union to end a 
lockout by Construction Labor 
Relations Association nt 31 con­
tracting companies,
Mr. Justice 1), R, Verchcre 
ruled that a section of the La­
bor Relations Act came Into 
force preventing the lockout be­
cause the union hnd applied for 
certification as bargaining 
agent for the employees at the 
firnis and the application wa.*i 
still pending.' 1
Action against three other 
companies were dismissed.
The association claimed that 
the union held applied for ecru- 
(ICatton to escape the conse­
quences of a Mi ike-lockout.
The Cl.RA,, bxi gaining agent 
for 640 B.C, contractors, locked
out about 30,000 members of 18 
unions represented by the B.C. 
and Yukon Building Trades 
Council last Friday.
In applying for the Injunction, 
the plumbers argued that 200 
mon would be put out of work 
and the union would suffer dam­
age through loss of membership 
and bargaining strength If it 
was not granted.
The province-wide lockout af­
fects about 1.^00 million worth 
of construction projects.
ni.UECHII’S UP
' NEW YORK (API -*- Bluechip 
stocks turned Upward today, but 
the market as a whole was 
slightly lower. Trading was rel» 
ativclv light. '
The noon Dow1 Jones average 
of 30 Industrials was up 2,79 al 
936.26.
pointed to investigate the mat­
ter. He added the board auth­
orized the committee to hire an 
architect, and both, the board 
and committee members had 
many meetings with the archi­
tect. Chairman Bennett re­
minded Mayor Roth he had 
voted in favor of the decision 
to go to working drawing at 
the April 20 meeting of the 
board.
Verbal Fireworks
One of the abstainers to the 
April 20 motion, Eain Lamont, 
who confirmed he aid not vote 
on the issue, innocently Began 
more verbal fireworks with the 
suggestion tee had not been giv­
en time to study the proposal 
and this constituted “very poor 
policy” by the board. He said 
the matter had not been listed 
on the previous agenda and he 
consequently had no time to 
research the matter concerning 
such questions as cost.
He added he felt a proposal 
of such magnitude required a 
“two-week minimum” period 
of study. Mr. Lamont also de­
clared he thought the matter 
had been badly handled and he 
was very disappointed.
Chairman Bennett, taking 
exception to Mr. Lamont’s re­
marks, reminded him the sub­
ject had been before the board 
previously and the matter had 
even been discussed with the
BULLETIN
QUEBEC (CP) — Leaders 
of Quebec’s public service 
strike last month walked out 
of a countrpom where they 
were to be tried for contempt 
of court Thursday. They said 
authorities could arrest them 
if they want to proceed with 
the trial.'
CANADA’S HIGH-LOW
Castlegar ...........  - 71
ChUrchlH ........   15
Battle Likely At Penticton 
For B.C Grits Leadership
VANCOUVER (CP) Dr.
Patrick McGcer resigned Wed­
nesday as leader of the British 
Columbia Liberal party and up- 
pointed David Aik' irson, the 
fiery young MP for Esqulmnlt- 
Snanlch, as bis choice for suc­
cessor.
Dr. McGccr, a ll-year-old 
medical specialist, m brain re­
search, leaves after four frus­
trating years at the helm of a 
political party Hint went no- 
where In B.C.’s Sochi Credits 
dominated political spectrum.
The new Liberal leuhr will 
be chosen nt n provincial con­
vention Miiy 20-22 ,'n Penticton, 
and Indications arc that Mr. 
Anderson, 34, will be in for a 
fight despite Dr. McGeer's rosy 
endorsation.
"Wc know that there will be 
one candidate who is willing to 
seek the leadership of the party 
and Who will become a full-time 
leader with the exixntonce and 
record to make him an cvelting' 
possibility as premier of Bri­
tish Columbia," Dr. McGeer 
told a hastily-called news con- 
ference.
"That man is David Ander­
son atul 1 announce that 1 will 
support his capdidacy at the 
ii|x-omlng convention.”
The resignation came as no 
siiipnsc. Thfre had ttrrn iliin- 
bles for weeks that Di;., Me- 
Geer would call at quits bo
PAT MeGEEIt 
. . . point* io
DAVE ANDERSON 
... his choice
cause ,Af dlssllluslonmept with 
politics In general nnd .i desire 
to retin n to his first love, neu­
rological research nt'the \lni- 
vcrslty of British Columbia.
He luui written n book on his 
nine years in tho* B.C. legisla­
ture entitled Politics ' i Para­
dise, to be published May 13; 
in which he ,inscribes the house 
as “a place of bitterness . and
Irresponsibility.’*
In what turned out to be his
minister of municipal affairi I 
who had suggested the board I 
prepare working drawings as a I 
preamble to possible govern- I
ment assistance on labor costs. |
Mr. Lamont said he had not I 
received a report on the mat- | 
te'r, as was heatedly taken to 
task by James Stuart, who in- I 
ferred Mr. Lamont was down­
grading work done by the 
building committee cf which 
he (Stuart) is a member. Mr. i| 
Stuart said he was prepared to 
resign if his work was not sat- I 
isfactory.
Mr. Lament replied +hat he 
was not making any allegations.
Both chairman dennett and 
Mr. Stuart were supported 
“one-hundred per cent” by an 
angry Harold Thwaite, who re­
minded Mr. Lamont the board 
had made its decision 0.1 work­
ing plans for the office complex 
and must stand by them.
Policy Quarrel
Mr. Lamont reiterated his 
quarrel was a question cf pol 
icy, adding the design of the 
new building should have re­
ceived more study. Andrew 
Duncan reminded nim the pro­
ject had been going on a long 
time, citing discussions with 
the Minister of Municipal Af­
fairs.
In sympathy with, Mr. La­
mont, Mayor Roth entered dis­
cussion again by reminding the 
board both he and Mr. Lamont 
were new on the board. He 
quickly took up verbal arms 
again by saying the proposal 
had been dealt with too quickly 
without clarification of such 
things as finances. He added 
the city was going to pay a 
fairly high percentage of the 
cost of the project and rate­
payers had a right to know 
their financial share of the new 
building.
Accusing the board (again) of 
ramming through the proposal, 
Mayor Roth said he had ab-
stained from voting because of 
a lack of information.
“I think we’re moving too 
quickly; we’re looking at a lot 
of money,” Mayor Roth re. 
minded the board, adding be­
cause of this city taxpayers 
should have “more time to con­
sider it,”
Second abstainer to tlie work- 
ing drawing motion, George 
Whittaker, explained nis posi­
tion for hot voting.
He said he did not vote on the 
issue because of a lack of prior 
knowledge. He also expressed 
confidence in the board for 
“knowing what is necessary."
Mr. Whittaker also accused 
Mr. Lamont of "definite” alle- 
gations against the building 
committee, and challenged Mr. 
Lamont to provide a better al­
ternative.
At the time of the vote to go 
to working drawings, Mr. La- 
mont admitted he was confus­
ed, but reiterated his feeling of 
policy.
Ascertaining Cost
Trying to smooth troubled 
waters, Mr; Stuart said al­
though he harbored no .personal 
grudges agains^ Mr, Lamont, 
he had interpreted what the 
latter had said as allegations 
and recalled that the board had 
only approved working draw­
ings for the project.
lie added that unless working 
drawings were available, the 
exact cost of the building would 
not be ascertained. The com­
mittee had to progress to the 
next stage of progress encom­
passed in working drawings and 
assured that architects (Mcik- 
lejohn, Gower and Fulker) had 
been "grilled heavily on what 
We wanted,” he said,
Mayor Roth got into the fir­
ing line again with his repeated 
accusation the project was be­
ing rushed through and that
* I
taxpayers should have had the 
opportunity to study the matter.
He was asked by chairman 
Bennett if he had ever read 
the minutes of board meetings.
Mayor Roth replied In the 
affirmative, and was reminded 
by chairman Bennett: “It’s all 
there.” Mayor Roth then echo­
ed his previous starid ne had 
not been prepared to discuss 
the new office building when 
the subject came up and asked 
when the committee had been 
appointed and what its terms 
of reference were.
' “Who rammed It though?” 
asked chairman Bennett,
“The board,” replied Mayor 
Roth, and had another run-in 
with Mayor Thwaite, who dis­
agreed vehemently, “AU you 
want to do is discuss and do 
nothing," Iio declared,
Large Percentage
political swansong, Dr. McGqer 
wrote that “polittoal morality 
In any true sense cannot be soldi 
to exist In B.C. today” and Pre­
mier W. A. C. Bennett's only 
guideline “is whether or not a 
given action will impinve his 
chances to stay in power,"
(See abo Page 2)
"We're going to pay a largo 
percentage of tho cost and 1 
think we have the right to con­
sider it (the proposal)” Mayor 
Roth answered, /
Chairman Bennett1 reminded 
ho hud asked three times for 
more questions to architect 
Peter Fulker at the April 20 
meeting and reiterated tho only 
two abstentions recorded during 
the final vote to approved work-1 
Ing drawings hod. been Mr, 
Whittaker and Mr. Lnmont.
Mayor Roth, In a bur^t of 
anger, proposed a motion to 
slop ihc working drawings tin- 
til the hoard acquired official 
title to the site on KU) Hoad, 
nnd until people hnd an oppor­
tunity to study the proposal.
There wax no seconder, and 
the motion was lost, , > \
Aakc^ by Mr. W^iUkcr bow
the project would bo financed, 
ehnlrmqn Bennett anld the com­
mittee had worked on the as­
sumption there would bo “some 
financial assistance” from the 
government as Indicated by the 
Minister of Municipal Affairs 
who, in meetings with chair­
man Bennett and other mem­
bers of the building committee, 
advised'the completion of work­
ing drawings and Indicated 
there "might be” federal as­
sistance toward hbor costa. 
The balance of the cost, ’chair­
man Bennett added, would be 
bon owed from the blitilc on a 
IhiTC-year :crm basis,
Chairman Bennett stressed 
tho building committee had 
taken a "strong, look” at finan­
cing of the project and ho 
lauded bin committee for doing 
an "excellent Job” on the pro­
posal.
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NAMES IN THE NEWS I Acting Director Of FBI
Two Major B.C. Parks Planned Takes Over For A While
LATE LAW
HESINKI, Finland (AP) — 
The Finnish Parliament re­
cently abolished the death pen­
alty, but no criminal has been 
put to death since 1826, when 
Finland was still a grand duchy 
i of czarist Russia,
The British Columbia govern­
ment announced plans in Vic­
toria Wednesday to create two 
major parks, totalling 850.000 
acres, in northwestern B.C. 
Conservation Minister Ken 
Kiernan said the larger park 
will be south of Telegraph 
Creek and west of the Stewart- 
Cassiar road. It will encompass 
600,000 acres and is ‘entatively 
being called Mount ’Edziza Vol­
canic Park. A 260.000-acre wjl- 
derness park Tatlatui Park, will 
be established about 120 miles 
northeast of Hazelton, he said. 
Negotiations vzere '-.till going on 
between the parks branch, for­
est services and mines depart­
ments over final boundaries. 
He said Mount Edziza and Tat- 
latui Park are among seven 
major park projjosals being con­
sidered by the government.
r ,
An appeal was filed Wednes­
day in Vancouver against a 
'British Columbia Supreme 
Court decision last week Which 
upheld the B.C. government’s
Two persons, including a 
nine-year-old boy. who died 
after two motorcycle accidents 
Tuesday in the Chilliwack area, 
have been identified. The boy, 
Dwaine Travis Ingram of Chil­
liwack, died shortly after he 
and his sister, Terry Anne 
Mary, 11, were struck by a
Canada should be using a WASHINGTON <AP)
space-age computer approach Dampening the potential fir 





by the Supreme Court up-
holding a provincial law pro-
motorcycle as they walked 
along a road south of Chilli­
wack. The girl is m Oospital 
with multiple head cuts. Driver 
of the motorcycle was Dale Lee 
Read, 19, of Chilliwack.' In the 
second accident. Terry Paul 
Martin, 16, of Chilliwack, who 
had just obtained his licence 
and was riding a new machine, 
died near Cultus La'te when his 
motorcycle went out,of control.
An Austrian has climbed the 
world's eighth tallest mountain 
over a previously 'inconquered 
route but lost two colleagues 
after the conquest, the zxpedi- 
tion leader reported Wednesday 
in Katmandu, Wolfgang Naira, 
28, said Reinhold Messner 
reached the 26,752 loot summit 
of Mount Manaslu on Aoril 25. 
The two other climbers were
sources, Dr. Asit K. Biswas, a 
research co-ordinator with the 
federal environment depart­
ment, said Wednesday in Ot­
tawa. "Whatever is to be done 
on a river can be tried on paper 
first and if it won't work or if 
it offers inadequate pr unex­
pected results, then the idea 
can be relegated to the waste- 
paper basket,” he said.
A 10-man delegation from the 
newly-formed North American 
Atlantic Salmon Council, re­
presenting anglers and commer­
cial fishermen as well as con­
servation groups, sought'in a 
meeting Wednesday with Fish­
eries Minister Jack Davis in 
Montreal to “speed up” an 
agreement between the United 
States and Denmark to halt 
high seas fishing for salmon by 
1976.
f l ti te
over the FBI, President Nixon
has chosen only a temporary re­
placement for the late J. Edgar 
Hoover who ran the agency for 
48 years.
Nixon appointed L. Patrick 
Gray III, an assistant attorney- 
general, as acting FBI director 
Wednesday and said no perma­
nent appointment will be sub­
mitted to the Senate until after 
the Nov. 7 election.
In following this course, Nixon 
avoids a replay of the still-sim­
mering furore over his last 
major appointment, that of 
Richard G. Kleindienst to be at­
torney-general.
Gray will not have to be con­
firmed by the Senate as acting 
director as would any candidate 
Nixon named for the job on a 
permanent basis.
Press Secretary Ronald Zieg­
ler said Nixon will not nominate 
a permanent FBI chief until 
after the election because “he
doesn’t want it (the choice of a' 
successor) considered in the 
middle of an election year” and 
perhaps become the subject of 
partisan debate.
Last Feb. 15, Nixon elevated 
Kleindienst from deputy attor­
ney-general to the top ■ justice 
department position and moved 
Gray up to the No. 2 job.
ban on liquor and lobacco ad- ‘ _ . -
•vertising. Mr. Justice E. E. hibiting the rale of magazines 
Hinkson had ruled ;hat )he pro- containing liquor and cigarette 
■vincial legislature had *hc jxiw- pdvcrtising.
er to pass the advertising bans.i f..irmin » niari MeFlhincv ;•••■; | carman 11. i.uaci aict-inincj, fect of Sn0W) Nairz said.
Stephen LaRue, president of
Time Canada, said Wednesday
in Toronto that printing of 
Time’s British Columbia edi­
tion will be done in Montreal 
instead of Vancouver, effective 
with the May 15 edition. Mr. 
LaRue said the move was 
made because of a recent deci-
Change In D.C. Grits Top Brass 
One Item On Legislative Lists
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
A change in the Liberal party 
leadership in British Columbia 
marked the news from Cana­
dian legislatures Wednesday.
Developments:
rin„ rwirr.* mi..;a~—Dr.' Patrick McGeer re- slav prime minister arrive, in । signed as lcader o{ thc B c Lib.
Six Yugoslav parliamentar­
ians headed by a former Yugo-
’ lost on the same day and pre-| 
■ sumably \vcre buried under six >
67, a former managing editor 
of the Halifax Chronicle-Herald, 
died in Toronto early today. 
Mr. McElhiney joined the paper 
as a proofreader in 1925 and was 
appointed managing editor in 
1960. He resigned because of 
ill health several years later.
could enter any property 
inspection and information.
for
At Edmonton, Bill Dickie, 
mines minister, said more than 
1,000 Canadians are employed 
by Canadian Bechtel Ltd., man­
aging contractor for Syncrude.
Various sub-contracts werer-ilonrv tnrhv tn Spain • >■> 11 signed as icaacr or me n.c. Um-! v o i i  
anv8tnm- nf Pinari-i b'i"if rtni»' cral party and suggested David: being reviewed to ensure maxi- 
' i inn hnndcH hv' <znii 1 Anderson, federal .MP for Es-'mum participation by Albertanf mJ 1 \ I quimalt-Saanich known for his firms. .
! jak, president of .he National i f„„n)lon. r.-itiriem nf fwin.-ii in nth™- Wicinhimc-'A- emblv I frequent criticism of federal
; ass moy. i government policies, as his suc-
Otto Lang, minister respon-; _ ' . 1 cessor
sible for- the Canadian wheat _ 8. A, Milner, president of the
board, said in Ottawa Wednes­
day that record volumes <f 
wheat were loaded on ships in 
Vancouver during April, and 
loadings now, are “completely 
and currently up to date.”
Independent Petroleum Assoc­
iation of Canada, said Wednes-
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
day in Ottawa that the oil in­
dustry is “tremendously ex­
cited” over prospects of a high­
way to the western Arctic. Mr. 
Milner added that the industry 
also was startled to learn that 
it will be expected to pay at 
least part of the SlOO-million
—The Progressive Conserva­
tive Opposition tried unsuccess­
fully to adjourn the Manitoba 
legislature for an emergency 
debate on the federal govern-, 
ment’s proposed legislation to 
control foreign takeovers of Ca­
nadian firms.
—Fines of up to $5,000 plus 
$500 a day for corporations and
up to $500 and, $50 a day for
Submitted by Pemberton Securities 
1654 Ellis St.
Ltd
cost of the Mackenzie road., individuals were proposed for
Penitentiaries
TORONTO (CP> — The To­
ronto stock market edged frac­
tionally higher in quiet mid­
morning trading today, erasing 
declines suffered during the 
opening minutes of the session.
The industrial index was up 
.01 to 197.30 and western oils .17 
to 213.14. Golds were down .46 
to 181.08 and base metals .51 to 
85.62.
Volume by 11 a.m. was 449,000
Intcrprov. Pipe 31% 
Inter. Steel & Pipe 10% 
Kaiser Resources 3.70 
Kaps Transport 9% 








shares, up from 439,000 at thcjNoranda 
same time Wednesday; . [Nor. Ctl.^Gas
Banking, beverage, industrial















































Paul Faguy said Wednesday in 
: Toronto that if everything goes 
according to plan, a new maxi­
mum-security prison will be in 
operation in British Columbia 
by 1975. The penitentiary would 
implement the living-unit con­
cept recommended recently to 
the government by a commit­
tee established to look into the 
maximum-security prison sit- 
: nation.
i air, water and soil polluters in 
Commissioner Saskatchewansk tc .
/
, Neither nomination has boom 
acted upon by the Senate, and I 
Nixon now has withdrawn! 
Gray’s appointment so he may 
hold down both the FBI helm 
and his present job as head of 
the department’s civil-rights di­
vision at the lower salary of the 
latter, $38,000.
The Kleindienst nomination
became embroiled in debate at' 
Senate judiciary committee 
hearings investigating allega­
tions of justice department im­
proprieties in the settlement of 
anti-trust suits against Interna­
tional Telephone and Telegraph 
Corp.
Gray, 55. a career navy offi- 
c\r until he retired in 1960 to' 
practice law and politics, has
VOTE
KOETZ
'aibecn a Nixon friend for a dcc- 
I o er legislatures ' ! adc' H.c scl!ved cight ycars as a 
.. 1 lgglslaluies- , ‘ special assistant to Nixon when
Halifax-Second reading, ap-1 he was vice-president.
proval in principle, was given:----------------------------—-----------—
ELECTORAL
AREA I
and forest issues edged fraction­
ally higher while communica­
tion; oil refining, pipeline, steel 
and utility stocks remained 
lower.
Great-West Life was up % to 
$67%, Bank of Nova Scotia ’2 to 
$39%, Wiley Oilfield % to;$13%, 
Cassiar % to $16% and Chieftain 
^0 cents to S9.00.
Inco climbed % to $31%, 
Woodward Stores A % to $27%, 
Pine Point % to $34%, Labatt % 
to' $24 and Laidlaw Motorways 
% to $26%. %
Falconbridge dropped % to 
$79, Slater. Walker % to $18%, 
Harding Carpets A % to $19, 
Ranger % to $17% and Trans­
Canada Pipelines % to $43.;
Pacific Pete. . 
Pembina Pipe A 



















Thomson Nes. • 
Tor. Dom. Bank 
Trans. Can. Pipe 


















White Pass & Yuk. 1334 
Woodwards “ A” j 27": i
MINES
VANCOUVER (CP) - Prices ..Bethlehem Copper - .10% 
were;mixed with moderate trad-1 Brunswick M & S 4..0
ing an hour, after the opening of 
the Vancouver Stock Exchange 
tqday. A total of 756,496 shares 
exchanged hands.
In the industrials. Distillers 
Seagram was at $33.50. en • a 
volume of 3,700 shares.
Five Star in the oils was 
unchanged .at .23 on a volume 








































, A Nanaimo judge recommend- 
; ed Wednesday that a commer-





































to drive again in his lifetime 
unless it is proven he is emo­
tionally stable to handle a 
motor vehicle. In fining Doug­
las Alex Cassie, 29, a total of 
$1,150 and barring him from 
driving for; two years, Judge 
Eric .Winch said he would
.52 make the recommendation to
6,7()i Ray Hadfield, superintendent of
:
1.65: motor vehicles. Cassie had 












Nitracell dropped .03% to .26 























dta. Gas Trunk 53% 
Alcan 21%
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driving and hiband-run. He was 
fined $500 for dangerous driv­
ing at Parksville, on April 9, 
$500 for criminal negligence 
the next day and $150 for a hit- 
and-run incident the same day.
Britain’s Conservative gov­
ernment Wednesday survived 
its closest vote yet on Common 
Market entry legislation, de­
feating a Labor ooposition 
amendment by a margin of 
four votes. It was Prime Minis­
ter Edward Heath’s narrowest 
call in the months-long debate 
in the House of Commons. 
Twice previously his govern­
ment has beaten sack the op­
position by eight votes.
—The. Alberta house was told 
Alberta companies do not have 
the know-how to handle such 
immense projects as the $400- 
million Syncrude Canada Ltd. 
extraction plant in the Atha­
basca oil sands but the govern­
ment is trying to make sure 
they participate fully. ,
LED PARTY 4 YEARS
Dr. McGeer leaves after four 
frustrating years as head of the 
opposition B.C. party and a new 
Liberal leader will be chosen 
May 20-22 in Penticton. Indica­
tions are Mr. Anderson, 34, de­
spite Dr. McGeer’s endorsation, 
is in for a fight. Others have 
expressed a desire for the lead­
ership. Dr. McGeer will con­
tinue to sit in the house as a 
private member.
The Manitoba motion for ad­
journment was ruled out of 
order bn grounds the matter 
was outside provincial jurisdic­
tion. Premier Ed Schreyer said 
it is likely the federal proposals 
will be discussed by. premiers of 
the three Prairie provinces 
when the Prairie Economic 
Council meets, probably in July.
Saskatchewan’s environment 
minister, the New Democratic 
Party government told~legisla- 
ture, would have the power to 
make polluters “discontinue any 
operations or the operations of 
any plant, equipment or struc­
ture either permanently or for a 
specified period” if it was found 
the operation was a polluter.
by the Nova Scotia legislature 
to a bill to impose succession 
duties, abandoned by the fed­
eral government in favor of a 
capital gains tax at the end of 
1971.
Premier Gerald Regan also 
told the house the government 
and the Nova Scotia Teachers : 
Union have reached agreement 
on a proposed settlement of a 
wage dispute. It met the prov­
ince’s desire for a five-per-cent 
wage increase guideline as well 
as teachers’ demands. He gave 
no details,
Fredericton—Student 5 from 
Saint John tried to have a peti­
tion favoring better French-lan­
guage instruction in schools 
tabled in the New Brunswick 
house but Speaker L"wrence 
Garvin was not sure it could be 
introduced. He said he wanted 
more time to study it before 
deciding whether rules of the 
legislature allowed it.
Quebec-The national assem­
bly's justice committee was told 
by the Quebec Bar Association 
the province needs a legal aid 
system which offers citizens 
complete access to the courts. 
Justice Minister Jerome Cho­
quette said Quebec’s funds are 
not “unlimited” but talks were 
under way with Ottawa in hopes 
the federal government will 
share the cost, between $5 mil­
lion and $7 million a year.
Toronto—Ford Motor Com­
pany of Canada Ltd. did not pul) 
out of an ad hoc committee crit­
ical of the Workmen’s Compen­
sation Board in an effort to 
curry favor with the board, 
company executive John Carter 
told a legislative committee in­
vestigating the WCB.
He said he and the company 
agreed with criticisms in a. brief 
prepared in March, of 1970 but 
“I was surprised at the lan- 
• guage used.” He also denied the 
company was influenced by an 
. appeal it had launched against
Under the bill introduced in 











. In Christiansted, the St. 
Croix Avis said Wednesday 
police have determined that a 
former Virgin Islands senator 
found dead 24 hours earlier on 
a lonely road, was stabbed and 
shot to death. Roy P. Gordon, 
in his late 60s, was one of two 
prominent Virgin Island resi­
dents found dead in a two-day 
period. The president of the 
People's National Bank, Law­
rence M. Angus, 54, vas found 





A man injured in ...
•<i71 cycle accident in March, 1969,
B80 has been awarded $41,945.65 and
time tl\at Angus, a 













costs against York County Hos­
pital Corp, and Dr. William J. 
Vail, a surgeon who practises 
in Newmarket, Ont., and is on 
the hospital staff in Ottawa. 
Mr, Justice G. A. Addy found 
Dr. Vail guilty of serious brea­
ches of his duty as a physician 
toward David William MacDon­
ald. 20, who underwent three
| amputations after gangrene 





By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Hollywood—Bruce Cabot, 67. 
who starred in the film classic 
King Kong, of lung cancer.
Canberra—Sir Kenneth Ham­
ilton Bailey, 73, a former Aus­
tralian high commissioner to 
Canada and federal solicitor 
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a $260,000 WCB levy for viola­
tion of safety standards. The 
company later won the appeal.
Payoff In Yablonski Deaths
Made By Union, Says Accused
WASHINGTON, Pa. (AP) - 
Silous Huddleston, accused mid­
dleman in the assassination of 
United Mine Workers union offi­
cial Joseph A. (Jock) Yablon­
ski, said Wednesday the payoff 
money for Yablonski’s death 
came from the union.
The assertion was made in a 
statement in Washington county 
court Wednesday, where Huddle­
ston pleaded guilty to three 
counts of murder and one count 
of conspiracy. The 2%-pagc 
statement was read by an FBI 
agent.
Huddleston, 63, a retired coal 
miner and former president of a 
UMW local in La Follette, Tenn., 
said he believed the payoff 
money—which he said totalled 
$15,000—was funnelled through 
a special UMW research and In­
formation committee.
Huddleston said lie received
the money and instructions for 
Yablonski’s death through Al­
bert E. Pass, 51, a member of 
the union's policy-making inter­
national executive board and 
secretary-treasurer of the 
UMW’s District 19; and William 
J. Prater, a field representative 
under Pass.
Yablonski, 59, his wife, Mar-j 
garet, 57, and their 25-ycar-olcl' 
daughter Charlotte were shot to i 
death in their sleep at the fam-1 
ily’s rural home in nearby 
Clarksville, Pa., Dec. 31, 1969,
The killings occurred just 
three weeks after Yablonski lost 
a bitterly contested election for 
the UMW’s presidency against 
incumbent. W. A. (Tony) Boyle, 
and shortly before Yablonski! 
was to testify before a federal 
grand jury in Washington, D.C. ■ 
probing UMW activities
further find that his (Dr. Vail's) 
negligence was the ’ cause of 
the gangrene which led to the i 
amputations,'* Mr, Justice1
4.01 Addy said,




Effective 5 p.m.,'Thursday, May 4
All Water in the 
Lakeview Irrigation District 
will be off for approximately 
12 hours.
Serving Kelowna — 
Every Day at 
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Ends Saturday, May 6! Don't Miss It! 




Polaroid's new low cost camera
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Permission May De Sought 
To Spend $108r551 Yearly
AU “bundled up” in his work 
is William Boyd, treasurer of 
the local Society for the Pres­
ervation and Environmental 
Control, who tackles his 25th 
stack of old newspapers for
re-cycling. The Boyd home 
basement at 1894 Abbott St., 
is being used to store collect­
ed newsprint by the society, 
profits from the sale of which
will go toward environmental 
education programs. A simi­
lar campaign is being carried 
out by the 10th Kelowna Scout 
Troop to aid the SPEC drive.
Further information is avail­
able from Mr. Boyd, who 
, says volunteers are still need-, 
ed for collecting and storage
duties. (Courier Photo)
Dogs, Mosquitoes, Insects More Meetings
Discussed At Board Talks Planned
IT WAS 67 YEARS AGO TODAY 
KELOWNA WAS INCORPORATED
The city of Kelowna celebrates its birthday today as it 
was 67 years ago on May 4,1905 that Kelowna was incorpor­
ated as a municipality jn the province.
At the time of incorporation there were no accurate re­
cords of population but in January of 1906 a voters list for 
Kelowna showed the town having 208 registered voters.
The first mayor of Kelowna after incorporation was H. W. 
Raymer. Mayor Raymer had five elected aidermen on council 
and they were: E. R. Bailey,'D. Lloyd Jones, C. S. Smith, D. 
W. Sutherland, and S. T. Elliot.
The inaugural budget of Kelowna was only $2,849.49. The 
first budget was presented by R. Morrison, the town’s trea­
surer at the time.
A proposal to provide recrea­
tional facilities and parks in 
the electoral areas of the Re­
gional District of Central Okan­
agan was approved in principle 
Wednesday night. In time It 
could Involve facilities in the 
city, and a recreation depart­
ment.
The ,boa rd has been consider­
ing providing recreational fac­
ilities on a regional basis. It is 
buying land in Rutland for a 
park, with the hope of putting 
an arena there. Rutland Parks 
Society has agreed to manage 
the park.
Regional board chairman W.
At a previous meeting, 
owna Mayor Hilbert Roth 




tribute towards the deficit on 
the Kelowna and District War 
Memorial Arena. Mr. Bennett 
thought that, if a request is 
made to the board, residents of 
electoral areas should vote on 
It.
The chairman wards talks 
held with B.C. municipal affairs 
department officials to obtain 
their opinions.
He sees three groups of re­





The Regional District of Cen­
tral Okanagan took a step 
closer to dog control.
Spurred on by an optimistic 
note from the Deputy Minister 
of Municipal Affairs, the board 
decided* at its regular meeting 
Wednesday to pursue its efforts 
to acquire the function of dog 
licencing in the region.
In addition to requesting the 
government for supplementary 
letters patent in the dog control 
function, the board agreed with 
a suggestion by the deputy 
minister to underwrite compen­
sation to sheep producers in the 
event of loss of sheep to dogs, 
as well as providing other bene­
fits currently covered under the 
Sheep Protection Act. The board 
felt the . Act did not afford 
enough leeway for the kind of 
dog control required in the re­
gional area. .
In a reply to the board, dep­
uty minister Alex Turner said 
the Department of Agriculture 
would “only be agreeable to ex­
emption of regional districts 
from provisions of the Sheep 
Protecton Act "only after we 
have convincing evidence” that 
the lot of sheep producers in 
the region were “adequately 
ensured by such exemption.”
MOSQUITOES
In another form of control, 
the board filed a letter from 
legal advisors Fretwell and 
Mossman on clarification of 
legalities involved in mosquito 
control. Chairman W. C. Ben­
nett admitted the board was no 
further ahead in its enlighten­
ment on the matter.
The board also approved a 
$300 expenditure for soil tests 
by engineering consultants J.
Flowers Of Hope Campaign 
For $2,000 Begins Monday
The annual Kelowna Flowers 
of Hope campaign by the Kel­
owna ' and District Society for 
tire Mentally Retarded will be 
launched early this year.
Held in conjunction with Na­
tional Week for the Mentally 
Retarded, May 14 to 20, the 
drive, under chairman Mrs. 
Gertrude Ritchie, will be 
launched Monday to help raise 
$2,000 locally toward the nation­
wide cause in aid of Canada’s 
600,000 mentally retarded adults 
and children.
Specially prepared envelopes 
containing seeds and campaign 
appeals should be received in 
the mail by city and district 
residents Monday.
Society president, W. S. Leg- 
gat, reminds although mental 
retardation is the “greatest 
single chronic disability of our 
children” great strides are be-
Ing made in the prevention and 
amelioration of mental retarda­
tion. He added "more than 90 
per cent of all retarded people 
are educable or trainable" and 
capable of a considerable de­
gree of self-sufficiency "if given 
a chance.”
He appealed to the Kelowna 
and district community to "take 
a second look" at their poten­
tial.
Sponsored by move than 360 
local associations, the marigold 
seed campaign has become a 
major source of financing the 
operation of workshops, nurs­
eries and residences operated 
by various groups for retarded 
people. Principle behind the 
Canada-wide drive is to focus 
attention on the problems, pro­
gress and promise of the na­
tion's half-million mentally re­
tarded.
R. Wallace Engineering,... and
Interior testing Services Ltd., 
at the site of the board’s pro­
posed new $225,000 office com­
plex on KLO Road. The motion 
contained the stipulation ap­
proval be made subject to 
acquisition of title to the land, 
described by administrator, A.
T. Harrison as "expected 
momentarily.”
NOXIOUS INSECTS
Two steps for control of nox­
ious insects were taken by the 
board.
An amendment to the bylaw 
was adopted under which orch- 
ardists have 72 hours to spray 
trees if they are .ordered to. 
Formerly it was seven days. 
The board can do the work and 
charge the owners if they do 
not pieet the requirements.
Ben Greening of Benvoulin 
was appointed noxious insect in­
spector.
FIRECRACKERS
What’s the difference between 
a firecracker and a fireworks?
For some time the board has 
been anxious to pass a law pro­
hibiting sale or explosion of 
firecrackers in electoral areas, 
similar to the one Kelowna has.
Administrator A. T. Harrison 
said the provincial municpal 
affairs department has granted 
supplementary letters patent 
authorizing the prohibition. He 
presented a bylaw imposing 
fines up to $100.
Mr. Harrison explained fire­
crackers are things that are 
thrown, whereas fireworks are 
shot into the air.
Some directors said fireworks 
are just as dangerous as fire­
crackers, and therb should be 
permission for displays under 
proper supervision.
On Boundaries
Further meetings will be held 
between representatives of the 
Regional District of Central 
Okanagan, the city and resi­
dents of the Benvoulin area to 
discuss expanding city bound­
aries, it was decided Wednes­
day night.
Some residents have asked to 
be taken into the city. A meet­
ing was held between regional 
board chairman W. C. Bennett, 
Benvoulin director Vai Ram- 
pone, Aid. W. J. C. Kane, 
Mayor Hilbert Roth and the 
residents to begin discussions.
Mr. Bennett - named M. W. 
Marshall, Rutland director, and 
James Stuart, director for east 
and southeast Kelowna, to join 
he and Mr. Rampone on‘ the 
committee, and requested Mr. 
Rampone to ask a member of 
his advisory committee to also 
jperve.
Orchard Park shopping centre 
is in the Benvoulin area. The 
developers, Marathon Realty, 
a subsidiary of the Canadian 
Pacific Railway, asked to be 
taken into the city. Kelowna 
ratepayers voted this down in 
November.
Police intend to crack down 
hard on drag racers in the Joe 
Rich area east of Rutland.
Corporal Dave McLay, in 
charge of the Kelowna RCMPt 
detachment’s highway patrol,’ 
said today numerous complaints 
have been received from both 
residents in the area and from 
drivers who have been stopped 
on Highway 33 while a race is 
completed.
Most of the activity takes 
place on week nights and during 
the day on -weekends. There 
have been reports of individuals 
using radios and flags to warn 
of approaching police cars.
“We have received instruc­
tions to take whatever action 
is necessary to eliminate racing 
on public highways, no matter 
what precautions are taken by 
the participants," said Cpl. 
McLay.
That action could mean 
charging the registered owner 
of any vehicle caught while 
driving with undue care and 
for others using the roadway, 
driving wth undue care and 
attention or dangerous driving 
under the Criminal Code of 
, Canada.
The last two offences are
arrestable and penalties could 
include a-fine, a jail term and 
a driver’s licence suspension, 
or all three.
Similar problems resulted in 
a police crackdown in the Bull­
man Road area, where drag 
racing attracted several thou­
sand spectators — and raised 
the ire of nearby residents 
several years ago.
WANT TO HELP
But Cpl. McLay indicated 
that both he and district high­
ways superintendant Scotty
C. Bennett has proposed resi­
dents of the electoral areas be 
asked to permit the district to 
spend yearly up to $108,551 on 
recreation facilities, $54,275 for 
parks and $54,275 for programs 
TWO MILLS
This would be two mills on an 
assessment of $108,551,580 in 
the nine electoral areas, about 
$20 for the average home. Kel­
owna and Peachland are not 
included in the assessment. Kel­
owna has its own recreation de­
partment.
Mr. Bennett suggested only 
the money needed oe raised, as 
the regional board is not allow­
ed to budget for a surplus.
A report is expected soon 
from a regional parks and re­
creation committee.
It was also suggested recrea­
tion commissions with five 
members be named in the elec­
toral areas. Each would have 
one representative on a regional 
recreation commission.
Freebain are willing to help 
try and find an alternate loca­
tion for drag racers to carry 
on with their activities.
“We realize that most of the 
kids are mature and have a 
lot of money invested in their 
cars, as well as being safety- 
oriented. If they’re interested, 
I. wish they’d get together and 
then come and sit and talk with 
us and we’U give any help or 
advice we can.”
“But in the meantime, we’re 
going to take a pretty strict 
view of anyone racing on that 
highway.”





Board Wants Hearing Soon 
On Public Utility Land Use
The Regional District of Cen­
tral Okanagan wants a public 
hearing soon on ncludlng es­
sential uses by public a"lliorl- 
ties and utilities in rural and 
residential zones.
At the .March 15 meeting, 
Black Mountain Irrigation Dis­
trict was refused permission to 
build n workshop at Brigo and
Willits roads m Rutland be-
Theatre Group 
Performs Here
WMB travelling theatrical group 
coine to Kelowna nnd will 
perform Friday afternoon" for 
students of Central Elementary 
Schoo).
« Two shows will be put on for 
the students, the pliiy being an 
adaption of Dr. Suess children's 
book, called The Lorax. .
A There are nine members of 
Ihe troupe, who call thymsclvcs 
Man Frog Travelling Troupe, 
Thfyr are presently based out 
of Vancouver, and will be tour­
ing the province. They have 
n .'Vipusly tnkcii trips across 
Ch’iada.
Performance for adults will 
be field Friday,, at Centennial 
Hall, Rutland, at 8:30 p in. The
cause this Is a rural area, 
where such 'tilings arc not al­
lowed. Some directors felt irri­
gation districts should bo allow­
ed to locate in rural areas. The 
matter will be heard by the 
board of variance Trldsy after- 
noorl in the regional office, 540 
Groves Ave.
BM1D has sold Its property 




Larry Salloum, president of 
the Kelowna and District Lib­
eral Association, said today he 
was "very pleased" Dnvid 
Anderson' was seeking the Lib­
eral leadership.
He added ho knew Mr. Ander­
son "quite well" nnd he thought 
Mr. Anderson would "generate 
n lot of interest in the people of 
British Columbia". Mr. Salloum 
added Mr. Anderson would be 
“free to work nt the job dn a
full-time basis’’ ns hud 
Patrick McGeer,
Dr.
"I’m certainly going to sup­
port him (Anderson) and I’m
Rutland a rem, and must be 
by June 15.
, At this meeting, planner 





"It is both customary nnd log­
ical to permit essential uses by 
public authorities «nd utilities 
wherever they are required,” 
he rejiortcd. “There should.
however, be exceptions; nnni-
sure a lot of our delegates will," 
Mr. Sallouin declared,
Di-, McGcer announced his 
resignation 'Wednesday, and pro­
posed Mr. Anderson, Liberal 
member of Parliament, fop 
EsqulmalVSaanlch, ns his sue- 
ccflsor. ■
Funeral Friday
cly, U6CH which arc totally In- kAf* P I ParrHfal 
compatible with .surrounding1 ■ *• ■ vIUIVOI
developments. Funeral i.nvlve will bo held
Jack Bews, for many years 
CKOV’s voice of the news, will 
be taking up a new position with 
the station on May 8. He will 
take over the nowly-created 
position of director of public 
affairs.
His replacement as news di­
rector will be Frank Robertson, 
formerly news director of CHED 
Edmonton.
Mr. Bews started with CKOV 
in 1939, served with the Air 
Force during the war and with 
the exception of five years in 
private business has been with 
the station ever since. He start­
ed his radio career in Vancou­
ver in 1937 then joined CKOV 
as technician-announcer.
lie Is communications officer 
for civil defence in the Kelowna 
area and for 10 years was sec­
retary of the Oknnognn Cariboo 
Trail Association, His wife 
Marian, Is secretary-treasurer 
of Okanagan Broadcasters Ltd.
The Kelowna Detachment of 
the RCMP investigated a total 
of 771 complaints during the 
month of March and in the 
same period attended nine fires.
Traffic violations in March 
were down to 1,436 -compared 
with 1,469 for the same period 
last year.
Overtime parking remained 
far ahead of other offences with 
a total of 1,007 tickets being 
issued.
The most notable increase in 
offences was for speeding vio­
lations which increased to 111 
from 35 in 1971. ■
In a breakdown of city areas 
the police report shows Bernard 
Avenue as the area where most 
traffic. violations occur.
The police report noted how­
ever that conditions in the city 
remain norfnal with no unduC 
increase in crime. The report 
showed that during the month 
of March, $597 was spent in the 
care and feeding of prisoners 
by the detachment.
Fines levied during the month 
under provincial bylaws totalled 
$414,50 while total fines payable 
to the municipality were $6,- 
731.20 with $80 being disputed. 
The federal government in the 
same period collected $425 in 
fines, ;
The special traffic officers 
employed by the city during
March reported the traffic flow 
in the downtown area as back 
to normal after the winter 
months with parking still no 
problem other than on Bernard 
Aveinie. The report stated the 
implementation of "spitter” 
lots would do much to ease the 
Bernard Avenue problem.
During the month the special 
traffic officers worked a total 
of 624 man hours and the vehic­
les used travelled a distance of 
1,884 miles. The officers during 
this period notified various
city departments on 42 
sions regarding road 
tions, traffic lights and 







Mr. Robertson 1ms been in 
radio for 10 years serving in 
several prairie areas, Prior to 
coining to Kelowna his special 
public affairs program won a 
radio document ary award,
Wilful Damage 
Charged To Three
'Storagc yards, works yards, Hom Day's Chapel, of Roincm-
sewage treatment »vid disixisnl 
plants, and equipment repair 
dcjiots should continue to Wi 
excluded from ‘residential or 
commercial zones. In all eases, 
facildica should be screened 
from view."
Mr, Bancham's rccommenda-
Kelowna , RCMP have arrest- 
eel two local adults and n juv- 
(•11141' following an incident 
Tuesday night in which a car 
was damaged at Kelowna Mer­
cedes Benz; Ltd,
Tile two adults, Erie 1-cimert'Branco, Friday at 10 n.m, loi
Robert John Percival, H«, of mid Rolled Schmidt, both of 
1019 Harvey Aye,, »vho died
tions of a 25-foot setback, plus 
a closed fence, as the meins of
Tuesday,
Surviving Mr. Percival are 
one son, Robert, Sen’tle; three 
daughters, Mrs, J, J. (Kath­
leen) McCurdy, Paisley, Ont.; 
Mrs. Harry (Edithi Johnson, 
Toronto; Mrs, William (Clarai
Kelowna, and the Juvrnll“,
........... .. ......... ...... —.........(Turner, .Calgary and 10 <jrand 
keeping anch facility away children. Mr. Percival'sPlay present Run evenmg RcUtopmtfs. d^i'm 19MU
am willteii bi the group, call- retorts from George ’Vhinnker,1 Cnpl, Reginald P.-ll a II 
d bongs of (he (.it), a social tem»x»rary d.iector f ir B?lgo- ria:r. Bini.il to foilsu 




were picked up by police Wed­
nesday and were released from 
custody, on a promise to appear 
In court Friday to face charges 
of wllfiiTyinmngd. 1
. A s|>okesmnn for the car 
dealership said the vehicle, 
which hud been parked on the 
lol, will discovered Wednesday 
nimmiig with smashed windows 
and damaged fenders, •
> \
son and Gle.nmore-McKinley 
Landing; Lakeview Heights, 
Westbank and Peachland; and 
Winfield, Oyama and Okanagan 
Centre. The latter three places 
have one director.
Already starts have been 
made toward this. Belgo-Ellison 
and Glenmore-McKinley Land­
ing have agreed to co-operate 
on building an arena in Rutland. 
Mr. Bennett represents the lat­
ter area.
Andrew Duncan, representing 
Westbank, said he and D. A. 
Pritchard, representing Lake­
view Heights, have caUed a 
meeting tonight on this matter, 
and might include Peachland 
later.
George Whittaker, temporary 
director for Belgo-Ellison, said 
it would be better to ask for 
the amount needed rather than 
for a straignt two miUs. Mr. 
Bennett said the value of the 
mill wiU increase, but the need 
for recreational facilities and 
parks will do likewise.
Fabulous Concept'-Lamont
Mr. Duncan suggested areas ; 
“with smart promoters” will 
get most of the money, leaving 
other places without facilities. 
He asked if money ould be 
allocated in proportion to as­
sessments in various areas.
“The board has the final 
say,” the chairman reminded 
him.
“This is a fabulous concept,” 
exuded Eoin Lamont, director' 
for Okanagan Mission and Ce­
dar Creek. "But it should be 
based on the value of improve­
ments rather than land.” Other 
members agreed.
Mr. Lamont suggested many 
people in his area would sup­
port the idea, and it would 
eventually lead to 'living a re­
creation director.
“It’s hard to justify raising 
money if you don’t spend it,” 
added James Stuart, represent­
ing east and southeast Kel­
owna. “I would rather hire 
staff than engage an outside 
company for a study."
Mayor Roth said Ihe city was 
providing more .-ecreatfonal 
facilities and that a regional 
plan should include Kelowna. 
Directors Pritchard and La­
mont said city facilities should 
be included as the fund grows.
"It is very necessary that 
Rutland get an arena sion,” 
pleaded M. W Marshall, direc­
tor for that area.
"I want you to get one," said
Summer has finally come, 
according to the weatherman. 
He promises sunny skies Fri­
day, with highs in the low 70’s, 
The high and low in the city 
Wednesday was a mild 64 and 
39, compared with a warmer 
68 and 38 degrees for the same 
day at the airport. There was 
no precipitation recorded for 
the city or airport. Overnight 
low today 35 to 40 degrees,
SEEN and HEARD
Stockbroker, owned by R, J, 
Hennett of Kelowna and ridden 
by Tom White of Williams Lake, 
finished second after a four- 
way juinpoff , hi tne $7,500 
Jumping stakes nt the Calgary 
horse show. Wednesday. r'o(ly, 
with Dale Ross Adam of Ed­
monton aboard, took first place 
In the competition,
The Kelowna mil, District 
Juvenile Soccer League will 
hjive a soccer boot t 'lidi.ig post 
Shturdny from 9 i.ip. Io noon 
at the north field in Ihe Kel­
owna City Park, Anybody hav­
ing boots for side should put 
their name and price on the 
IxKits, which should be tied to­
gether. Unsold booty and money 
must be picked up >y noon.
A bylaw changing land on 
Highway 97 In the 1900 block 
Harvey Avenue from residents) 
to commercial was passed Wed­
nesday night by the Regional 
District of Central Okanagan. 
This lias been approved by the 
B,C. municipal affairs depart­
ment. and tpcie were no ob­
jections at. a public hearing.
Political barbs flew across 
the table Wednesday night be­
fore the Regional District board 
met at 540 Groves Ave. In the 
thick of it were George Whit­
taker, tem|X>rnry representa­
tive, for Belgo-^lllson, and 
Mayor Harold’ Thwaite of 
Peachland, both of whom In­
tend necking the Progressive 
Conservative nomination in the 
next federal election, Mayor 
Hilbert Roth of Ifelownn, also 
seeking the nomination, had not 
arrived at the meeting,
By hh lalcncns, Kelowna's 
reprcsentallvc stoic an honor 
from Dudley Pritchard, laikr- 
view Heights director, Mr, Prit­
chard, usually the Inst mcinbci1 
Io arrive, snuck in a few min­
utes ahead of Mayor Roth, who 
said he had to attend another 
meeting.
\ Eoin Lamont, director for 
Okanagan Mission-Cedar Creek, 
was named alternate to James
1101 inac Developments plans a , irpicHcni.s 
I commercial dcvelopmcip. J Kelowna.
Mayor Roth. The push to have 
more arenas built results from 
the fact the Kelowna one is 
crowded.
“It’s a wonderful idea,” said 
John McCoubrey, director for 
Winfield, Oyama and Okanagan 
Centre. He then took a swipe 
at Mayor Roth, for comments 
made several times about Kel­
owna subsidizing the rest of the 
district
“My family has shipped fruit, 
bought cars, clothes and other 
goods in Kelowna for 23 years,” 
said Mr. McCoubrey.
“There was nothing to stop 
you from going to Vernon,” 
answered Mayor Roth.
Chairman Bennett quickly 
halted this discussion, saying 
residents could be asked to vote 
in September, and construction 
of the Rutland arena be started 
in October. He was a director 
of the Kelowna arena for six 
years, and suggested facilities 
in the city and electoral areas 
will be needed to serve the 
growing population.
Earlier the board was told 
four outdoor ice surfaces could 
be provided for the cost of one 
covered arena, but has made 
no decision. Dr. Jack de Gruchy, 
secretary of the Kelowna and 
District Minor Hockey Associa­
tion, said that group at Its an­
nual meeting last month voted 
to urge building a covered 
arena.
Housing In The District 
Has 'Doubled' This Year
Housing In the Regional Dis­
trict of Central Okanagan has 
“doubled” this year compared 
with 1971 for the mdnth of April.
Regional building inspector 
Edward Ashton made the com­
ment at the regular meeting 
of the board Wednesday, report­
ing a total building permit value 
of $3,351,178 for the comparison
highest in history with $1,225,- 
771, beating the previous high 
of $094,989 recorded for April, 
1904. Cumulative total In the 
city to date Is $3,524,214,, com­
pared with $1,043,543 for tfce 
same period in 1971.
month as against $1,883,863 
April 1971.
Bulk of construction wan 




240 dwellings at n permit value 
of $3,029,691. The balance of 
values Included four permits 
for commercial buildings, $190,- 
600; six permits for additions to 
commercial ibulldlngs, $68,767; 
eight permits for additions to 
dwellings, $45,520; and 19 per­
mits for dwelling accessories, 
$16,600.
Value of building permits In 
1970 for April was $2,078,132,
City building permit values 
for April this year reflected the
Stuait on the B.C. municipal 
finance authority. Mr. Stuart, 
cast «pd southeast
IN COURT
Glen Terry Simpson of Win­
field, was remanded to May 11 
for prc-seiitence report after 
pleading guilty In provincial 
court today beforq Judge II. J, 
S. Moir of stealing a school bus, 
Court was told the vehicle, was 
valued at $10,090,
Bonnie Evans of Kelowna; 
was fined $200 on a plea of 
guilty to a chnrge under the 
narcotic control act.
Charged with Impaired driv­
ing, Walter George Frey of Kel­
owna, was remanded to Moy 
11. No pica was entered.
Aho remanded to the some 
date wiih Frederick Wayne De- 
GrooJ ।of Kelownn, charged 





son, of Kelowna, was taken to 
hospital Wednesday for treat­
ment of facial bruises received 
when he was struck by n car 
driven by William Shafrlck, of 
Kelowna, No blame was attach­
ed In the mishap, which.oceur- 
ed on Sexsmith Road.
An estimated $500 dainngn 
resulted from a mishap Wed­
nesday noon on Ellis Street l>e- 
tween cars driven by Merv 
Kulany, of Rutland, nnd Gary 
L, Fecny, of Kelowna. Thcro 
were no Injuries'.
Noone was hurt In a mishap 
n short time later nt the corner 
of Ellis Street and Bernard 
AVcnue, when cars driven by 
’William Roberts and O. C. 
lycns,. of Kelowna, collided, 
causing an estimated $250 dam­
age,
Au accident on Highway 97 
north of Kelownn caused about 
$500 daningc to ears driven by 
Rnyniond Itousael, of Burnaby 
and Eugene Alex, Madams, of 
Kelownn. There were no In­
juries.
No Injuries, but an estimated 
$500 damage resulted from n 
collision nt the corner of 
Richter Street nnd Clement 
Avenue, between earn driven by 
Douglas William Hecko and 
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IT HAPPENED IN CANADA QUEBEC PRESS SAYS:
Six-Day Mail Service 
Could Be One Solution
Speaking in Vancouver recently, . 
'osimastcr-Gcncral Jean-Pierre Cote, 
laid a variety of means is being em­
ployed to improve productivity in the 
postal service.
He gave official confirmation to 
what has been known for a long time 
by people who use the mails, that 
things aren’t what they should be, far 
from it.
He said the ‘productivity index’— 
the output from the post offices and 
stations throughout the land—has fall­
en by 12.5 per cent since 1955 despite 
higher pay and better working condi­
tions.
And he suggested a return to six- 
day-week mail delivery might be the 
answer because the ‘variety of means’ 
—such as more consultation between 
employees and postmasters on work 
methods, improved working environ­
ment and better social conditions— 
were not getting results.
But Mr.. Cote immediately felt the 
ire of the foot-slogging postmen. It 
was tit for tat. The letter carriers ac­
cused him of seemingly launching an 
election campaign on their work- 
weary backs. Today, what else is there 
to blame such statements on?
But that’s not all. They said longer 
routes and heavier packs had reduced 
and delayed deliveries. And this was 
the result of poor administration of 
post offices. They may have a point 
there but could they do a better job 
of administration?
They definitely do not want Satur­
day mail service re-introduced which, 
undoubtedly, would be political ad-
vantagcous to the Liberal government 
in that it would serve the public in­
terest.
The present five-day week means a 
threc-day holdup on letters posted Fri­
day and, as one editorial points out, 
makes ridiculous the ‘assured next day 
delivery service’ that was introduced 
a year ago—a service that cuts deliv­
eries to business firms from two-a-day 
to one.
No wonder there has been a irop - 
in the ‘productivity index’ which can 
be blamed, also, on the militancy of 
the postal workers who want things 
all their own way and seem ready to 
strike at the lick of an eight-cent 
stamp.
For the work they do—and don't— 
their rates of pay are good. They . 
have climbed from what once was, 
admittedly, .a miserable level. Mr. Cote 
doesn’t help matters by saying ‘... the
5.4
Following Is a selection of 
editorials on current topics, 
translated from the 
French-language press of 
Canada.
recognizing the principle of 
universality in the distribution 
of payments. ...
We believe the opposition




NOT RELATE^ fife ONE OMtlE LEFT lVA$ 
A MEMggR OF TdE NB’ LEGISLATURE, 
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In the lexicon of the Vietnam war, 
President Nixon now has gone full 
circle, resurrecting a version of the 
“domino theory” of President Eisen­
hower’s day.
It’s an idea that for years had il­
lustrious support, among leaders of 
both the Republican and Democratic 
parties, before it was broadly rejected 
in the late 1960s, says a Canadian 
Press report from Washington.
The theory is that if (he U.S. lets 
Vietnam fall to the Communists, its 
neighbors throughout the whole area 
will quickly succumb. “You knock 
over the first one,” said Eisenhower 
“and what will happen to the last one 
is that it will go over very quickly.”
President Kennedy, in the circum­
stances that prevailed in 1963—long 
before the U.S. overture to China— 
said he believed in the domino theory. 
In President Lyndon Johnson’s era 
the catch-phrase of the day was ‘‘con­
tainment," which meant oretty much 
the same thing. If Communist aggres­
sion was not contained in Southeast 
Asia the alternative would be to draw 
back to “Fortress America”—to join 
j the battle at another time in another 
place.
In almost an echo—indeed an ex­
pansion of that theory, Nixon told a 
nationwide television audience last 
week that the repercussions of a mili­
tary defeat would spread to the Mid­
dle East and even Europe.
"If the Communists win militarily 
in Vietnam the risk of war in other 
parts of the world would ne enormous­
ly increase," he said. “If Communist 
aggression fails, it will discourage 
others to do the same thing."
In the view of some observers, 
Nixon's emphfisis on this idea was all 
the more surprising in light of |he dis- 
I closure last week of a oncc-sccrct 
I study put together by a variety of gov- 
I eminent agencies for Nixon in the first 
months of his term.
More Involvement ‘ Needed
Activities
THE LARGEST iIHGLE 
RACIAL GRPUP IN 
CANADA IS FRENCH 
- 30 4%
OF THE POPULATION
OTTAWA — I am sure there discuss the situation in all itsperiod of catching up ... is practical- -
Iv over.’ To the paying public it ended m,?st be many times^when cabi- detail.
‘ . net ministers and nfhnr nennl/» This IS not U1C place to go into
with the last round of increases.
It is time both the post office de­
partment and the people it employs 
got down to reasonable thinking. Mr. 
Cote can forget altogether about ‘the . 
means’ he has introduced to improve 
conditions.
He admits they haven’t worked. 
And the workers should face facts and 
accept what is only right in a public 
operation of this kind—six-day service.
If there has to be further subsidiza­
tion to bring back fast and reliable 
deliveries, the goats in this two-against- 
onc game will grumble. But it least 
they will be getting something for their 
money.
t i i t r ot er p ople
in high governmental places 
must threw up their hands in 
despair and wonder whether all 
the effort is worthwhile.
One of these times is happen­
ing now as Don Jamieson and 
his ministry of transport people 
lock horns with a group of citi­
zens from the Pickering area of 
southern Ontario, over the loca­
tion of a proposed second air­
port in the Toronto area.
After many months of study 
and consultation with provincial 
authorities, the decision was 
made to locate the airport near 
Pickering. Then the fun started.
It's probably a classic case of 
the adage that you can’t please 
everybody,- and governments
The 1969 National Security Council 
study, although reflecting differing 
opinions, reported that both the major­
ity and dissenters rejected the view 
that “an Unfavorable settlement in 
Vietnam will inevitably be followed by 
Communist takeovers outside Indo­
china.” A defence department paper 
. suggested the outcome there would be 
only one factor—not necessarily the 
most important one—affecting devel­
opments in Southeast Asia itself.
Still, Nixon said firmly in nis speech 
that “we will not be defeated and we 
will never surrender our friends to 
Communist aggression.”
He thus reiterated his faith in “Vict- 
namizalion,” the scheme to let the 
South Vietnamese take ever the war 
while continuing the withdrawal of 
American forces,- which is being sore­
ly tested on the battle fields today.
Beyond that is the peace negotia­
tions in Paris. There is nothing in their 
history to cause optimism how, but 
Nixon's new enthusiasm for die Paris 
talks has led some observers to sug­
gest that maybe Nixon and his adviser 
Henry Kissinger know something that 
has not been made public.
The fact Soviet party leader Leonid 
Brezhnev, during Kissinger’s recent 
secret mission to Moscow, urged the 
Americans to return to, the conference 
tabic Jias brought diplomatic specula­
tion that the U.S. might expect sonic 
movement there.
Other diplomatic sources insist the 
Soviet Union still is not anxious to 
help the Americans extract ’heinselves 
from Vietnam. But Moscow gives 
signs of being eager for die summit 
conference there on the occasion of 
Nixon’s visit this month discuss dis­
armament, trade and other issues:
are more aware of this than 
other groups. No matter what 
decision had been reached on 
the location, there would have 
been some people wholly in 
favor and other people violently 
opposed.
Those in favor would be 
chiefly farmers and others who 
saw a chance to sell their land 
and homes at a good price and 
area businessmen who hoped 
the proximity of a major airport 
would boost their income. The 
anti-group is largely people who 
like living in the area, don’t 
want to move out and are con­
cerned about the effects of an 
airport on noise, pollution and 
traffic congestion levels.
INTERESTING CASE
The Pickering case is particu­
larly interesting in that the 
group opposing the airport are 
generally upper income, highly 
intelligent professional people 
who know how to go about 
amassing evidence to support 
their stand and have the fi­
nances to present it in a force­
ful way. They call themselves 
People Or Planes, or POP for 
short and they are led by a
A friendly gesture by Soviet leaders 
on the Vietnam issue, it is felt, ccr- , 
lainly would contribute to a more 
productive atmosphere al ’he summit.
BYGONE DAYS
t I




Toronto Maple Iwafs, Stanley Cup 
winners, failed to place a man <»n the 
•‘All Star Team." Chicago Blti ;k Hawks, 
their opponents In the playoff, placed 
two men, Stan MiRlta aiub Bobby Hull, 
Masked goalie Jacques Plante and 
Jenn Guy Talbot were two Montreal Cu- 
nadiens named to tho squad.
May 1932,
Rutland Noles; A softball Ustgue whs 
organized here with five teams, and iv
possible sixth. Officers were
President, C, McLeod; vice-pr:sident A. 
F, Bach; secretaiy-trcnmirer, Joe Con­
roy. Entries are in from Ilull’ind North, 
Rutland South, Ellison, the Boy Scouts, 
nnd the Catholics. Gamos will ne plhyed 
Sundays and Wednesdays,
surgeon, Dr, Charles 
They came to Ottawa 
to present their case 
genial Mr. Jamieson 






all the pros and cons of the 
argument, but the POP group 
claims the decision is a straight 
political one and that there hap 
been a lack of real consultation 
between the federal government 
and the government of Ontario.
On the one hand, they charge 
that the province never seri­
ously questioned the federal de­
cision that a second airport is 
needed now. On the other side 
of the coin they say the federal 
government acquiesced too 
readily to the provincial pres­
sures on the location factor.
CHASM EXISTS
As one member of the POP 
group expressed it to me: 
“There was a wide chasm exist­
ing between the two govern­
ments and the airport just fell 
in between. We are not im­
pressed with autocratic state­
ments from governments that 
they are going to give us a new 
airport and we should be pro­
perly thankful.”
The POP group says its inter­
ests extend beyond the Picker­
ing dispute and they are inter­
esting themselves in the argu­
ment over, the development at 
Lake Louise and the James Bay 
hydro project.
They also claim they are get­
ting a favorable response and 
support for their stand from all 
across the country from people 
who recognize in the Pickering 
dispute the real issue of con­
frontation between governments 
and citizens over the quality of 
life and the expenditure of the 
tax dollars of all Canadians on 
- projects they believe are of du­
bious merit.
But, backed by his -studies’ 
and -his experts, Mr. Jamieson 
appears to be holding firm. 
While leaning over backwards 
to be fair to the Pickering oppo­
nents, he is still convinced that 
the Pickering site makes the 
most long-term sense. It's the 
sort of thing that causes people 
like Don Jamieson to wonder 
sometimes what they are doing 
in politics.
Montreal La Presse: Big 
business stays indifferent to 
the form of the political re­
gime. Distrustful of politi­
cians, it has little interest in 
their “doctrines.”
At the risk of offending one 
of them, it can be said that 
the Church and Capital have a 
common characteristic—both 
refuse to get involved (at 
least officially) on the politi­
cal level, strictly speaking.
A recent example of this: 
The Roman Catholic Church 
in Canada refusing to pro­
nounce itself on the delicate 
question of self-determination 
for Quebec.
Yet, Investors are intransi­
gent on the principle that the 
form of the regime does not 
matter, that the rules of the 
economic game must not vary 
from season to season.
This rule is well-known to 
those who measure the conse­
quences of economic national­
ism, whether it be Quebec or 
Canadian economic national: 
ism. ...
No one would want to show 
an interest in building facto­
ries in a territory where na­
tionalization was the coming 
thing, which would be the 
equivalent of pure and simple 
waste.
Does this danger exist here? 
It is certainly not imminent. 
But it cannot be considered 
totally unreal so long as rabid 
radicals continue to demand 
that all forms of private prop­
erty must disappear and that 
the system must be destroyed. 
(They never say what will re­
place it). . . .
It is high time that every 
voice with ■ the slightest au­
thority here tell the rabid rad­
icals that certain jokes have 
gone on long enough.
. Apropos recent events, Mr. 
Bourassa exclaimed: 
“Enough is enough.”
These words were not 
aimed at the workers. They 
were aimed at certain well- 
known agitators and at ultra­
leftistintellectuals who consti­
tute, in Quebec and Canada, 
the most stupid left wing in 
the w o r 1 d .—G u y Cormier 
(April 24)
members are broadlyrjustified 
in fighting energetically 
against the selective principle 
which could only lead to 
abuses and flagrant injus­
tices. >
When the present family al­
lowance scheme was set up in 
1945, Louis St. Laurent vigor-
ously defended the universal 
principle, invoking mainly the 
administrative savings that 
would result from it.
We must realize that the 
selective principle that the 
Liberals want will considers* 
bly increase the fiscal burden 
borne by Canadians with av­
erage incomes of $10-$15,000, 
who already pay the highest 
taxes.
If the Trudeau government
wanted to be consistent it 
would equally abolish the 
principle of universality In in­
come tax deductions on per-, 
sonal income.
We are perfectly in agree- . 
ment with the principle that 
the well-heeled pay. more. 
This is guaranteed in the 
present system. We would 
even accept that family allow­
ances become taxable. ...
However, we cannot accept 
the arbitrariness which the 
application of selectivity will 
bring about. We hope the Tru­
deau government will revise 
its dangerous position and 
take into account the just de­
mands of the opposition.—Syl- 
vio Saint-Amant (April 21)
Granby La Voix de 1’Est: 
Will the official visit of Presi­
dent Nixon help to improve 
relations between the United 
States and Canada? It is 
much too early, to tell. How-
CANADA'S STORY
Millions In Price Rollbacks Seen
As U.S. Slashes At Excessive Profits
NEW YORK (AP) — The 
prospect of hundreds of millions 
.of dollars in price rollbacks
is seen after the U.S. 
commission promised to 







man, said the price commission 
was reviewing the quarterly 
earnings reports from major 
companies and indicated that 
largo price reductions and re-
funds wore In the offing.
Eollowing this, Ford Motor 
Co. voluntarily announced an 
average $13 price cut for its 
ears and trucks after reporting 
a 411-per-cent leap in first- 
quarter earnings to $252 million,.
The commission ordered roll­
backs at :dx large companies, 
including Eckerd Drugs Inc,, a
annual rate of 2.17 per cent, 
compared with a 3.2 per cent 
rate of gain In the fourth 
quarter of 1971 and 3.6 per cent 
for all of last year.
Good news came with the re­
port from the commerce depart­
ment that the composite Index 
of leading economic Indicators 
rose .9 per cent in March, con­
tinuing Us recent upswing. The 
index, which often foreshadows 
broad movements in the econ­
omy, had risen 0.7 per cent in 
February, and an average of 
about 1 per cent a month for the
past half year.
The treasury department, 
finding Itself with Unexpected 
funds on hand because of what 
a spokesman said was over- 
withheld personal Income taxes 
and the strong economy, an- 
Chnrlotte, N.C.. based chain of' notmccd plans to trim Its bor- 
123 iltorcs, and F, W. Woolworth >'f,wing plans, and pay off some 
of its maturing debt In cash,Co,, which was told to rescind
recent Increases In lunch
counter operations at Its , five- 
and-dlmo outlets,
Other news noted recently
gave conflicting signs of the 
country’s economic health. 'Die 
government reported a worsen­
ing of the U.S, trade delicit In 
March and a slackening of pro­
ductivity gains during the first 
quarter, On the pins side, lead­
ing economic indicators shewed
Pmil A. Volcker, treasury un­
dersecretary for monetary af­
fairs, said the .stronger revenue 
picture Indicated a smaller 
budget deficit, but did not indi­
cate how much the planned 
$38,8-billion deficit might be rc- 
, diiced.
20 YEARS AGO 
May 1952 \
Happy birthday wishes went is Mrs.
F. W Goldsmith, tin Okanagan pioneer, 
who is celebrating her 93rd birthday this 
week. Born in Sussex, England, in io'.), 
she came to Winnipeg In 1906, und to 
the Okanagan shortly afterwards, set. 
Hing m Glcnmore. then called tby \al- ■ 
jey, arriving here on (he S.S. Aberdeen,
59 YEARS AGO 
May 1922 . ■ '
■ At the first nbnuul general inecling 
o( the roorgiiiiizcd Kblownn Lawn 1’cn- 
niV,. I’h’ib Dr, Boyce was, tii.inl'nii'isl.v 
chosen presiilcnt, with Eric part vicf- 
president u'nd A, (I II, GarrnHb'vs M'crc-
lar.v-tioasurer, The mayor kin 11,7 con­
sented to open (he club on rl,Hur,lay af- 
tormmn. Tea will lie served for t!:;-e noo
30 YEARS AGO 
May 1912
Peachland Notes’, AC2 Donald Mihi r 
arrived home on leave from Edmonton 
where he U training with the RCAF. 
Pte. Orville Wdliamson of the PCCS nt 
Victoria arrived with I’K wif<‘ md fat)'- 
||v |o s)X'n<| n holid.i'.' at tn-' liu.iu1 of 










1* Tudh<>|ie motor ears, and have 
■ of them already. Tlv’iv was
gains in March, while tho, U.S, 
treasury's pions for refinancing 
Indicated a smaller federal 
budget deficit thrtn previous es­
timates,
. The commerce department 
sold the $584.3 million deficit In 
the U S, trade account < in 
MarcIi, which was slightly lower 
than the !■'e b r li a r v defier, 
bioiight tbc firM-quarler deficit 
to a record $Lr> billion.
' A trade deficit oeejurs when 
tl|e value of foreign gixxls 
brought into the country ex- 
beeds tho value of American' 
goods taken out of the counii'j.
WORK OUITUT RISER
The lulxii' department, mean­
while, io;huted Ihnl output |wr
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Press Is ex- 
t<» the uso for 
nil news dis- 
to it or the 
or Reuters in
this paper nnd also the locnl
s t, r.ii.mt; ci cased al a sea.sonallj ■adjusted
news published therein, 
lights of republication of 
rial ilr patches herein arc 
itcsctved.' ,
ever, it must be hoped that 
the two countries succeed in 
finding a solution to their 
pfoblems. ... ’ .
Mr. Nixon recognizes the 
existence ot differences to 
which reasonable solutions 
"are being sought; In sum, he 
admits that everything is not 
as it is in the best 0! all possi­
ble worlds between the two ' 
countries which, he said, are 
competitors in several areas.
The president knows very it 
well, however, that these 
problems cannot be set to one • 
side and that the negotiations 
between his treasury secre­
tary and Canada will have to 
lead to a satisfactory solution, 
not only for his country but 
. for ours.
Certainly the problems 
which Canadian-American
trade relations present are not 
insoluble if the United States 
wants to admit to Canada's 
right to a favorable trade bal- 
■ ance, but they will not be 
solved in the near future if 
Mr. Connally wants, at any 
price, to be justified about Ca­
nadian objections to his pol­
icy. . . .
Another problem of which 
Mr. Nixon is evidently aware 
is that of American invest­
ments in Canada. Without pro­
hibiting them, Canada wants 
to regulate them.. . .
This does not mean, of 
course, that the two countries 
have drawn their knives. . ...
However, the fact remains 
that if good relations are to 
exist between the two coun­
tries it is necessary to find a 
solution to these problems be­
fore they take on proportions 
detrimental to the evolution of 





Quebec Le Soleil: It is evi­
dent that unionism in the pub­
lic service is going through a 
crucial time and that perhaps 
it is putting its existence in 
jeopardy.
The government, whether 
one supports it or spurns it, is 
however the supreme author­
ity.. Whether one wants it or 
not, it is the government that 
will have the last word, unless 
we end up with revolution and 
the government is driven 
from power and replaced with 
another.
But what other? ... That it 
may have committed errors 
in negotiations does not de­
stroy its 1 e g 11 i mac y. The 
union common front could 
also have its share of respon­
sibility for the situation. . . . 
And does not the attitude of 
its leaders indicate that it 
isn’t a single labor conflict 
but a political game in which 
the prize is the maintenance 
or rejection of the present re-. 
gime?
And if , a choice is to be
made about our present politi­
cal and socio-economic sys­
tem, it must not be dictated 
by a minority of 200,000 in­
cluding a more or less impor­
tant proportion who do not 
support their leaders’ objec­
tives. ...
The return to work only 
marks one stage in the 
present conflict. The emer­
gency law does not end the 
negotiations. They will con­
tinue on another field. That is, 
before the public service com­
mittee of the national assem­
bly. ...
A solution that could not be 
found through direct negotia­
tions between the parties will 
be sought. If there is no 
agreement, the government 
will impose its decision.. . .
It is useless to hide from, 
the fact that the decisions 
taken in the next few weeks 
. will only be valuable Inas­
much as they eliminate the 
sources of Justified complaints 
on the part, of public service 
personnel.
Al the, same time, it will be
necessary to clarify the situa­
tion in order to prevent fur­
ther deterioration of relations 
between the state and Its em­
ployees. To allow the present 
ferments of division to con­
tinue will only serve to pro­
voke a still more violent con­
frontation In a few years. . , .
Never have our leaders 
faced such grave decisions, it 
has been said Quebec Is living 
on a volcand; never has it 





Tnils-Rlvlercs l.c Nauvcll- 
hte; All the opposition parties 
in the Commons joined forces 
against the Llhcrai , govern­
ment of Mr, Trudeau'to fight 
the principle of selectivity 
contained In tho now federal 
program of family allow­
ances,
The government proposes m 
nbblish the principle of Mini-, 
ver.-ipl family allowances and 
i'cphi(;e it with higltor pav- 
■ meins to mothers with lower
Incomes and completely stop 
payments to mothers of fami­
lies with average hr high' in­
comes.
The NDP lender, David 
Lcwlk, said the government is 
frying to change n fundamen­
tal concept Of the family nL 
lowances program adopted 27 
ago ns n simple men-' 
sure to combat poverty,
Hr proposed an amendment
By BOB BOWMAN
Ralph Allen, late newspaper­
man-historian, wrote Ordeal by 
Fire, a first-class book on Cana­
dian history .from 1910 to 1945. 
The title might have been in­
spired by the experience of the 
1st Canadian Division in the 
First World War.
The Canadians were moved 
into the front line April 15, as­
signed to hold- Ypres in Bel­
gium. It was the gateway to the 
channel ports of Dunkirk, Calais 
and Boulogne.
and that is how the Canadians 
kept going.
Casualties were terrible. The 
10th Battalion, recruited largely 
in Calgary, Lethbridge and Ed­
monton, lost 619 men killed and 
wounded in six hours. Finally 
the German attack was halted 
but the Allies lost 60,000 men 
killed. ,
The 1st- Canadian Division 
certainly experienced an “or­
deal by fire.” Canadian casual­
ties were 5,700.
On April 22 the Germans used .
poison gas for the first time in 
war. It came rolling across the 
fields like a bank of fog. Alge­
rian troops on. the left threw
OTHER MAY 4 EVENTS
1639—Madame de la Peltrie 
and three nuns sailed from
Dieppe for Canada.
1783—United Empire Loyalists 
from New York landed at Shel-
away their rifles and ran. The 
gas was moving at six miles an 
hour so many of them were ov­
ertaken and fell into the ditches 
and canals clutching their 
throats.
Then two French divisions 
were over-run and the Germans 
came pouring through the gap, 
bayonets high. The flank of the 
Canadians was turned and they 
were almost trapped.
Yet the Canadians fought on 
until May 4, counter-attacking, 
being thrown back and attack­
ing again. The effect of the gas 
was to destroy the will to live.
Victims cried: “Go away and 
let me die."
Someone discovered that ur­
ine-soaked rags held o\er nose 
and throat provided protection
burne, N.S.
1793—Col. John Graves Sim- 
coe, ’ lieutenant-governor of 
Upper Canada, learned that 
Britain and France were at 
war.
1804—S e 1 k I r k settlers from 
Scotland arrived at Baldoon, 
near Chatham, Ont.
1852—Roughing It in the Bush 
by Susanna Moodie was pub­
lished.
1859—Parliament prorogued 
and moved from Toronto to 
Quebec. Royal Bank, Le Banque 
National, and Bank of Western 
Canada were incorporated.
1891—Ontario established a 
bureau of mines.
1910—Royal Canadian Navy 
was organized. Canadian North­
ern Railway received charter 
from Alberta.
Drought Becoming Way Of Life 
For Ranchers In Oklahoma
ALTUS, Okla. (AP) - The 
winds which whip down the 
plain in the United States 
midsection shake the wheat and 
ripple the waters of range ponds 
where cattle gather to drink.
But the quality of wheat In 
many places Is not good this 
year. The crackhd and muddy 
sides of the ponds mark the fall­
ing waler supply.
The situation so far is not so 
bad ns last year because of 
qbove normal rainfall lost au­
tumn,' says Bill Curry, Okla­
homa sl,atc cliniiitologist. "That 
put 11 lot of subsoil moisture in 
the ground.”
That pretty much is tho situa­
tion throughout 1he' south-cen­
tral portion of tho U.S.—the 
land of wheat and cattle—from 
Nebraska to Texas, New Mexico 
and Colorado. Only Missouri re­
ports sufficient rain..........
There nre many who think the 
dryness Is becoming an, tin- 
hnopv but natural way of life,
A drought “has been going on 
, fur 20 years,’' said Alan Haws’ 
of the Oklahoma water re­
sources Ixiard. “It became more 
acute the hint three or four 
years."
An even more ominous report 
came from Dr. Walter O, Roll-, 
erts, head of (he ''National 
Centre for ,Atmospheric Re­
search nt Boulder, Colo. He said 
he agreed with a prediction that 
the Great Plains region may be 
facing one of the worst droughts 
of the,2()lh century, a drought, 
bcgiimlng this soring and con­
tinuing through 1976.
Senate^' Henry Bcllmon (Itcp. 
Okla,), nnd Republican col­
leagues have Introduced legisla­
tion to authorize a $35-mllllon 
four-year demonstration rain­
making project over the plains 
states, An eight-county project 
of aerial cloud seeding Is setifo 
begin soon elver southwest Okla­
homa under 11 $225,000 contract 
nv,:nib'it by the U S. burcaii of
tlon the first four months of the 
year has ranged from five to 50 
per cent below normal. The con­
stant wind and abnormally hot 
temperatures 'in the e a r I y 
spring combined .to dry the 
moisture banked In the subsoil 
from tho fall’s heavy rain,
In Oklahoma, where the 197f 
drought cut wheat production to 
69 million bushels,'the exports 
nre predicting 70 million to 80 




OTTAWA (CP) — About 
750,000 Canadians are Into with 
their Income tax returns this 
year, a spokesman for tho reve­
nue department sold Wednes­
day.
The figure, about the same ns 
last year’s, is nn estimate bc> 
cause many returns moiled bj 
the May 1 deadline have not yet 
been received. Persons mailing 
or handing in their returns after 
May 1 are liable to a fine of five 
per cent of tax owing.
Not all the late filers will be 
lined, however, the spokesman 
said; Many will have refunds 
coming and thus no iinpaUl bnl> 
once for a fine to bo assessed 
upon,
liy Muy Lilic drpnrlmept has 
received 7,5 1 million relium, 
compared will) Ju,si over .ii'in 
'million by Jhe same dliie ,11 
1071, A toliiLof nlxiut 9,5 imllYui 
( is expected, ' '
About 4,7 million rfiuriH hnl 
been processed, compared with 
4 1 million, Inst, year. Ilcfuj'.l 
cheques printed by May 1 this 
year totalled four mill.on, worth 
$545.3 million, Last year by this 
time 3.4 million refund cheques 
worth $442.1 million hnd boon
The refund cheque
In most of the area, pi cel pi I a-
1 h,vi .tr is about $136, up from 
»12i in 1971.
Apollo 16 s Lunar Trip 
Classed As 'Cliffhanger
TO YOUR GOOD HEALTH
Air Conditioner
HOUSTON (AP) Com-
mander John Young Wednesday 
termcd.the Apollo 16 W^ion a 
"cliff-hanger" because wglhe 
engine problem that almost can­
celled the landing on the moon.
He said he and his crew
males, Charles Duke and 
Thomas Mattingly, were wor­
ried about a shortage of fuel be-; 
cause of extra manoeuvring 
they had to do because of the 
trouble. .
The astronauts spoke at their
first news conference since the In Your Nose ■
end of their 11-day space adven­
ture last Thursday.
In an opening statement. 
Young said the astronauts had 
some worrisome hours after 
Mattingly discovered a problem
By George C. Thosteson. M.D,
Trans-Alaska Pipeline Report 
Under Attack By Fishermen
with a backup control system in 
engine justthe command ship 
40 minutes before 









^■^VANCOUVER (CP)-A recent I 
|Mkted States government report : 
^^Vthe environmental impact of 
^Pproposed trans-Alaska pipeline 
is “contradictory, full of om- 
missions and biased in ap­
proach,” says a study sponsored 
by U.S. and Canadian fisher­
men.
The study by the Anchorage­
based Arctic Co. Ltd., released 
here, attests the U.S. interior 
department’s contention that 
Valdez, Alaska, would be a 
suitable pipeline terminus and 
oil-shipping port.
The U.S. proposal to pipe 
crude oil from Alaska’s North 
Slope to Valdez and then to ship 
it to Cherry Point, Wash, has 
not yet been approved by the 
U.S. government.
The Arctic Co. report says 
Valdez is a difficult port to na­
vigate and is "located in one 
of the worst climatic regions 
on earth for tanker traffic.”
“The proposed plan could 
strike a death-blow to the re-
orit. It might take months 
longer because valves and pipes 
become clogged with wax and
them to postpone the landing 
while experts examined the 
problem. It was determined not 
to be serious and the lunar 
touchdown was achieved six 
hours late. '
congealed residues.”
A report prepared for the Ca­
nadian environment depart­
ment says a major spill that 
would seriously affect the coast­
al environment of Western Ca­
nada can be expected every 20 
years if tankers begin transport­
ing Alaskan oil to U.S. refin­
eries. .
Each spill would be “upwards 
of 20,000 tons,” or more than 
142,000 barrels, says the report 
prepared by Howard Paish and 
Associates, a Vancouver firm of 
environmental and resource 
management consultants.
The Paish report recommends 
that the Canadian government 
"pursue with the utmost vigor 
every possible avenue” to en­
sure international protection of 
the environment from oil spills.
The astronauts narrated a 
film and slides of the mission 
highlights, including separation 
of the command and lunar mod­
ules, the descent to the surface 
as seen through the lunar mod­
ule engine, and a tour of the 
Descartes area as Young and 
Duke drove their moon buggy 
from feature to feature.
One striking shot was taken 
from 800 feet up Stone Moun­
tain, looking back over the Cay­
ley Plateau where Young and 
Duke landed.
“The Descartes landing site is 
one of the most dazzingly beau­
tiful places on the moon,” 
Young reported. "The view 
from up Stone Mountain has got 
to be one of the most truly 
beautiful views that has ever 
been seen by man.”
Dear Dr. Thosteson: I know 
it’s a little late to ask for this 
year, but for next winter: We 
hear about walking for good 
health. Is there any danger to 
throat or lungs from inhaling 
when the temperature is below 
freezing?—A.B.S.
D e p e n d s on whether you 
mean breathing through your 
nose or your mouth.
When you breathe through the 
nose, the air is warmed by a 
remarkable set of “air condi­
tioners”! called turbinates.
' These \ are bony structures, 
three on\each side of the nose, 
and covered by a membrane 
which has a rich blood supply.
difficult. It can make the throat 
dry, too. Indirectly, with some 
individuals, this can provoke an­
ginal pain; chest pain, that is.
Freezing cold air is ultimately 
warmed in the lungs but too 
much of it can be uncomforta­
ble.
Air breathed past the turbinates 
is warmed.
If, in the midst of strenous 
activity, you do a little brea­
thing through the mouth, that 
isn’t likely to be harmful. How­
ever, too much mouth’breathing 
can do some mischief.
For one thing, cold air can 
cause spasm of the bronchial 
tubes and make breathing more
The i&no
Burgers 3 for $1.00 
Fish and Chips 70c
Opposite Mountain. Shadow* 765-5414
I suspect that your son’s 
daddy has read or heard some­
thing about eggs also being high 
in cholesterol. Well, the yolk is 
high in it, but in my opinion the 
worry about eggs and choles­
terol has been overemphasized 
all out of proportion. It is valid 
principally in older people who 
might have high levels of cho­
lesterol In the blood and I see 
no reason why the average 
healthy young person shouldn't 
eat eggs.
Controlling one’s cholesterol 
is one thing; jumping to the 
conclusion that you shouldn't 
eat eggs oftener than once a 
week is carrying the idea a bit 
too far.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: My little 
boy loves eggs but his daddy 
won’t let him eat them more 
than once a week. Are eggs too 
protieny or something? How 
bad is it for a person to eat 
eggs?—Mrs. T.C.
Eggs are a fine source of pro­
tein and it is only under the 
most unusual circumstances 
that anyone gets too much pro­
tein. Rather, too. many people 
get too little.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: Is there 
possible danger of formation of 
kidney stones from the oxalic 
acids in such greens as kale, 
collards, turnip tops, mustard 
greens, etc.? I eat these often 
and drink the pot liquor which 
has a laxative effect for me. Do 
you consider it unwise to eat 
such greens once or twice a 
week?—E.A.L.
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If you are not a ‘‘stone for­
mer,” I see no objection to eat­
ing the greens once or twice a 
week. If you have had kidney 
stone trouble, that’s different 
Some stones are oxalates, oth­
ers are urates. If you have or 
have had an oxalate stone, 
avoid the greens.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: I am 16 
and have been using tampons 
for over a year. What I’d like to 
know is whether it is safe to 
wear tampons when expecting 
your period in a day or two, to 
avoid any trouble at school or 




There are eight species of tur­
tles in Ontario.
CATTLE PIRATES
BELEM. Brazil (AP) — A i 
band of rustlers has been steal­
ing cattle near the mouth of the 
Amazon RiVer and carrying 
them off to secret slaughter­
houses in speedboats, a ranch­
ers’ association charged.
HIPPIES’ INFLUENCE
RIO DE JANEIRO (AP) — 
French dressmaker Pierre Bal­
main says the hippie movement 
has had a great influence on 
men’s fashions. “Before the hlp- 
pies," he said, “men were 
ashamed of wearing clothes full 







Our trained crew can make 
your car look like new. 
Smoothing out dents, custom 
repainting our specialty.
KERR AUTO BODY SHOP lTD
1110 St. Paul, Kelowna 762-2300
Where fashion lias NO,size limit
Sizes 16% to 32%
Sizes 18 to 52
Sizes 16 to 24
newable resources of fishing and 
crabbing and would imperil the 
environmental welfare of the 
coasts of Alaska, the island of 
Kodiak, British Columbia and 
the Puget Sound for the sake of 
exploitation of only one of two 
Arctic resources, and the wrong 
one from the energy crisis 
standpoint,” the study says.
COULDN’T CONTINUE
The Arctic Co. report also 
suggests that during bad wea­
ther the pipeline would not be 
able to continue pumping once 
storage tanks were full.
“The choice would be to dump 
crude oil into the port or to 
stop the pipeline. The Russian 
experience in Siberia has been 
that once the line is stopped, 
it is a major action to re-open
HOROSCOPE
Friday, May 5
Arie* (March 21-April 19): 
Wind up your workweek by 
bringing together those people 
who have promised to help. A 
long-term activity may be near 
a final stage.
Tauras (April 20-May 20): Old 
investments can be converted to 
current resources. Plan to clear 
up any past errors; dispose of 
useless possessions.
Gemini (May 21-June 20): 
Learning is more than its own 
reward: you attract favorable 
notice with little effort. Make an 
early start; above all, make 
your best appearance.
Cancer (June 21-July 22): Fol­
low your intuition' through this 
complex and busy day of di­
verse activities. Most of what is 
settled now stays that way,
Leo. (July 23-Aug. 22): Per­
sonal affairs compete with work 
responsibilities for time and at­
tention. Avoid getting involved 
in the ventures of relatives or 
friends.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): 
Where you care about what is 
happening, do what you can 
while you have the chance. 
There's a time limit on nearly 
everything.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): 
Younger people are the center 
of attention. Cheer up and live 
happily thru a busy but normal 
day.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Un­
expected expense occurs for 
one-time-only reasons. Make the 
most of an excellent day for 
home and family; have some 
happy surprises.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): 
Find a different course of alter­
natives to your regular habits. 
Catch up correspondence and 
neglected friendships,
Capricorn (Dec. 22-J an. 19):
If you are going to rearrange 
funds or settle financial deals, 
get these things done early. 
Speculation and last-minute 
ideas are not favored.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18);
Be practical today, giving most 
consideration to finishing what 
you have started, Fresh starts 
need further planning.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20): 
It's a long and confusing day. 
Quiet Investigation produces 
heavier results, Romantic inter­
est sparkles with surprise.
NOT SURPRISED
F.DMONTON (CP 1 -Revolts b 
young persons against society 
are not surprising when 400,000 
students out of more than a mil- 
I Ion couldn't find Jobs last som­
ber, National Social Credit lea- 










The Good Tune Cameras 
are here from Polaroid. 
Froms14.95*
Meet Zip.
The lowest priced Polaroid Land 
Camera we’ve ever offered. Only $14.95.*
Big 3¥/\ 3%''pictures that develop 
right in your hand in just 30 seconds. 
Built-in flash.
And Zip uses only our inexpensive 
black-and-white (easy loading) square
packfilm.
So you never stop saving.
And if you want to Save in color, 
there’s our new Square Shooter 2.
■■ Electric eye. Electronic shutter.
Built-in flash for 4-shot flashcubes.
And it uses our square color film 
so you can save up to 25%** on the in-
stant color pictures you take.
60-second color pictures for about 
the same price as pictures you wait 
days to get from the film factory.
Zip and Square Shooter 2.The Good 
Time Cameras from Polaroid.
Who said you couldn’t afford the 
fun of instant pictures?
if
Zip- 












Our new 60-second color camera 
$34.95*
' ‘Suggested list price ••Comp.u i'.on br.e.l cn suggested list Tfifl/,T10rt f,!rr».




















homes. Still Waters 
and three boarding 
Rutland.
programs had been
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KD Retirement Service Winds Up 
Saturday Activity Centre Season
President J. E. Coops wel­
comed 170 members to the 
fourth annual meeting of the 
Kelowna and District Retire­
ment Service and briefly re­
viewed the origin of the club. 
Mr. Coops stated that in 1968 
five community minded ladies 
interested in the welfare of the 
retired citizens and shut-ins or­
ganized the club and that three 
of these charter members are 
still active in the organization— 
Mrs. J. A. Rigate, Mrs. Cyril 
Parkinson and Mrs. H. C. Smith.
Reports which followed stat­
ed there were 759 active mem­
bers in 1971. Executive Direc­
tor, Mrs. Rigate, reported on 
activities which included week­
ly entertainment in five local
made at the activity -.entre by 
visitations. Mrs. Rigate also 
expressed the hope that all 
members would attend the new 
Retired Citizens building when 
it is opened, and assist m mak­
ing the programs a success in 
that building,
William McCullock, who cele­
brated his 90th birthday on Sat­
urday, was honored by the 
members m singing 'Happy 
Birthday' to him. His daughter, 
Mrs. I. Npss, was also in at­
tendance. Mrs. Ivy Fairweather, 
Mrs. Elvira Chartier and Mrs. 
O. Elgert wore also honored in 
the same manner since they 
had celebrated birthdays during 
the week.
FOR MEN ONLY
The first annual flower 
show to be held in Orchard
other classifications in the 
competitive show on Friday 
and Saturday only, such as a
J. A. Nixon of Okanagan
Park mall, and sponsored by ...
the Kelowna Garden Club, children’s class. Information 
on the classes will be avail-will include a special ‘men 
only’ class. The show from 
May 8 to May 13. includes
able at a garden club booth 
at the beginning of the week.
Mission, is one of many men 
who enjoy gardening and 
flowers. Here he takes time 
out to try out an arrange­
ment, which looks like a win­
ner. (Courier Photo)
Local SPCA Success Story 
Includes Shelter, Members
The B.C. Society for the Pre-1 more than 20 branches estab­
vention of Cruelty to Animals lished throughout the province, 
was incorporated under pro- The local oranch, which was 
vincial law in 1895 and has I re-activated by the late Mary 
grown steadily ever since, with I Allen in 1953, has grown from








Where fashion has NO si
Sizes 16% to 32%
Sizes 18 to 52
Sizes 16 to 24
During the last five years, un­
der the leadership of Joan 
Hamblin, the branch has built 
one of the most up-to-date ani­
mal shelters in the province. 
This building has been built 
solely by the work and money 
of members and friends. No 
help whatsoever has been given 
by any level of government.
Members believe that humane
held in First United Church 
hall with an average of 150 par­
ticipating in the variety pro­
grams and dancing. A new 
branch had been started in 
Peachland with approximately 
150 members who enjoy bi­
monthly . entertainments, pot 
luck suppers and bingo.
Roy Lobb moved a vote of 
thanks to all those who assisted 
over the past year including the 
City of Kelowna, press media, 
various organizations and many 
volunteers serving ;n the board­
ing homes and activity centre.
PRESENTATIONS
Presentations were made by 
Mrs. Herbert Graham and Mrs. 
J. A. Rigate to two high school 
girls, Debbie Clowes and Louise 
Porco for their faithful and 
valuable help this past year as­
sisting the older folk at the 
activity centre, also assuming 
many other responsibilities—in­
dicating there was 'no genera­
tion gap here’.
After refreshments were serv­
ed KDRS choir entertained, 
conducted oy Louie Lehman 
with Mrs. William Kipp ft the 
piano. William Woodland de­
lighted the audience with Ihree 
solos, his first appearance in 
this role.
The last program for the sea­
son was brought to a close with 
an hour of dancing to the music 
of a four-piece orchestra—Mrs. 
Mary Kerckhove, oiano; Mrs. 
Marion Rojem, accordion; Hart 
Egg, banjo and Vince Volk on 
the drums and saxophone.
A cruise on the Fintry and 
other summer outings are in 
the planning stages imd will be 
announced from time to time. 
The activity centre ,’n *he First 
United Church hall will be clos­
ed during the summer months.
One of 88 students awarded 
degrees at Notre Dame Uni­
versity's convocation April 
30 was Pairick Browne-Clay­
ton of 4534 Paret Koad, Kel­
owna. Coming to Notre Dame 
from Vancouver College, he 
received his Bachelor of Sci­
ence degree from the hands 
of Chancellor Hugh Keenley- 
side. Pat was student repre­
sentative on three administra­
tive committees while at 







Dear Ann Landers: I was 1 
shocked to read in the Toronto < 
Star that you disgraced yourself 
in front of 8,632 people. It seems 
. you were the two-to-one favorite 
and finished third.
’ By this time you have decided 
I am nuts, but let me explain. 
Ann Landers is. the name of a 
three-year-old filly who made 
her debut recently at Green­
wood Raceway. Everyone was 
excited about her but she was 
nosed out of second place by 
Sailing Chance. Victoria Lomac 
came in first.
The jockey, George Zirnis, 
claims Ann had a bad position. 
He says she’s sure to.be a great 
racehorse when she gets a few 
breaks. George purchased Anri 
after she . recovered from a 
cough and virus.
His mother-in-law, Claire 
Robertson, named the filly Ann 
Landers because she loves your 
column. 1 hope you're not in­
sulted. You have a great many 
, fans in Canada and we wouldn’t 
want to be disrespectful. Sin­
cerely yours — Winner’s Circle
Dear Winner: Insulted? Not 
on your maple leaf, honey. I'm 
honored. Incidentally; you'll be 
glad to know I've stopped 
coughing and they say I have a 
i bright future;
begins to turn blue, a tracheot­
omy should be performed at 
once.
education is very important 
and due to the efforts of Mrs. 
Harro Rahder, shelter mana­
geress, it is hoped that, at a 
later date, school children and 
their teachers will tour the shel­
ter when short talks and pos­
sibly film showings will be of-
Dear Ann Landers: You gave 
good advice to the girl whose fi­
ance kept stalling about mar­
riage. I hope she listens. When I 
was in my late 20s I went with a 
man who was three years my 
senior. Every time I broached 
the subject of a wedding date 
Alvin disappeared. My friends 
kept telling me-that all men 
hate to be pinned down and Al­
vin’s behavior was normal. (I 
noticed the friends who were 
telling me. this were all' mar­
ried!)
After three postponements I
tered. Mrs. Rahder can 
reached at 763-3741.
A junior division Under 
leadership of Gerry Green 
also been organized.





mestic animals is ihe primary 
concern of the society, mem­
bers are keenly interested in 
alleviating the suffering of ani­
mals everywhere and, under the 
vigorous leadership of President 
Ken Nicholls, they hope to do 
just that.
A cheque to the First United 
Church Board was presented 
by W. Adams and accepted by 
Harry Mitchell, with the re­
quest that it be used to purchase 
a colored fluorescent light in 
the hall as a tangible expression 
of appreciation for extra con­
siderations given KDRS.
A cheque was also presented 
to Cecil Calder, church officer, 
for his assistance with the hall. 
Gifts are being mailed to the 
original orchestra members for 
their fipe dance music provided 
in the past.
Mrs! Cyril Parkinson paid tri­
bute to Mrs. Rigate fur the 
many hours of work she has put 
into the organization. This was 
followed by a standing ovation 
to Mr. and Mrs. Rigate by the 
members for their work on be­
half of the retired citizens.
In reply, Mrs. Rigate appeal­
ed to the members to maintain 
the many friendships they had
Wedding Date 
Set For June
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Elliott, 
Kelowna, are happy to an­
nounce the forthcoming mar­
riage of their only daughter, 
Barbara Dean to Kenneth Brian 
Ross, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
George Ross, Kelowna. The 
wedding will take place on June 
9 at 6:30 p.m. in First United 
Church, Kelowna.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Ram­
bold, June and Douglas; Mr. 
and Mrs. John McEachern and 
He'ather and Mr. and Mrs. 
Frank Kirschner and Jerry, all 
of Kelowna, travelled to Maple 
Ridge on Friday to attend the! 
wedding of their niece, Del­
aine Leverrier, oldest daughter 
of Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Lev­
errier to Const. Michael Glas. 
The bride’s grandfather, An­
thony Kirschner, also of Kel­
owna, also attended the wed­
ding, which took place at St. 
Luke Roman Catholic Church 
in Maple Ridge on April 29 at 
4 p.m.
how
SEE FOR YOURSELF WHA T PREMIUM 
QUALITY CAN 00 FOR YOUR LAWN
COMF1 ETE PLANTING ANO LAWN CARL 
INSTRUCTIONS IN EVERY PACKAGE
F/?££atyour 
nearest HB-2 dealer 
—this informative 1 
and interesting 
folder—"How to buy 
Grass Seed".
Dear Ann Landers: May I 
pass on some: information that 
might save a lire?
I was having dinner at a res­
taurant and 1 swallowed a large 
slice of ham. I was unable to 
breathe and couldn't say a 
word. 1 began to panic, seared 
out of my wits,
told Alvin to leave me alone be­
cause I wasn’t going to waste 
any more time on him. I moved 
2,000 miles away and asked him 
not to call or write. Two years 
later, guess who appeared at 
my doorstep? Himself in per­
son. I was sure he. was ready to 
marry me but the clod stayed in 
town for a week and never got 
up the nerve to pop the ques­
tion.
It’s six years later. Alvin still 
writes love letters and sends 
gifts. He tells me he has "come 
close” to marriage a few times 
but he just can't bring himself 
to make that final step because 
I'm the one he really wants. 
You lokl the gal with the same 
problem that the guy was bon­
kers and to tell him to get Ipst. 
I hope she takes your advice.— 
Single's Not All Bad
Engagement 
Announced
Mr. arid Mrs. William May- 
zes of Kelowna, are pleased to 
announce the engagement of 
their daughter, Linda Jean to 
Donald, Roy James of North 
Vancouver, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
John James, also of North Van­
couver., The wedding will take 
place in Kelowna at Immacu­
late Conception Roman Catho- 
lic Church, on May 20.
My dinner companion 
sholited, "Stand up real tall! 
Reach (pr the ceiling! Try to 
take a deep breath, then bend 
over and touch the floor."
Sure enough, the chunk of 
ham fell out. So, did my den­
tures,
Embarrassed? Not a bit. 1 
was glad to be alive.—Mrs. 
T.A.G. of L'.A.
Dear Single: So do I, Women 
who arc content to go with guys 
for umpteen years don't really 
want to get married either— 
which is perfectly all right, so 




3320 Lakeshore Rd, 703-1782
Dear Mrs. T.A.G.: Hundreds 
ol people die every year be­
cause they don't know what to 
do when u'liuge piece of meat 
becomes lodged,in the throat, 
My Harvard Medical School 
consultants say the best thing to 
do is turn the victim upside 
dowh and pound on his back. If 
the meat doeiin't become dis­
lodged promptly apd tho person
>AINTTwS










Whetp fashion has NO size finwt
Sizes 16% to 32%
Sizes 18 to 52
Sizes 16 Io 24
SIMPLE SYSTEM
OTTAWA (CP) — Seven of 
Canada’s 16 medical schools 
have adopted a pass-fail system 
of grading students rather than 
using letter grades or percen­
tages, the Association of Cana­
dian Medical Colleges reports. 
The survey was carried out by 
the association during February 
and March, 1972.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Goddard 
were welcomed to the Belgo 
Road area by 16 neighbors and 
friends at a surprise party re­
cently. The couple moved here 
from Fort St. John.
Dr. Robert Dunlop and his 
mother, Mrs. Ann Dunlop of 
Kennewich, Wash., were wel­
come weekend guests at the 
home of her sister and brother- 
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. J. Gal­
braith, Lakeshore Road.








2 lb. seeds 800 sq. ft. of 
new lawn.
Boa 219. Brompton. Ontario
Branch• Bu* 4488, Ldnionton AlbuH.i




Listen to CKIQ Radio Saturday morning for lawn care 





Offers day care service 
for senior citizens. Treat 














ALRAN METAL , FRAME
TUFDEK is a Neoprene base. Trowel on coaling 
that produces a Beautiful, SKID PROOF Surface,
















13 90’INCLUDES —FRAMES —LENSES ' —CASE
^■Tinted and Safety Lenses and fancier frames 











Tinted lenses, safety 
lenses and fancy 
frames at slightly 
higher prices , . , and 




See our Brand New
"AQUA LENSES"
79.50
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THIS TWO-PIECE SUIT in 
■ navy stretch denim with 
short sleeved jacket is worn 
with gingham shirt in red 
and white. It is an ideal out­
fit for a business girl invited 
on a sail after work, or it
Fashions For Outdoor Fun
In Okanagan Summer Sun
By STASIA EVASUK
Warm weather brings out 
the bikes, golf clubs, tennis 
racquets and sailing boats for 
outdoor fun and fitness.
Cycling is a growing sport 
mat allows you to feel the air 
on your face and exercise your 
legs and hips. And designers 
and manufacturers are quick 
to come up with some jazzy 
fashions tor spring cycling.
Look for pants, wide and 
flared or straight and cuffed, 
and long pullovers, turtlenecks, 
blazers and short wrap coats 
to wear with them.
Keep an eye out for short 
sleeved shrink sweaters in in­
teresting patterns, striped knee 
socks, patterned suede shoes 
with low heels and even cycling 
boots. Wear a scarf neatly 
wrapped around your head or 
a peaked cap and you’re all 
set to take off on a bike ride 
looking fashionable indeed.
Some of the new fashions for 
warm weather sports are illus­
trated today.
Tennis is another sport that 
draws many women outdoors 
in the springtime. Although 
there is fashion news in such 
colors as pale blue and yellow
being worn on the courts, white 
: s still the favorite.
. White shorts, sweaters, long- 
sleeved cardigans and T-shirts 
are still around for those who 
like comfortable gear to play 
in. For more fashion-conscious 
women there are one piece ten­
nis dresses with V-necklihes 
and flared skirts every bit as 
feminine as the lace panties 
Gorgeous Gussie Moran wore 
beneath her tennis skirt to 
startle fans at Wimbleton, Eng­
land, in 1950. Some of the 
dresses are even edged with 
lace. '
The golf enthusiasts go for 
pants and short skirts. This 
year there are plenty of knit 
T-shirts, gingham check blouses 
and sweaters. for them to 
brighten up the green.
and want a more conventional 
swimsuit, according to a sur­
vey by Cole of California, an 
Oshawa,* Ontario company ma­
nufacturing and distributing 
100,000 swimsuits annually 
across Candada. i
SWINGING
■ By KJS. '•
The Circle “K" held their 
party in the Winfield Commun­
ity Hall, with 20 squares of 
dancers, dancing to the calling 
of Wally Mallach. The Kelowna 
Kloverleafs put on a demonstra­
tion dance during pop break. 
This group will be at the 23rd 
annual square dance festival in
St. Joseph Class 
Sings At Vernon
could be one outfit to wear 
. during the Blossom Time 
Regatta at the Kelowna 
Yacht Club May 20 and 21, 
or some of the other sporting 
events during the ‘long’ week­
end in May.
COMPANY FOR DINNER
Argyrodes a e tiny, often sil­
ver-colored spiders that live in 
the webs of other spiders, feed­
ing on their host's small prey or 
joining them in a large meal.
CANNIBAL TYPES
Pirate spiders eat other spi­
ders, some species having been 
observed to pluck the prey’s 
web like a courting male to gain 
entrance.
Two of the classes of St. 
Joseph’s School have been busy 
showing off their musical tal­
ents. On April 22, the Grade 5 
class, under the direction of 
Mrs. Susan Parker, travelled 
to Vernon to dance for the In­
terior Loggers’ Convention. 
The money they earned at this 
function will go to help reduce 
the deficit on the school. This 
class will be performing in the 
Wizard of Oz, June 8 and 9 and 
will also donate this money to 
the school fund.
On April 26, the Grade 2 class 
under the direction of Mrs. 
Margaret Ratcliffe won sec­
ond place singing in the Okana­
gan Music Festival. They also 
sang in the Festival Highlite 
Concert.
The teachers and pupils of 
these two classes are to be 
commended for their efforts 
and their school spirit.
Business girls invited for a 
sail on the lake after work 
might wear those put-togethers 
they wear to the office: Short- 
sleeved denim suits and a red 
gingham shirt, vest tops, shirts 
and skirts.
The sailor girls get a break 
in fashion this spring with the 
nautical theme ruhning through­
out all the new collections.
There are white sailor pant­
suits with navy , middy collars 
and ties, long and short-sleeved 
sweaters with anchors embla­
zoned on the sleeves or front 
and lots of red, white and blue 
combinations to keep them 
smiling through spring and 
summer.
The one piece suit is selling 
two to one compared to the two- 
piecer. The one-piece tank suit 
with high-cut leg is more po­
pular than it used to be.
The skirted one-piece bathing 
suit, popular in the *50s, is mak­
ing a big comeback.
Many parents are already 
planning what camps • they’ll 
send their children to Ahis sum­
mer. Others are planning on 
camping holidays of their own 
with the children.
Women planning on going on 
a camping trip this summer 
needn’t worry much about the 
kind of clothes to take, with 
them.
Pack the same kind of casual 
clothes you would take to a 
summer cottage: Pants, shirts, 
sweaters, cotton dresses, swim­
suits and an all weather coat 
for chilly evenings.
There are plenty of women 
who aren’t interested in parti­
cipating in sports like tennis, 
golf or sailing. They may prefer 
to get their exercise walking.
Walking is as good an exer­
cise as any if you do .it briskly 
and take long deep breaths to 
get oxygen in your lungs.
Surrey, B.C., May 6, 7.
The Similkameen Twlrlers 
held their party in the Cawston 
Community with nine squares, 
dancing to the calling of George 
Yorga and guest callers.
The Kokar.ee Kickers also 
held a party Saturday evening 
in the Armstrong Recreation 
Hall with five squares' of dan­
cers enjoying the , calling of 
Bill Dyck.
Sunday an annual meeting 
and election of officers for the 
Okanagan, Caller-Teacher As­
sociation was held. The new 
executive for 1972 is: President, 
John Hutchinson; vice-presi­
dent, John Molter; secretary- 
treasurer, Jean Dyck. The 
Okanagan Square Dance Assoc­
PARTNERS
the "Spot" May 21, 22 at Wood 
Lake, Winfield. This is a wmp-, 
out so please plan to tent or 
trailer if possible. There are 
cabins available for one or 
more couples. The sports pro­
gram is for all ages with the 
winning club taking the Chal­
lenge Trophy.
Bring the kids it's a ’ family 
affair and new dancers are 
welcome too.1 The beef-n-bcan 
barbecue and pancake break­
fast are included in the regis­
tration fee. .
It isn’t that the call is new or 
hard to do or rare.
But last time I tried “Left 
Square Thru"
I should have left the square.
Till next week Happy Square 
Dancing.
, —,! ■ ............. ........................... .HI ■■ ! I I I
Swimming is an all-around- 
year sport with many people 
living in apartments with their 
own pools. For others, it is a 
summer sport they enjoy on 
holidays and weekends up at 
the cottage.
The big news in swimwear is 
that classic, simple lines are 
back. Many new swimsuits still 
have low, bare v backs and 
plunging necklines. But the 
bareness that was accentuated 
by portholes and cutouts a few 
seasons ago is no longer em­
phasized.
The new bathing suits are 
feminine and truthfully, more 
flattering.
More women are asking tor 
the conventional two-piece 
swimsuit, not the bikini, as a -
second suit. They have, gone land abandoning 
through the brief bikini stage I pieces. ;
Itou can wear any kind 





you’ll enjoy your walk. Oxfords 
with lace-up ties and low, sturdy 
heels are in. fashion this spring 
and just the thing for comfort­
able walking.
, CHOICE OF HEADWEAR .
QUEBEC (CP) - Preferred 
headpieces for brides this year 
range from simple bows and 
ribbons to helmet-like caps and 
floral headpieces made out of 
real flowers. Brides this season 
will either wear full cathedral 
veils or none at all, with brides­
maids following the bridal trend
veiled head-
iation executive for '72 re- : 
mains the same. The next meet- ■ 
ing will be in September. ;
Tuesday evening some 36 i 
people surprised Janet and ■ 
Hugh McCartney. The group 
presented the couple with an < 
electric tea kettle and a purse 
for their patience and instruc­
tion they have given in round 
and square dancing. A delicious 
lunch with a decorated cake 
for the occasion was served to 
the guests lo end a fun even­
ing. ■
Thursday evening the Circle 
“K” held their general meet­
ing and election of officers, and 
new executive tor ’72-’73 is: 
President, Al and Helen Sim­
mons; vice-president, Bert and 
Joy Smith; secretary-treasurer, 
Eva and Roy Pechey; food con­
veners, Jean Edwards and 
Shirley Blanke; phoning com­
mittee, Win Bach and Loma 
Balfour; delegates tor work­
shop, Bert and Joy Smith; pub­
licity, Jim and Brenda Clarke. 
The caller again will be George 
Fyall.
May 6, the Kelowna Wagon 
Wheelers will host a party in 
the Winfield Community Hall 
with Earle Park as caller. The 
same evening the Peach City 
, Promenaders will host a party 
in the Legion Hall, Penticton, 
1 with Jack Leicht of Seattle as 
i caller.
May 13 the Westsyde Squares 
। will host a party in the West­
bank Community Hall, with 
John Molter as caller.
Don’t forget the camp-out at
Wooden Bowls 
Need Proper Care 
With proper care and con­
stant use, wooden salad bowls 
will become beautiful as time 
goes on, says Dora Burke of the 
Ontario department of agricul­
ture.
As wood is porous, it absorbs 
oil, odors and particles of food. 
For this reason, a new salad 
bowl should be seasoned unless 
it has a special finish which 
makes this unnecessary. Sea­
son the wood by rubbing’ it 
with mineral or sweet oil. As 
the bowl is used, salad oils will 
continue the process.
After each use, a wooden sal­
ad bowl should be washed in 
warm water, rinsed In .-ool, and 
dried thoroughly. Woodenware 
should never be allowed to 
soak or left standing with li­
quid in it.
A wooden bowl should al­
ways be stored in a dry place 
away from heat. It should nev­
er be placed on edge or chil­




LONDON (AP) - A British 
charity, The Save the Children 
Fund, wants the South Vietnam­
ese government to evacuate 
thousands of children fathered 
by American troops.
' These children, a fund spokes­
man said, “have been rejected 
by the South Vietnamese people 
and their lives would be worth­
less if they fell into North Viet­
namese hands.”
Lord Gore-Booth, ehalrman of 
the fund and former head tot 
Britain's diplomatic service, ap­
pealed Tuesday to South Viet­
namese Am bassador Ngoc 
Chan.
.He asked that the South Viet­
namese government permit the 
evacuation, a step it has op­
posed in the past.
The fund estimates there are 
up to 100,000 children in South 
Vietnam fathered by American 
troops. It says most of the fath­
ers are unknown.
It believes that it it can get 
South Vietnam's permission to 
let the children go, then offers 
will come in from several coup- 
tries to house them.
SMORGASBORD 
LUNCHEON
Mon.-Frl. 11:30 a.ni.-l:30 p.m
Includes:
5 courses, salad and 







CUSTOM MADE OR 
BUT THE TARD
Largest^electionoftabrics 
in the valley. Custom made 
swags and covered valances.








































































RCA 20" Initont On
Portable TV
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ADMIRAL 1514 cu. ft.
Refrigerator
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Open 9 Ie 9 Thursday and Friday
SHOPS CAPRI





f PEOPLE'S FOOD MARKET
I ' ' auftinv : ।
I k \I 1 . ZlU ..,A ...   '■*F
MAKES 
THE MEAL
Major Winner ot the Side ot Beef 
In the People Palace Gama 
Mrs. D. Wishlow, R.R. No. 1, 
Mail Rd., Kelowna
Other Winners: 
Claudette Holland, 151 Flintoft Ave. 
John Sol, 1012 Calmels Cresc. 
K. Martin, 710 Walrod St. 
Mre. John Keller, Kelowna 
Mrs. Bertha Eaton, 1125 Bernard Ave.
7^
J-4 Prime Rib Roast Whole Fryers
Beef. Canada Choice, 
Canada Good. . . . . 1.09 Fresh - -Grade "A" Ib. 49c
PRIME RIB STEAKS
CDYI-DQ Frcsh'Gradc *A”I I LIW Cut Up, Tray Pack ....
BAS" Aki Sliced Side No. 1, 
; DAVUI1 “Maple Leaf” .....
Beef. Canada ■
Choice, Canada I 









Sliced. “Carol Bud* 






Breaded. “Quick Fry and Easy”
IV, lb. pkg. ........................... eachO/V
BEER SAUSAGE 89c GOUDA CHEESE — 10% Off
BOLOGNA By the Piece 
SHORT RIBS . 
SPARE RIBS :ck









CQQS Medium in cartons . . . . . .




C n«» mL aUi or Macaroni SpighOtti "Catelli" . 2 lb. ctn., feature 2 79c
Whole Chicken S.31? .... 99c
^eer-AH Temperature, 
t 1^6188 gent Heavy Duty . - . . . . King Size pku 1.59
Bathroom Tissue Si"■_. 4 49c 
Instant Chocolated, .. 2 ° 89c 
Kernel Corn ....... 4'«$1.00 
Jelly PowdersJ* . 10'« $1.00
: MARSHMALLOWS Airies a„d 0^ 3Pkgs 1.00
' WAGON WHEELS V^k. . . . . . . .  89c
HAWAIIAN PUNCH
STEWS 15noz: tins . .  3 for LOO
3te1.00
nt”. 49c
FIG BARS .. . .. . . .
BABY FOOD Strained or Junior 
BABY CEREAL H.tZz package 
: LARD Tcnderflakc ........ ..... ...................
COFFEE Etaric’pcrk Grind.......... .
COFFEE MATE By Carnation .....
TEA BAGS O^ekoe ....... .
........ 21 oz. pack 69C 
5 oz. tins 5 for 69c 
..... ............. each 61C
1 lb. prints
1 lb. vacuum tin 99c
........ 16 oz. jar 99C 
125*s pack, ca. 1.49
ORANGE CRYSTALS &p= P«k 
PEANUT BUTTER & 
PAPER TOWELS Assorted ..............................
FACIAL TISSUEl8^'Tply,(h,1(okl
3Pkgs. 89c 
... Feature L09 
2 roll pack 59C 
.. 3 boxes 89c
fl .
CAI ID Tomato or Vegetable.
□UUr “Heinz” .........
DOG FOOD Fido by Husky. .....
.. 10 oz. tins 8 for 1.00 
.... 15 oz. tins 8 for 89c
IVORY LIQUID DETERGENT. . ......... 32 ra,99c
ZEST BAR SOAP Regular Size ..................  4 pack 69C
BLEACH “Pcrfcx”............ ..1.............. ............  128 oz. jug 7.9C
SALAD DRESSING Salad Bowl by Kraft. .... 32 oz. jar 69C 
VEGETABLE COOKING OIL 3"^........ ?ach 79c
"FEATURES FROM OUR IN-STORE BAKERY"
HAMBURGER BUNS u»z 45c
SPONGE LAYER CAKES. . . . . . .  49c
BERRY SPONGE CAKE CUPS 6for35c
PANTI HOSE One Size, Super Stretch. Feature 2 pr. 99c
CRISCO SHORTENING
KETCHUP Libby, ............
LUCKY WHIP Dessert Topping ..
1.39
11 oz. bottle 4 for 1.00
TOOTH PASTE mi.
, ,■ v.. , 1 , i , , . I .■ . , r . ,' . I . ,r . ■ I ,. . I > I' t ,r >' . >■ . I . I . ' . I’ . r . I I , . I 1 I . P f ' ' ' ' ' '
DDVI TDCCAA Hair Dressing 
DKILVIVCCIVI with Free Razor..............
HAIRSPRAY '*A^U3 Types. 16 oz. tin ..
f AMT AAIVEC Duncan Hines.
X.AI\C IViIACj Deluxe or Early American ..
ANGEL FOOD MIX
4 oz. pkg. 49C 






family size 99C 
• 1 ’ 1 • 1 • 1 . i' r r .■ i .■ r 1-1 r ,• i’ r ,■ f ,■ c ■ i , ।
.....large size 79C
.... Feature 99C
....... Feature 99c 
15 oz. bottle 99c
PROTEIN SHAMPOO . . . 1.29
ilfiraHi Tomatoes
pF CUCUMBERS Long English Type, B,C. Grown ..................     each 49c
Also available Bedding Plants, Seed 'Potatoes, Rose Bushes, Onion Sets, Garden Seeds.
. LETTUCE Fresh crisp, solid heads ...... 
; CELERY Imp?! ted. crisp fresh' stalks
ib. 19c 
ib 19c
An AklPTC California Navels vKANbtb Medium Size . . ........5 lb, cello 79c
FROZEN FOOD FEATURES
nr AC Mixed Veg. and Beans—-Cut Green. n nn
rCAO “Frozo” ........................................  2 lb. cello Z pkgs, OVC
FISH AND CHIPS ?4« ^ 6^,
POTATOES ^F&»FrS.'. . . . 6fc
DI77A Ncw l)y “Minit Deli” -i nh
I IZZA “Fuddle Duddle” Back to Back 24 oz. pack I.ZV
MEAT POT PIES 2'tX “d 4;,r.1.00
A DDI EC l-oca' Kcd Delicious.
Ar I Lt<3 Washed and Polished . ..........
STRAWBERRIES Whole Unsweetened,"Frozo” . , 20 oz ca, 59c
8 ibs. LOO
PEOPLE'S FOOD MARKET
h ' 1 f
irC /"DCAAA "Noca” Galton enrion. OOa
IX.E Assorted flavors ................. feature, each WC
Open Monday to Saturday 8 a.m. to 9 p.tn. 
' •• • V
CORNER OF BERNARD AND GLENMORE - PHONE 762-3349
WE RESERVE 1 HE RIGHT IO I.IMI I QUAN I HIES, 
I ' II ,-- t >1 I f i > > 1 >1, . . • .
I
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U S. Tycoons Happy With Gray Report
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
While the Gray report on for­
eign ownership in Canada con­
tinues to draw mixed reaction 
from provincial government of- 
। ficials and business and labor
leaders here, business and fin­
ancial executives In the United 
States have greeted It with gen- 
eraTYatisfactlon,
But in? Washington, U.S. gov­
ernment officials have ex­
pressed a mixture of caution
Montreal Anti-Pollution Bid
'Has To Become More Efficient'
and concern after an early 
study of the Canadian govern­
ment proposals.
The report was presented to 
the House of Commons Tuesday 
with draft legislation providing 
for Canadian cabinet screening 
of takeovers of firms with as­
sets of at least 1250,000.
Premier Robert Bourassa Of 
Quebec told the national assem­
bly Wednesday the report seems 
to conform* on all points with
MONTREAL <CP> - Anti-pol- i 
lution efforts in. Montreal must 
be Increased “in a much more 
■^exoeditious and effective wiy.” 
HtEnvIronment M I nis t c r Jack 
BWDavis said Wednesday.
Mr. Davis told 600 delegates 
to a national anti-pollution con­
ference of La Federation des 
Associations Canadienncs d e 
1'Environneinent that “we have 
a big problem in Montreal” 
where all but 8.4 per cent of 
waste waler goes into the St. 
Lawrence River as raw sewage.
This creates problems not 
only for Montrealers but also 
“for tens of thousands of Que­
becers living downstream."
“It is a problem for fishermen 
at Rlvlerc-du-Loup. It is a prob- 
* lem for resort owners as far 
*' away hs Bale Comeau and Ma- 
tane.
“Big city dwellers are trying 
’ to cut corners. They are trying 
to minimize their costs. But 
they are doing this at someone 
else’s expense.
“It is not only bad manners 
but It is degradation on a grand 
; scale.’’
The federal government had 
worked with provincial and mu- 
- nicipal administrations in other 
provinces “and we can point 
' with pride to regional programs
being carried 'out on a very 
large scale deed." ,
“Now it is Quebec’s turn," he 
said, adding that he hopes real 
progress will result from cur­
rent discussions with the 
Quebec government.
More direct c r 111 cism of 
Qu e b e c action came from 
Claude Dagenais, chief chemist 
for Chem-Spec, a private wa­
ter-testing firm, in suburban 
Laval. *
He scoffed at a claim by Vic­
tor Goldbloom, Quebec environ­
ment minister, that there is still 
time to save the St. Lawrence.
Mr. Dagenais also questioned 
the technical ability of munici­
pal employees to collect and an­
alyse drinking water, and ‘he 
lack of a 24-hour limit on water 
testing.
“When you start talking about 
saving a body of water," he 
said, “it must be very bad.
“The big question is when do 
you start saving it?"
Quebec's policy of openness to­
ward foreign capital.
The premier, describing the 
legislation as “relatively re­
strained,’’ said the federal gov­
ernment “has retained the rep­
resentations of the governments 
of Eastern Canada, Including 
and above all that of Quebec” 
in the proposed legislation.
TAKES NEUTRAL STAND ■
In Victoria, Premier W. A. C. 
Bennett of British Columbia 
said his government will not 
“go overboard to praise or 
knock” the report. He said he 
regards the foreign ownership 
policy as “part of a political 
package and I don’t think you 
will see the bill passed until 
after a federal election.”
The president of the Canadian 
Chamber of C o m m e r c e ex-
pressed some reservations over 
the report but said he believes 
the proposals on foreign invest­
ment are “preferable to a rigid 
set of rules which might not 
stand the test of time.”
Neil V. German, chamber 
president, said in a Montreal 
statement the bill is more ac­
ceptable in scope than the ear­
lier report on foreign direct in­
vestment in Canada presented 
to the cabinet by Revenue Min­
ister Herb Gray.
The bill gives the government 
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president of Allen-Bradley Can­
ada Ltd., a Canadian subsidiary 
of a Milwaukee manufacturer of 
electrical switches and motor 
controls, called the policy “one 
more move In the wrong direc­
tion.”
Mr. Rapsey. the only Cana­
dian among five trustees of Al­
len-Bradley's U.S. and Canadian 
operations, said:
“Our Canadian chauvinists 
want us to believe that foreign 
businessmen think first of their 
home countries* political advan­
tage rather than of making good 
business decisions. This may bewhen the takeovers would offer uUe enoughi ta the case of
no significant benefits to Can-
ada.
Thomas A. Doh in, president 
of the Vancouver Stock Ex­
change, said the draft legisla­
tion fails to come to grips with 
the issue of foreign ownership.
“it appears to me that the 
creation of a screening agency 
is not an answer to the prob­
lem,” said Mr. Dohm, who 
added that the policy will deter 
foreign investment in Canada.
In Galt, Ont., Keith Rapsey,
nadlans have a right to expect 1 
The CLC said in a statement the . 
I wllcy fails to lay down criteria 
or regulating new direct for­
eign investment or which relate 
to foreign control over basic re­
sources.
In the U.S., some business­
men expressed surprise the re­
port did not take a stronger 
stand against foreign Invest­
ment.
George Chittenden, senior 
vice-president of the Morgan 
Guaranty Trust Co. In New 
York City, -said the report 
“seems relatively lesg explosive 
than might have been feared."
“Canadians, at long last, have 
done something positive about 
their own economy," he said.
Another New York executive, 
Dr. Antoine Knoppers, president 
of the Merck Corp, and chair­
man of the United States Coun­
cil of International Chamber of 
Commerce, said U.S. business 
"must welcome the fact that the 
Canadian government has not 
, excluded future foreign invest- 











Rent — Lease — Purchase
Business Equipment Ltd. 
By the Paramount Theatre
Strawberries
sis. Cuba and China, but not In 
free countries. ..."
The Canadian Labor Congress 
condemned the draft legislation, 







Where fashion has NO size limit
Sizes 16% to 32%
Sizes 18 to 52
Sizes 16 to 24
A59c
$ , i \ ’’ <- 4 ' ” ' / ~ „
i
Some folksneverseemtohaveenpughglasses.So your
friendly way to help out’t < \ X
: 5"”Y ''' *1
Next time you come in jffid say^ 4*FiU ’er up all theWy!" 
(Bgallons minimum), hell give you-absolutety free-a
beautiful, bright new drinking glass. Take your choice of the 
tall, elegant 12-ounce size.Orjhbtrii^ 
on-the-rocks. Either way, you get a heavy based, sheer-rim
t'*!
York, Frozen 






■UHof his beautiful drinking glasses.

































Nexttime you need gas, let your nice, friendly
HomeOilDealer help yau’oOt 




















Prices itlfediye Thors., Frl., till 9 p.m. Sat, till 6 
We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities
SUPERVALU
Orchard Park or Downtown
Both Stores Open Till 9 Tohlglit Shop Earl)!
HighV Wide - Handsome
Resemblance Coincidental
ROSS PHELPS — SPORTS EDITOR 
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WILLOW INN WILLOWS’ 1 
Ken Weninger takes a hefty 
swing and connects for a sin­
gle in the first inning of his
Kelowna and District Senior 13 catcher Boris Kabatoff is
Men’s B Softball League ready to catch.
never made it to lim. Wenin-game Wednesday night again­
st Treadgold’s Club 13. Club ger slammed a
Pitcher Domination Comes To End>
Batters Take A Turn At Limelight;
So far this season pitchers 
have dominated the proceed­
ings in Kelowna and District 
Senior Men's B Softball League 
action. This domination came 
to a grinding halt Wednesday 
night at King’s Stadium.
The hitters took their licks 
and Treadgold’s Club 13 came
up with more timely firepower 
to take an 11-9 victory over 
Willow Inn Willows, winning 
their first game of the season 
as the new entry in the four- 
team league.
Club 13 will get a chance to 
continue their success tonight 
as they meet undefeated Rut-
land Rovers, winners of their 
first two outings, at 8 p.m. 
at King's Stadium. Club 13 lost
their first game of the 
a narrow 1-0 decision 
Budget Boys.
In the three previous 







Entries Jn At A Steady Rate 
Hillclimb Competition Tough
It didn’t take entries long in 
coming in for the annual Okan­
agan Knox Mountain Hillclimb, 
May 21, and a number of those 
filing their intentions early are 
familiar to local race follow­
ers.
Entries opened April 1 and 
applicants started writing in at 
steady pace.
One of the top drivers last 
year, Tony Carruthers, will re­
turn in his bright yellow Chev­
ron B-8. Tony took first in mod­
ified under 2,000 cc’s last year 
and second overall with a time 
of 2:02.059. He is capable of tak­
ing "fastest time of the day” 
honors and the $475 prize that 
goes with it.
Other top racers trying to 
reach FTD and a new Hillclimb 
record are Gordon Munroe of 
Victoria, in a Brabham BT21 
Formula B and Robert Pace of 
Surrey, in a Croslee Formula 
B.
Brian Parkinson will be back 
for his fourth try at Hillclimb 
honors, running in the B produc­
tion. Another B production 
'Vette will will be handled by 
John Hudoklin, who pumped 
425 h.p. out of the 327 cu. in. 
displacement engine in his first 
appearance.
Another 'Vette will run in A 
class competition, with Brian
Mickey L. Not
Jensen’s 427 Corvette a tough 
contender.
A number of local drivers will 
try to force themselves into the 
front ranks, and have the 
wheels to do it. Neil McGill 
will handle John Morrison’s MG 
B, prepared to full SCCA legal 
specifications and running in E 
production class.
Local driving sensation Jim 
Dickson, who soundly trounced 
the opposition last year, often 
crossing the finish line on three 
wheels of his Datsun 240Z, will 
be piloting his own highly-modi­
fied Cortina in a very competi­
tive modified under 2000 cc 
field.
Ross Sutcliffe is back in his 
340 Duster to defend his class 
record of 2:14.95 in the Sedan 
over 2000 cc Group I class. 
Rounding’ out the local driving 
contingent is Jamie Browne, 
who has switched from a blazing 
orange Cortina and will handle 
an Escort Twin Cam, fully pre­
pared for 2.5 Trans-Am rac­
ing-
Rob McGregor is back with 
his his fast MG Midget, the car 
he drove to dominate the field 
last year in wininng his event 
by a clear nine seconds. He’s 
done some work on his car, but 
when asked what the engine 
modifications were, replied “it’s 
a secret”.
Art Bayne had some bad luck
with his Mark I Sprite last year, 
blowing out the engine in prac­
tice, but is determined to make 
a better show this year in H 
Production class.
Two newcomers to the Hill- 
climb are a pair of Wenatchee, 
Washington, natives. Phil Roddy 





Mustang and Gordon 
will enter his Chev.
entries include Ted
Carew-Gibson with his Morgan 
Plus Eight in C sport produc­
tion, Stu Rulka of the Royal 
City Sports Car Club entering a 
Morgan 4/4, newcomer Ralph 
Baker driving a Mustang GT 
350, Andy Hoekstra, third last 
year at Knox in Sedan Over 
2000 cc, back in his 289 Mustang 
and Bud Inglin.
Bud needs little introduction 
to Hillclimb followers, making 
his 13th appearance in the Ok­
anagan Hillclimb event, this 
year with a Triumph TR3.
Nearly every make of sports 
car, sports racing car, formula 
and racing sedans will compete 
in the annual event, with the 80 
cars representing a considerable 
investment in time, energy and 
money.
More than 10,000 spectators are 
expected for the race, reputed 
to be one of the bdst paved hill­
climb events inCanada.
ing three run home run in a
losing effort, as Willows drop­
ped an 11-9 decision.




John Kootnekoff, Simon Fra­
ser University Clansmen bas­
ketball coach, gave a talk on 
the sport then his players put 
it into effect as they followed 
with an 118-74 exhibition game 
victory over Kelowna Owls be­
fore 200 people Wednesday.
The players, making a two- 
week swing through a number 
of B.C. communities, dominated 
the game with fast breaks and 
controlled the backboards with 
superior height and strength.
Kootnekoff's talk was part of 
a player clinic, which included
a film, prior to the game.
BOXING SQUABBLE
Until Pirates Beat Astros
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Any resemblance between the 
Pittsburgh Pirates of 1972 and 
the world champions of 1971 has 
been purely coincidental . . , 
until Wednesday night.
After their pitching staff was 
battered in six straight games, 
all losses, the Pirates snapped 
out of their doldrums with a 3-2 
victory over Houston Astros on 
the six-hit hurling of Dbck Ellis 
and Bruce Kison and Rennie 
Stennett’s two-run triple.
“Just because you win one 
game doesn’t take any heat 
off,” said freshman manager 
Bill Virdon, "but it’s always 
nice to break the ice?’
Elsewhere in the National 
League, New York Mets 
whipped San Francisco Giants 
8-5, Chicago Cubs trounced At­
lanta Braves 12-1, Philadelphia 
Phillies cut down Los Angeles 
Dodgers 5-1, St. Louis. Cardinals 
edged Cincinnati Reds 2-1 and
GIRLS' SOFTBALL
Girls’ softball will get under- 
— way Thursday at 6 p.m. at 
Cameron Park, when practice 
and forming of teams will be
San Diego Padres nipped Mont­
real Expos 3-2 in 14 innings.
Pittsburgh nicked Houston 
starter Jerry Reuss for an un­
earned run in the first inning 
when Dave Cash walked, stole 
second, went to third on shorts­
top Roger Metzger’s error and 
scored on Manny Sanguillen’s 
sacrifice fly.
Stennett, normally an in­
fielder but stationed in left field 
for ailing slugger Willie Star­
gell, tripled in the second fol­
lowing Richie Hebner’s single 
and another walk to Cash.
Ellis, meanwhile, looked 
sharp in his first appearance 
since he injured his heel April 
20 and kept the Astros scoreless 
until the sixth, when Metzger 
doubled and Lee May singled.
Kison, a World Series hero, 
was touched for a run in the 
seventh on John Edwards’ sin­
gle, a wild pitch and Norm 
Mille’s pinch double, but the 
youngster slammed the door 
after that; striking out Doug 
Rader and Tommy Helms to 
end the game.
on 15 hits. The Willow-Club 13 
match produced 20 runs on 20 
hits and added to the batting 
totals while hurting pitching 
records.
Rick Kraushaar went the dis­
tance for Club 13 for the win, 
being touched for 10 hits, walk­
ing none and striking out 11. 
Lorne Newton suffered the loss 
in relief of starter Bob Mc­
Dowell in the first inning. John 
Chadwick was the third Willow 
hurler to take the mound.
The trio allowed 10 hits, walk­
ed five and struck out two 
batters.
Willows got off to a good 
start, rapping Kraushaar for 
three consecutive singles in the 
top of the first inning and push­
ing three runs across, the plate.
■McDowell’s mound perform­
ance wasn’t outstanding, as he 
walked three of the first four 
batters to face him. Newton 
took over and got Barry Kings­
ley to pop out for the second
out. McDowell, then took 
right field after leaving 
mound.
LONG BALL
Bob Tredger lofted a
over 
the
Newton didn't bring about a . 
change of fortune for Willows, 1... 
as he gave up-, two runs in the ' 
second, one in the third and a 
solo home run blast to Jack 
Heller in the fourth.
Willows came back with three * 
runs of their own in the top of . 
the fifth, but couldn’t stay close 
to Club 13 as they picked up 
three of their own in the bottom 
of the frame. Chadwick took 
over the mound duties midway 
through the inning with one out 
and two runners on, but was 
unable to stop the Club 13 sura ■ ] 
until the three runs had scoreSH J 
Willows made a game of Itr^ 
in their last trip to the plate, 
with Ted Swordy and Rod Ben­
nett getting on base safely with 
singles. Ken Weninger, last 
year’s Rookie-of-Year, slam­
med a three-run homer to nar­
row the margain to two suns.
Kraushaar got the next two 
batters out to end the rally.
Heller led Club 13 batsmen 
with his home run and a single, 
while Bennett rapped three 
singles for Willows. Weninger 
added a single to his homer. 
Willows — 300 120 3 — 9 10 3 
Club 13 — 421 130 x — 11 10 1 
Kraushaar W and Kabatoff; 
McDowell, Newton L (1), Chad­
wick (5) and K. Weninger.
full
count delivery to right field, 
where McDowell misjudged the 
ball and let it get past him. In­
stead of becoming the third 
out, Tredger was credited with 
an inside-the-park home run 
and Club 13 had gone ahead to 
stay.
POLICE AID
FORT WAYNE, Ind. (AP) - 
Police blocked off a stretch of 
ULS. 27 south of Fort Wayne 
during a thunderstorm when an 
expectant mother decided her 
time had come. A police cruiser 
was parked in the middle of the 
highway with its lights flashing 
while a nossum gave birth to & 
litter In the middle of the road.
ROLLS ROYCE
CITROEN
WINNIPEG (CP) — A form- held. All girls 13 to 16 years of 
er amateur boxer told a judi- aSe are welcome to attend the 
cial inquiry investigating • the practice.
death of Toronto boxer Stewart
THE BREAD-WINNER
A male nursery web spider 
presents his mate with a fly be­
fore mating.
BMW-RENAULT 
Test Drive Them at 
PARTHENON MOTORS 
(KELOWNA) LTD. I 
725 Baillie Ave.
763-7832
Gray, following an ill-fated 
fight card here Feb. 21, that] 
fighter promoter Jack Keller 
of Regina and fight manager «
Irving Ungerman of Toronto 
quarrelled over the calibre of a . n ■■ A
boxers for the four-bout card. BA Sk BB HI V M HI ■ V H
Alex Turk of Winnipeg, was -
assisted in various caoacities IMMIlMWHMi 'wmklMjM NaMIfcamrHHUniHHrW 
during the card, testified before WWW ■ ■ 0 ■ IW?■ I ■■ 0 I IIWll ■ 9
the one-man commission of in-1 
quiry of Judge Benjamin He-1 M Hh '■ A A
tofi^gbt in the preliminary mat-1 Ml Iwlliy " QIllIMTIOTl
Mickey Mouse
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Mickey Lolich is out to prove 
this year that he is no Mickey 
Mouse.
The Detroit Tigers pitcher, 
who thought he should have 
been the Cy Young Award win­
ner last season in dead of Oak­
land Athletics’ Vida Blue, is 
making a case for himself in 
1972.
"Eve developed great confi­
dence,” Lolich said Wednesday 
night after winning his fourth 
game in five decisions by beat­
ing Kansas City Royals 6-1.
“His arm never wears out,’’ 
said Detroit pitching coach Art 
Fowler; one of Lollch's prime 
boosters. "He’s amazing,, really 
amazing. I still think he should 
have won the Cy Young Award 
last year and everyone knows 
that he should have won It.”
That included Lolich himself, 
who claimed that Blue won the 
award as the American 
League's top pitcher because of 
an unusual amount of publicity.
In Wednesday night’s other 
American League games, Min­
nesota Twins stopped Milwau­
kee Brewers 7-0 and Cleveland 
Ihdians defeated Texas Rangers 
2-1. Rain washed out three 
games: California at New, York, 
Chicago at Baltimore and Oak­
land at Boston.
TODAY IN HISTORY
। Dy THE CANADIAN PRESS
May 4,1972 . . ,
A C a n a d i a n Advance 
party of engineers arrived 
at D u n s f o 1 d, Surrey, 30 
years ago today—In 1942—to 
construct an airfield. There 
were 2,000 men employed at 
the peak period, working 
two shifts a day. The first 
aircraft landed June 20 and 
the airfield was handed over 
officially Oct. 16 to Air 
Vice-Marshal Harold Ed­
wards, commander of 
RCAF overseas, as a gift of 
the Canadian Army to the , 
RCAF.
1M1 — A balloon altitude 
record of 113,729.0 feet was 
set by Cmdr. Malcolm D. 
Ross, USNR, in a Winrcn 
research balloon over the 
Gulf of Mexico,
1952 — Riots 1 and fires 
caused $100,000 damage at 
Montreal's Bordeaux jail.
INS •— Meatless Tuesdays 
were Introduced in Canadian 
restaurants, \
1915 — The 1st Canadian 
Division was relieved at 
Ypres in the First World 
War after suffcrng 5,TOO 
battle casualties.
\ 1910 The Royal Canadian
' Navy was oiganued.
tart
IS THE TIME TO BUY A NEW CAR!
MAY IS TRADE-IN BONUS DAYS
VCC CAI l/C I need y°ur trade-ins now. During the month of May
Ttj rULIxJa we will pay more for your trade-in than ever before, Come 
in and talk to us today. We will deal on any car on our lot.
HERE ARE A FEW EXAMPLES
1972LeMANS
Convertible
Brasilia gold finish, white top with match­
ing interior. P.W., P.B., bucket scats, 
floor console A.T., custom radio, equipped 




Scamist green, hunter green roof with 
matching interior, power tail gate, fac­
tory ,air cond,, A.T., P.B,, P.S., custom, 
radio and roof luggage carrier, many 
more options not listed.
1972 CUSTOM SPRINT
Anaconda gold, vinyl roof with match­
ing interior, P.B., P.S., AT., custom 




Western 2 tone, white and bronze. 750 x 
16 —- 8 ply tires, custom deluxe cab, 350 -
8 cyl., A.T., P.S,, P.B,, custom Yadlo,
1972 LeSABRE
Custom 2 Door Hard Tup
heavy dutyfront wheel locking hubs, 
suspension.
Royal blue, white vinyl top with match­
ing interior, tinted glass, 350-4 barrel with 
P.S,, P.B., A.T., custom radio, tilt steer­
ing wheel.
1972LeMANS
2 Door1 Hard Top
Cardinal red with white vinyl accent 
stripes with ivory interior, bucket seats, 
flpor console, P.S., P.B., A.T., custom 
radio, equipped with LeMans Sport 
option, white lettered tires with rally 
wheels.
TRADE-UP NOW DURING
TRADE-IN BONUS DAYS AT
JACOBSEN
PONTIAC-BUICK LTD.
. “YOUR TOTAL TRANSPORTATION CENTRE” \ 
1658 Pandosy \ Phone 763-7700
If you need a car to get to work, Especially when the bank that Check our rates, you'll find
or would just like to do some Sunday does the lending Isours. > they're low. 
driving, we can get you behind the You wouldn't buy a car without So whether you’re Interested In
Wheel with a low-cost B.C, Bankplan first shopping around for the best a new high performance model, or 
loan. . possible deal - and It’s just as Ini- something a little more modest, talk V
Its easy to arrange and easy to, portant to seek out the best possible, to us, 
payback. financing. '■ ■ We’ll get the wheels turning.
Kclow;n* Branch, .11.1 Bemarii Ave. 
R. E. Hwall, Manager
Bank of British Columbia
Como grow with ut today.
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Facing New York Rangers
** u. mlttee tO VOte SffailUt a 1
NEW YORK (CP) — For New 
York Rangers, third-period ter- 
tors In the Stanley Cup playoffs, 
the final 20 minute* suddenly 
has taken on nightmarish quali­
ties. ..
In 12 playoff starts, the 
Rangers have outscored Mont­
real, Chicago and Boston 16-8 in 
the third period in winning eight 
games and losing four. The fig­
ures indicate that the Rangers 
are in great condition and have 
depth of personnel, enabling 
them to close with a rush.
will be in New York, at 2:05 
p.m. Sunday.
“I can teU you 1’11 be dressing 
both Ab DeMarco and Phil Goy­
ette," the Ranger boss said.
HAS POWERFUL SHOT
DeMarco. *a 23-year-old de­
fenceman, has a powerful shot 
which makes him a good point 
man. He was dressed for one 
game against Canadiens and 
i two against the Black Hawks 
■ but saw only spot duty. He had 
; two shots on goal and one assist
ful jaw fracture suffered in the 
first Boston game.
In the first playoff round, the 
dangers outscored the defend­
ing champion Canadiens 19-14 
over-all and 8-3 in the third pe­
riod in winning four of six 
games. In the semi-final, the 
Rangers swept the Black Hawks 
four straight, outscoring them 
17-9 over-all and 5-3 in the third
professional sports should be
subject to antitrust law, “and 
let nature take its course,” Wal­
ter Byers told a Senate sub­
committee Wednesday.
Byers, executive director of 
the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association, said Congress 
could then “consider on the
antitrust and monopoly subcom­
mitt e to vote against a pending 
bill which would allow the
_ Yet the Rangers are in an 
Mmviable position as they go 
tonight’s third game of the 
MKof-seven final against the 
Wuins following two one-goal 
losses in Boston. In bo‘h games 
they yielded the winning goal in 
the third period.
“We could have won both 
games,” Emile Francis, 
Rangers general manager­
coach, said Wednesday. “We 
should hive come out with at 
least a split. If we had only got 
the go-ahead goal. . . .”
“I can’t complain about the 
■way we’ve played," said Fran­
cis, discussing the 6-5 and 2-1 
Ranger losses in Boston.
Nevertheless he plans to 
make lineup changes for to­
night’s. game here (8:35 p.m. 
EDT). The fourth game also
against Chicago.
Goyette, a 38-year-old centre, 
was lured out of retirement in 
Montreal two months ago when 
the Rangers ran into injuries. 
He has not been used against 
Boston, but was centre on the 
Ranger power plays throughout 
the Montreal and Chicago pre­
liminaries. Against Canadiens 
he had eight shots on goal and 
two assists in' six games; 
against the Black Hawks three 
shots, one goal and one assist In 
four contests.
DeMarco is likely to replace 
Gary Doak, whose penalties 
have been costly in the Boston 
series. Goyette probably will re­
place Steve Andrascik, a rookie 
forward who saw no action 
Tuesday. Andrascik was 
dressed to replace Ron Stewart, 
। in a Boston hospital with a pain-
Guelph CMCs Take Series Lead 
Beat Rustlers In Third Contest
period. ’
And In losing the first two । 
games of the final, the New 
Yorkers have outscored Boston 
3-2 in the third period while 
being outscored 8-6 over-all.
EARNED VICTORIES
Regardless of extenuating cir­
cumstances which have been 
cited by the New York coach, 
Boston’s victories were earned. 
The Bruins didn’t fold in the 
face of the last-ditch Ranger 
rush. They looked every bit as 
fresh at the finish as did the los­
ers. In fitness there seemed to 
be no difference between the 
teams.
The question remains then 
whether the Rangers, who have 
been rebuilding steadily, have 
caught up with the Bruins in 
talent. In particular, have they 
‘ enough talent to conquer a team 
’ that starts out with superstars 
’ Phil Esposito and Bobby Orr, 
; the men who placed one-two in 
the regular-season scoring 
derby with 133 and 117 points 
respectively.'
merits . . . specific practices” 
which could be exempt from the 
antitrust laws.
“The public-be-damned atti­
tude so often attributed to pro­
fessional sports is a direct re­
sult of its freedom from many 
basic restraints imposed, by the 
antitrust laws,” he said.
Byers was joined by two econ­
omists Ln calling for the Senate
REMEMBER WHEN . . .
The Smoke Eaters from 
Trail, B.C., beat Montreal 
Olympics, in the Allan Cup 
hockey final 10 years ago to­
day—in 1962—at Trail.
American Basketball Associa­
tion and the National Basketball 
Association to merge. ■
In a somewhat surprising 
move, several other heads of 
amateur sports organizations 
backed the merger measure but 
asked that some safeguards be 
writteh into the bill. •
Sen. Sam J. Ervin Jr., (D— 
N.C.), subcommittee chairman, 
suggested the proposed bill be 
set aside pending the outcome 
of several disputes, including:
The Curt Flood baseball case 
now before the Supreme Court, 
the ABA’s $300 million antitrust 
lawsuit against the NBA and 
NBA commissioner Walter Ken­
nedy’s investigation of Emprise 
Corp, owner of the Cincinnati 
Royals.
Emprise was found guilty In a 
federal court last week of ille­
gally concealing ownership in a 
Las Vegas gambling casino.
“I'll make you a little bat, 
Kelly. 1’11 throw out more <uy» 
than either ehortetop!”
BULL PROBLEM
GUELPH, Ont. (CP) — Den­
nis Neilly collected an assist, a 
goal and an eight-stitch cut on 
his forehead Wednesday night 
as he led Guelph CMCs to a 2-1 
victory over Red Deer Rustlers.
The win gives the CMCs a 3-0 
lead In the Centennial Cup final. 
Action in the best-of-seven. se­
ries resumes here Friday.
Neely’s injury, occurred when
Lakers Ahead
In NBA Finals
he clashed with Rustlers' goalie 
Graham Parsons after slam­
ming home the winning goal 
with only 11 seconds remainihg 
in regulation time.
Both benches cleared as the 
two players tangled but no fight 
jroke out and no penalties were 
assessed, other than a charging 
minor to Guelph’s Bill Kestell.
Parsons suffered a scratched 
eye in the scuffle and was taken 
to hospital after the game.
“It was a hell of a hockey 
game and it’s unfortunate that 
it had to end in a scrap because 
it wasn’t a rough game until 
that point,” commented Guelph 
coach Bill Taylor.
Or even with a Boston team 
on which the incomparable Orr 
is below par because of a float­
ing cartilage in the left knee.
Francis said he plans to give 
more ice time to Jean Ratelie, 
used principally on the power 
play in the first two games of 
his comeback from a fractured 
ankle. Ratelle will take regular 
turns with Vic Hadfield and Rod 
Gilbert, on a line which 




LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) - 
“It just takes racing luck to win 
the Derby,’* says Grover Ste­
vens who trains Sensitive 
Music,
A group of owners numbering 
from 14 to 19 are expected to 
try their luck by entering their 
three-year-old thoroughbreds
NEW DELHI (AP) - A bull 
with a nose for booze is sniffing
out illicit whisky stills, 
Times of India reported, 
animal pries open whisky 





drinks his fill. The bull cannot 
be killed because it is consi­
dered sacred to Hindus. If the 
moonshiners take it to the local 
cattle pound, they will be ar­
rested for violating liquor laws.
Saturday in the 98th running nt 
the Kentucky Derby.
Entries were scheduled to 
dose at 9:30 a.m. EDT, today.
Post time for the m-mile 
8125,000-added Derby is 5:40 
p.m. EDT, Saturday.
“He’s improving every day " 
Stephens said of Sensitive Music 
Wednesday and added that if 
the colt can stay out of trouble 
he has a good shot. :
Arnold Winlck, trainer of Hold 
Your Peace who is the second 
early favorite to Riva Ridge, 





and welcome all our old and new customers 
to drop in and visit us.
M&M WELDING
NEW YORK (AP) — “We 
played like we did all year in < 
that third quarter,” said Jerry < 
West of Los Angeles Lakers. : 
“We ran."
The Lakers literally ran away 
from New York Knicks in that 
period, then, shut down a 
fourth-quarter Knicks rally to 
post a 107-96 victory Wednesday 
night and run up a 2-1 lead in 
their best-of-seven National 
Basketball Association final.
“When we came to New 
York," West said, “we were 
hoping for a split of the two 
games here. Now, of course, 
we’re looking for a sweep.”
The fourth game is set for 
Friday night in Madison Square 
Garden, then the championship 
series shifts to Los Angeles Sun­
day for’ game No. 5.
The Knicks led 28-23 after one 
period but, thanks to a tena­
cious Los Angeles defence, fell 
behind by five at the half.
Then the Lakers really went 
to work, outgunning the Knicks 
20-5 in the first six minutes of 
the third quarter to take a *2-52 
lead. They went up by as many 
as 22 points before New York 
closed the gap to 80-65 going
PARSONS A STANDOUT
Referee Toni Brown handed 
out only 26 minutes in penalties 
during the game, highlighted by 
Parsons’ brilliant performance 
in goal.
Neilly earned his assist as he 
set up John Van Boxmeer for 
the tying goal with only nine 
seconds remaining in the second 
period after Terry Wittchen’s 
breakaway goal gave the Rus­
tlers a 1-0 lead in the first pe­
riod.
The CMCs had a margin in 
the play, outshooting Red Deer 
46-23 before 3,500 fans, but Jake 
Dupuis in the Guelph net was 
called upon to make several big 
saves.
“Both teams, played a much 
better game tonight and the 
fans certainly got their money’s 
worth,” said the Guelph coach. 
“We’ll have to play as well or 
better to beat them in the next 
game.”
The line of Paul Fendley, 
John Haight and Bruce Her- 
ridge was Guelph’s most dan­
gerous unit while Red Deer’s 
; most effective combination was 
the line of Dale Lewis, Gordie 
. Dillon and Darryl Wallis.
In addition, said Francis, 
Gene Carr will be back on left 
wing with Walt Tkaczuk and 
Bill Fairbairn. The 20-year-dld 
rookie had only one good turn 
on the ice Tuesday. Hard-check­
ing Glen Sather replaced him on 
the Tkaczuk line.
One man the Rangers will 
have to stop is Ken Hodge, who 
has four goals in two games, in­
cluding Tuesday’s game winner. 
In 11 Boston playoff games, 
Hodge has a scoring percentage 
of 30.8—from eight goals on 26 
shots. His regular-season scor­
ing percentage was 11.4—from 
16 goals on 140 shots.
Gerry Cheevers is likely to be 
in goal for the Bruins tonight in 
keeping with Boston coach Tom 
Johnson’s program for alternat­
ing netminders. That may be a 
break for the Rangers, who beat 
Cheevers five tiiries in the 
opener but could only put the 
puck past Ed Johnston once. 
Johnston was sensational Tues­
day night as he boosted his 
playoff record to five victories, 
all this year, against three 
losses in previous years.
New York’s goalkeeper will 
not be announced until just be­
fore the game. But Gilles Ville- 
mure could well have earned a 
return engagement with his 
solid performance Tuesday 
night.
The Bruins have proved 
> they’re one goal better, than the 
i Rangers on Boston ice. If they 
> can maintain the margin here, 
it will be a short series.
For a limited time only at participating dealers
4-ply nylon Belted
into the final 12 minutes.
But West reached a plateau of 
his own. With 3:08 remaining, 
he canned a long jumper to be­
come the first player in NBA 
history to pass the 4,000-point 
mark In playoff games. He has 
4:001 points in 133 post-soason 
contests. "
BITING REFUSAL
COLQMBO, Ceylon (AP) - A 
tenant here claimed his land­
lord’s son bit his car off when 





11 a.m. - 2 p.m.; 7:30 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Sunday, May 7th
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
PROVINCIAL TRAMPOLINE CHAMPIONSHIPS 
Saturday, 2:30 p.m.
KELOWNA MEMORIAL ARENA 
Admission — $1.00 Students — 50^
Black
Choose the value that suits you best—but choose Uniroyal 
Laredo because Laredo is known best as "the original rain 
tire”... because of Its performance on wet pavement, and dry! 
Now, you have a choice: the Laredo nylon, 7-rib design, a full 
5" width and 4 full plies of tough nylon... or 
the BELTED Laredo with 8-rib design, 
a full 7" wide 2-ply rayon belt and 2-ply 
nylon body. Both have improved acvT\
round shoulder design for outstanding / 
cornering control and highway ■
handling ease. Belted construction I
adds toughness and flat road-holding \ 






OTHER SIZES AT COMPARABLE PRICES
4-ply nylon Laredo Belted Laredo
520/10 16.77 885/14 32.77 C78/13&1424.77
550/12 18.77 560/15 19.77 F78/14 27.77
650/13 19.77 775/15 , 22.77 G78/14 29.77
775/14 22.77 825/15 24.77 H78/14 32.77
825/14 24.77 855/15 26.77 G78/15 29.77
855/14 26.77 885/15 32.77 H78/15 32.77
| Whitewalls slightly Gxtra Whitewalls only




Of True Loan Value - 1st, 2nd, 3rd Mortgages
HOMES APPRAISED ON TODAY’S HIGH MARKET VALUES.
Borrow $1,500 — $2$,000 or More
For any reason, whether your home is paid for or pot. 
Let the equity you have in your home work for you in lowering your monthly 
payments, home renovations, new car purchases or business capital or any other 
reason.
ALL ENQUIRIES CONFIDENTIAL
MoyalI a safe tire value for every driving need
Belted
Tiger Paw
OTHER SIZES AT COMPABABLB PRICES
Airide
F78/14 t IS
Big, broad footprint holds 
road firm and flat for 
non-skid safe stops / V
2-ply hl-modulus rayon I St
bait, 2-ply nylon body I
78 series, 7-row-rlb 
deep 13/32’’ tread X
rJ
I OTHER SIZES AT COMPARABLE PRICE! 
I ■ R ’
I • Full 4-ply nylon -
• 5-row rib design
' • Engineered for the [gf
family car for Vx
dependable safe 
mlleagel >
Look for the UNIROYAL VALUE ASSURED symbol at these participating dealers.
Prices as shown fit Uniroyal Contres. Comparable prices at participating Uniroyal dealors. ,








.. 24.47 $5,000 .......$7,500 ......
..................  70.91
........................ 88.63
.. 48.51 $10,000 ...... ........................118.17
to Ih'/n-pcr month on the unpaid balance 





Above examples based on interest of 1
•mortized over 15 years. Open mortgage, prepay i Joa  




Sic. 3 — 315 Bernard Ave.
Zenith 1313
345 Harvey Ave. 762-4115
JUNCTION SERVICE 
CHEVRON DEALER 
2491 Hwy. 97 North 765-5041
SUNVALLEY SERVICE
CHEVRON DEALER 







Hwy. 97 North 765-7396
BLACK MOUNTAIN SHELL
SERVICE 
2480 Hwy. 97 North 765-7776
SUPER SHELL SERVICE
654 Harvey Ave. <M2-205f|
^1
VICTORY MOTORS LTD
1635 Pandosy St. 762-0769
T~1
PAGE If KELOWNA DAILY COIJMEB, THUB., MAT <. 1OT»
CAN'T USE IT? WHY KEEP IT? SELL IT FAST WITH A COURIER WANT AD.
FOR FAST AND EFFICIENT ASSISTANCE PHONE 763-3228.
Kelowna and District
| BUSINESS 8, PROFESSIONAL
SERVICE DIRECTORY
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
COUNTRY LIVING WITH LOVELY 
view at MacKenzie Manor Rveptex, 
MacKeuie Read. Rutland. Two bath*, 
3ft bedrooms, spacious living, some 
children welcome, water Md garbage 
cMlocUM free. >135 per month. No pets.
16. APTS. FOR RENT
Telephone TB-Mn or 7(9-454*. tf
EXCLUSIVE. BRAND NEW THREE 
bedroom fourplex uita in Rutland. Ooe 
block from Kboolt full basement, shag 
carpet in living room and bodroohu, 
cathedral entrance. Tastefully decorat­
ed. Available immediately. Telephone
7(3-3S41 or 7(3-3011 tf
Bl'll DING SUPPLIES
LUMBER
Delivered Anywhere in 
KELOWNA or VERNON
AREA
Phone orders collect 
Business—545-1311 
Residence 542-9664 or 766-2330 
LAV1NGTON PLANER 
MILL LTD.




R. W. GAYE SERVICES, 
414-1298 W, 10, Vane. 9, B.C.




North American Van Lines Ltd. 
Local. Long Distance Moving 
•’We Guarantee Satisfaction" 
1120 ELLIS ST. 762-2020 
T. Th. S. tf
NEW St USED ARTICLES
CASH for Complete Estates or 
single items of household goods 
and etc.
We buy, sell or trade at 
JOE’S TRADING POST 
Box 867 — Windsor Road, 
Kelowna —• Phone 763*2235
T, Th, S 231
PAINT SPECIALISTS
Treadgold 
Paint Supply Ltd. 
Your Bapco & SWL Dealer 
Paint — Wallpaper — Signs 
Art Supplies
1619 PANDOSY 762*2134
T, Th, S. tf
PHOTOGRAPHY
FOR THE BEST IN PORTRAIT 
and Commercial Photography, 
Developing, Printing and En­
larging.
POPE’S PHOTO STUDIO 
Dial 762-2883
JUNE 1. TWO BEDROOM SIDE BY 
side duplex suite. Carport with large 
storage, store acron the street. About 
two blocks to Southgate Shopping 
Centre, park and beach. Close to hos­
pital, vocational School, college and 
other schools. Telephone 762-0372. 231
TWO BEDROOM COTTAGE, REFRIG- 
erator and range. M3 per month, year 
round. Includes water and garbage col­
lection. One child acceptable. Refer- 
ences required. Telephone Al’s Cottages
765-5571. it
THREE BEDROOM DUPLEXES IN 
Winfield. Spacious units, large living 
roont. utility room, carport, water in­
cluded, close to schools, >155 up. Pos­
session June 1st. Down >145. Immediate 
possession, Lupton Agencies 762-4400. 234
THREE BEDROOM HOME AT S25 
Argyle Road. Rutland. Stove, refrigera­
tor and deep freeze included. Available 
Immediately. >175 per month. Tele­
phone Al Horning at Midvalley Realty.
765-7704 or 765-5090 evenings. 233
TOO BEDROOM. FULL BASEMENT 
elxplex In Rutland on Briarwood Road 
Close to school and (hopping centre 






PERCIVAL — Passed away on May 
2. Mr. Robert John Percival, aged 88 
year*, late of 1019 Harvey Avenue. 
Surviving Mr. Percival are one son, 
Robert ot Seattle. Kathleen (Mrs. J. J. 
McCurdy) Paisley. Ont.. Edith (Mrs. 
Harry Johnson) Toronto, Clara (Mrs. 
William Turner) Calgary. 10 grand­
children. Mr. Percival was predeceased 
by bls wife In 1953. Funeral service 
will be held from Day’s Chapel of 
Remembrance on Friday, May 5th at 
' 10 a.m. Capt. Reginald Pell officiating.
Interment to follow in the Kelowna 
Cemetery. Day’s Funeral Home is in 
: charge of the arrangements. 231
B.C. HEABT FOUNDATION - ’DEEP 
satisfaction eomes from remembering 
. departed family, friends and associates 
with a memorial gift to the Heart 
Foundation. Kelowna Unit. P.O, Box
186. tf
THE CANADIAN CANCER SOCIETY 
gratefully accepts donations in memory 
of loved ones, to further research in 
' conquering cancer. .Contact Box 10/ Ok-
anagan Mission. Th. F, S, tf
2820 Pandosy St., Corner 













ELLIOTT — ROSS: Mr. and Mrs. 
Jack Elliott of Kelowna are happy to 
announce the forthcoming marriage of 
, tbeir only daughter, Barbara Dean to
Kenneth Brian Ross, son of Mr. and 
, Mrs. George Ross, also of Kelowna.
The wedding will take place on June 
1 at 6:30 p.m. in First United Church,
in Air-Conditioned Comfort 
$250.00 Pot of Prizes 
for EVERY League of 12 Teams 
% or over.
Leagues Bowl 8 Weeks, pay re­
gular lineage and double prize 
money. '
Ladies’ Coffee League May 9, 
9:30 a.m.
Mixed Leagues 8 p.m. 
Tues., Wed., Thurs.
Starting May 9, 10 and 11 





MAYZES — JAMES: Mr. and Mrs. 
Bill Mayzer of Kelowna are pleased 
to announce the engagement of their 
daughter. Linda Jean, to Donald Roy 
James of North Vancouver, son of Mr. 
and Mra. John James, North Vancou­
ver. Wedding to take place in Kel­
owna at Immaculate Conception Church,
May 20th. 231
5. IN MEMORIAM
LaBELLE — In loving memory of 
Phillip J. LaBelle who passed away 
May 4, 1971.
Ther* is a link death cannot sever, 
I.ova and remembrance last forever. 
—Sadly mined by his loving wife, 
daughter* and grandchildren. 231
LAKEVIEW MEMORIAL PARK CEME- 
tery new address: 1790 Hollywood Rd. 
(end) Rutland. Telephon* 765-6494. tf
6. CARD OF THANKS
EUGENE WEN1NGER WOULD LIKE 
to thank all the people who sponsored 
him in the Baba Ruth Walkathon. 231
8. COMING EVENTS
THE SEPARATE SWINGERS CLUB 
rotating and aoclal on Saturday, May 
• at >:DO p.m. Members and Invited 
aueata only. For Information regarding 
thia chib write P.O. Box 534. Kelowna. 
Plesss remember the deadline for 
registration for our May 20-23 svent
la this Saturday. 233
OKANAGAN SYMPHONY SPRING 
Concert featuring the Okanagan Sym­
phony Choir with Symphony Orchestra, 
three gueat artist*. May 7th. 3-00 p.m. 
Community Thearte. Ticket* at door 
, ar Mu»lc Box. » adult, 73e *tudent, 
>5 family.2»
LADIES* AUXILIARY TO THE WEST- 
' bank Yacht Club I* holding it* 7th an- 
' nual "Fathlon* Afloat" aboard the
M.V. Pendosi. May 24th at 10 a.m.
331




1400 CORONATION AVE,. 
KELOWNA
Spacious, , deluxe -3 bedroom 





Available June 1. 
762-3713 days,or 7644440.
tf
BRAND NEW FOURPLEX UNITS IN 
Rutland, offering two bedrooms, 1ft 
baths, air conditioning, cable television. 
Available June 1. H. Maddocks, 765-
6218. u
NEW TWO BEDROOM. Ift BATH, 
fourplex in Rutland, across from school. 
Available June 1. >150 and >155 per 
'month. Call Joe Limberger at 763-2338.
or Collinson's 762-3713. v
16. APTS. FOR RENT
COMPLETELY SELF-CONTAINED 
one and two bedroom units, close to 
Vocational School, college and shopping 
centre. Reasonable rates. Sunny Beach 
Resort-' telephone 762-3367. tf
CARMAN MANOR. 1946 PANDOSY 
Street. Large one bedroom suite, broad­
loom, drapes, stove, refrigerator, cable 
television, elevator, free laundry. 
Adults. Telephone 763-2819. tt
SPACIOUS WATERFRONT SUITES. 
King sized rooms, Spanish decor, patios, 
balconies, shag carpets, continuous clean 
ovens, colored fixtures. Corner of Lake-
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
■bore and Truswell. 234
RUTLAND. NEW, PARTLY FURNISH- 
ed, one bedroom ground floor apart­
ment, . available immediately. Electric 
heating. Rent includes water and light.
Telephone 765-8577. 233
TWO, 3 BEDROOM SUITES ON 
ground floor, available June 1st and 
June 15th. Stove, fridge, and utilities 
included., Adults only. Telephone 762-
WESTSIDE VIEW LOTS
Quiet area, several level view lots to choose 
from. Paved roads, water, power, telephone. 
Nice view of O.K. Lake and cloie to Public 
Beach. Prices vary, terms to be arranged. 
Bren Witt, 7694326. MLS.
TWIN DUPLEXES
Located in Rutland, real close to shopping 
centre and schools, showing good revenue. 
Owner may take orchard on trade. Call 
Art Day, 7634144 or 768-5089. MLS.
MORE SMILES IN EACH DAY
When you live in this almost new home. 
Featuring living room with wall to wall. 
3 bdrms., ensuite plumbing, full basement. 
Asking $22,500. Bob Robinson, 763-5161. MLS.
VIEW LOTS—LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS « 
Excellent view of the lake, bridge and city. 5 
Just off Thacker Dr. Power, water and 
gas are in, paved roads. Our signs are on r- 
the lots on Lake view Dr. For further in-1, 
formation contact Art MacKenzie. 7694264.: 
MLS. >
COMPLETED BASEMENT—$23,500 
Basement well finished as one large room,' 
presently used as kindergarten. Near pri*, 
mary school, on end of cul-de-sac. Ideal;.
for large family or in-law suite as required, 





Located adjacent to Centennial 
Park, McIntosh Road, Rutland. 
Occupancy May 1, 1972. Spa­
cious deluxe suites, air condi­
tioning, carpeting, colored ap­
pliances, drapes, inter-com sys­
tem, cable TV, full laundry 
facilities, storage, paved park­
ing, close to all shopping areas.
Telephone 765-9133 or 
762-0928 for information.
) tf
50% DISCOUNT ON FIRST MONTH’S 
rent, on two bedroom duplex in Rut­
land. Immediate possession. >150 per 
month. Telephone 762-3414, days only.
234
SPACIOUS, NEWLY REMODELLED 
duplex. Three bedrooms, shag carpets, 
stove, half basement. 305 Highway 33 
East, Rutland. >150 monthly. Evenings,
KRAFTHAUS
Hwy. 33






DUPLEX FOR RENT. IMMEDIATE 
occupancy. Three bedrooms on main 
floor, carport and full basement. Tele-
and heating incl. Free luaundry 
facilities, storage room. Near 
shopping and schools. Available 




FRASER MANOR, 1922 PANDOSY. 
available June 1, two bedroom suite. 
Also one bedroom. Refrigerator, stove, 
cablevision, carpeting, drapes. Adults
only- Telephone 762-0720. 232
TWO BEDROOM SUITE FOR RENT 
immediately. Carpeted living room and 
master bedroom, full basement. Scar- 
boro Road. Rutland. Telephone 763-7357. 
. 231
CLOSE IN. ONE AND TWO BEDROOM 
suites. Available June 1st. Contact man­
ager. Bermuda House, 1779 Pandosy
Street or telephone 762-3911. tf
FULLY FURNISHED ONE AND TWO 
bedroom units with kitchenettes. Cin­
namon’s Lakeshore Resort. Telephone
762-4034. tf
SUTHERLAND MANOR, SPACIOUS, 
carpeted, one bedroom suites. Cable 
vision, laundry and drapes included. 
Apply at 560 Sutherland Avenue. tf
TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN FOURPLEX 
unit in Rutland. Water and garbage 
pick up Included. Telephone 762-7021.
...__________________ 234
SPACIOUS TWO BEDROOM FOUR- 
plex in Westbank. Children and small 
pets welcome. Telephone 768-5262: tf
AVAILABLE NOW - TWO BEDROOM 
units in. Rutland fourplex. Close in. 
Telephone 765-5111 or 763-5676. tf
IMPERIAL APARTMENTS, ONE AND 
two bedroom suites, no . children or 
pets. Telephone 764-4246. tf
APPRAISALS FOR PROPERTY EVALUATION R. G. Trimble F.R.I.
APPLE VALLEY REALTY ™




KRUEGER HEATING SUPPLIES LTD. 
Furnaces, eavestroughlng, sheet metal 
work. 1085 Glenmore St. Telephone 763- 
3952. tf
DANCING IS A GREAT SOCIAL 
asset. Learn all the latest and old time 
dances* now, at Mr. Vincent’s Academy. 
763-6466. 231
WESTBANK DUPLEX. TWO BED- 
rooms, laundry room, carpeting through­
out, carport. Available May 1st. >130 
per month. Telephone 768-5875. . tf
GLENMORE AREA, THREE BE& 
room fourplex, 1ft baths, wall to wall 
carpeting, carport. Children welcome. 
AvaUable May 1. Telephone 763-3303. tf
AVAILABLE MAY 15, DELUXE 
three bedroom, 1ft bath, family suite 
in fourplex. 275—3 Holbrook Road. 
Telephone 763-2683. tf
WALKING DISTANCE CAPRI AND 
downtown, ground floor duplex unit. Two 
bedrooms, carpet throughout. H. Mad- 
docks, 765^218. tf
FOR RENT IN RUTLAND: NEW TWO 
bedroom duplex, full basement. Close to 
schools. Available immediately. >150 
per month. Telephone 765-7963. tf
TWO BEDROOM FOURPLEX, CAR- 
pet, sundeck, large yard. Near schools. 
Available May 15. Telephone 765-6255. 
tf
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX (WITHOUT 
appliances) in town. AvaUable June 1. 
Fireplace, carport. No pets please. 
Telephone 769-4785, tf
THREE BEDROOM. FULL BASEMENT 
house, furnished, semi or unfurnished. 
AvaUable June 1st. Telephone 769-4775.
' 233
THREE BEDROOM HOME, BETWEEN 
Kelowna and Westbank on Highway 97. 
AvaUable May 6th. Telephone 768-5533. 
233
TWO BEDROOM. NEARLY NEW DU- 
plex, carpeted, drapes, refrigerator, and 
stove included. >130 per month. Tele-
ROYAL APTS.
543 ROWCLIFFE AVE.
17. ROOMS FOR RENT
FURNISHED GROUND FLOOR HOUSE- 
keeping room. Only male pensioner 
need apply. Non drinker. Call. at 453
Lawrence Avenue. tf
ABBOTT STREET — beauti­
ful 2 bedroom, full basement 
home with attached green 
house, beautiful rose garden 
—1 block to lake. Try your 
down payment to a full price 
of $24,500. Call Joe Limberger 
at 762-3713 days or 763-2338 
evenings. EXCL.
PANORAMIC VIEW — large 
5 bedroom home with spec­
tacular view situated on 3 
acres, lots of privacy. Double 
carport with workshop stor­
age area. A great many
phone 765-9354. 231
12. PERSONALS
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS - WRITE 
P.O. Box 587, Kelowna, B.C. Telephone 
765-5335, 763-5057 or 765-6923, In Winfield 
766-2107. Is there a ’ drinking problem 
in your home? Contact Al-Anon at 763-
6675 or 765-6766. tf
ELECTROLYSIS - GENTLE, SAFE, 
medically approved method. Highly- 
qualified operator witb many years ex­
perience. For further Information, tele-
phone Helen Gray, 763-6512. tf
LEAVING FOR SASKATCHEWAN 
Saturday. May 13, by car. Have room 
for one or two passengers. Please tele-
phone 763-2606. 231
13. LOST AND FOUND
FOUND - SMALL BLACK MALE PUP- 
py with brown and white markings, 













LAKESHORE and MISSION CREEK 
PHONE 4-4545
CHINESE SMORGASBORD
Friday, Saturday and Sunday 
from 6 to 8 p,m.
PRICE 2.75 CHILDREN 1.49
CABARET
Friday and Saturday, 9 p.m. io 1 a.m. 
FEATURING THE COUNTRY REVIEW 
We specialize in Take-Out Orders 
SERVING KELOWNA RUTLAND and MISSION
Open Tues., Wed., Thurs., 5 p.m. to 2 a.m.
Fri. and Sat., 5 p.m. to 3 a.m,
CLOSED MONDAYS 'll!.. F, S, tf
YOU ARE INVITED TO THE
NDP PROVINCIAL NOMINATING MEETING 
Thursday, May 4th - 8 p.m.
|ELKS HALL, PANDOSY ST., KELOWNA
1 Guest speaker will be
ROSEMARY BROWN
Provincial NDP candidate in Vancouver Ourrard.
Mra. Brown l> • apeclal counsellor at Simon Fraser 
Unlveraily. She la also the B.C. Ombudswoman of the,. 
National Statua of Women Council, a member of the British 
Columbia Association (or tha advanrement of coloured 
people arid the National Black Coalition. 231
3 । and 1 bedroom suites. Air 
conditioning, elevator, under 
park, free laundry. Reduction 
for tenants 65 or over. No 
children or pets.
SLEEPING ROOM FOR STEADILY 
employed, respectable gentleman. Low 
monthly rent. No cooking facilities. Tele-
phone 762-4775. «
FURNISHED SLEEPING ROOM WITH 
cooking facilities, behind Super-Valu, 
available immediately. Telephone 763-
7564. 233
extras in this executive
762-8068
tf
FULLY FURNISHED ROOM WITH 
private entrance. Gentleman only. Tele-
phone 763-3815. tf
NEW TWO BEDROOM FULL BASE- 
ment duplex on creek. >150 monthly.
Call 765-7105. evenings 765-7451. tf
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE IN GLEN- 
more area. Available immediately. 
Telephone 762-7956. tf 
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE IN GLEN- 
more area. Available May 15. Tele-
phone 762-7956. tf
DUPLEX FOR RENT IN RUTLAND. 
Available May 15th, 8150 per month.
Telephone 765-7124. ■ 233
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, WITH 
basement. >140 per month. Telephone
765-6018. 232
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE, OK CENTRE 
Road, Winfield. Vacant. >100 per month.
Telephone 763-4144 days.
1«. APTS. FOR RENT
232
SHERWOOD MANOR
Corner Ellis Street and 
Rosemead Ave. 




Air conditioning, elevator, 
underground parking, con­
crete between all floors, 
electric heat, attractive shag 
rug, drapes throughout. No 
children or pets.
Phone Manager —•
762-0861 or 763-2305 
tf
SHARMAINE MANOR 
HUSCH RD., RUTLAND 
Now Renting 2 Bedroom Suites 
from $150 - $160 p.m.
1 Bedroom Suites from 
1140 - >150 p.m. 
Included in rent;
—Stove and refrigerator 





—Free washing and drying 
—Intercom for privacy 
Adults Only. No Pels. 
765-5111 
eves. 765-6477
THE LATEST IN 
APARTMENT LIVING
THE BROCKTON MANOR 
1831 Pandosy Street.
Select your suite now
A LOVELY SLEEPING ROOM. WORK- 
Ing gentleman only. Telephone 762-6148.
, . ________ tf
FULLY FURNISHED BEDROOM WITH 
use of kitchen, close to dowtown. Tele-
phone 762-5027. tf
for June 1st occupancy 
To view:
PHONE 763-3685
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING ROOM FOR 
rent. Gentleman preferred. Telephone 
762-3712. tf
SLEEPING ROOM. BUILT IN DESK, 
etc. Student preferred. . Telephone 762-
7204 after 6 p.m. 233
tf
HOUSEKEEPING ROOM WITH PRI- 
vate kitchen, suitable for two. 580 per
CONTINENTAL MANOR, ROWCLIFFE 
Avenue; one and two bedroom deluxe 
suites available for immediate occu­
pancy. Wall to wall carpet, cable TV, 
undercover parking, laundry faculties, 
elevator, and a reduction for tenants 
60 years and over. Adults only. No 
pets. Must be seen. Telephone 763-4209. 
_ __________________________________tf 
WESTVIEW APARTMENTS—ATTRAC- 
tive new one bedroom suites* sbag car* 
peting throughout* appliances* large pri* 
yate patios* ten minutes from Kelowna. 
$110 per month. Two bedroom suite 
witb panoramic view of lake also avail* 
able Telephone 768-5875.______________tf
TOO BEDROOM SUITE. AVAILABLE 
June 1. Adults only, middle aged or re- 
tired preferred. $140.00 monthly. In­
cludes range, refrigerator, laundry fa­
cilities, cable TV and carport parking. 
Phone 763-2760 afternoon and evening. 
_______________   tf 
NEW UNFURNISHED ONE BEDROOM 
basement suite. Rumpus room with 
flreplace, complete kitchen, private bath, 
utility room, carpet throughout, garden 
space, close to Capri. Only retired or 
elderly couple need apply. Telephone 
763-4973.___________________________ 236
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY, GROUND 
floor two bedroom suite, also a one 
bedroom suite with stove, refrigerator 
•nd heater included In both. Two 
working ladies or elderly man and wife, 
No children and no pets please. Tele- 
phone 762-7998. 235
ONE AND TOO BEDROOM SUITES 
available. Sound proof building. Shag 
carpeting, air • conditioning, drapes, 
range and refrigerator, sauna, rec. 
room, elevator, intercom, free laundry. 
Windsor Manor, 763-7234. tf
FOR RENT BY WEEK. FURNISHED 
on* bedroom apartment with electric 
stove, refrigerator and all cookware. 
Carpeted, direct dial telephone and cable 
vision. No pets. Canamara Beach Motel. 
763-4717, tf
NEW APARTMENTS IN RUTLAND. 
Deluxe, large one and two hedroom 
suites. All ihag carpeted, air- contll- 
Honed, One furnished bachelor aulte, 
Available May 15. Telephone 762-2519.
______________________ tf
LOVELY TWO DEDROOM APART^ 
ment In fourplex. wall Io wall carpels, 
balcony. Refrigerator and stove In­
cluded. Located in Rutland. Available 
June 1st, Telephone 765-8529, tf 
TWO OR THREE BEDROOM APART- 
ment*, wall to wall carpeting, cable 
television, refrigerator, stove, drape* 
and wa*hlng facllltlea, Apply 762-2686. 
after 3|3O 762-2926. if
ONE BEDROOM HIIH'E? HUVATK 
entry, aeml furnished, quiet living, non 
drinkers, adults only. 650 per month 
plua utllltle*. Telephone 765-6461, 5:30 • 
7:00 evenlnga, 761-6254 day*. No calls
month. Telephone 763-6951. 232
FURNISHED TWO ROOM BASEMENT 
suite in Capri area. Telephone 762- 
8194. 231
18' ROOM AND BOARD
BOARD, OR ROOM AND BOARD. WILL 
take two girls. All household privi­
leges. Immediate occupancy. Tele-
phone 763-5787. anytime. tf
ROOM AND BOARD FOR WORKING 
gentleman. Telephone 762-3835. 233
20. WANTED TO RENT
WANTED BY END OF JUNE, THREE 
bedroom house. Rent or yearly lease. 
Reasonably close to town, semi-rural 
preferred. Telephone days 763-3312 
Local 5. 232
UNFURNISHED SUITE IN CAPRI 
area. Telephone 763-3148 after 6 p.m. 
233
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
SMART TWO BEDROOM HOUSE JUST 
waiting for an owner to choose interior 
finishing. Drive by the corner of Prior 
and Holbrook East and make an ap­
pointment to view today. Price >20,850. 
We also have an attractive 3 bedroom 
house ready for immediate occupancy 
on 3rd Avenue North in downtown 
Westbank. Price $21,500; and other 
NHA houses started in Hollywood Dell. 
Braemar Construction Ltd. Builders in 
Kelowna since 1962. Office 154 Stetson 
Motel. Telephone 762-0520. Evenings 762-
home. Call Wilf Rutherford 
at 762-3713 days or 763-5343 
evenings. MLS.
BE YOUR OWN BOSS — 
modern grocery store in the 
heart of a growing district. 
All cash business — volume 
growing every month. Low 
down payment. Call Gordon 
Marwick at 762-3713 days or 
7694662 evenings. MLS.
READY FOR YOU - this 
new 3 bedroom home with 
covered sundeck — fireplace 
and deluxe finishing through­
out — Priced at just $24,- 
500. Act now and move in 
immediately. Call Bud Dal­
ley at 762-3713 days or 765- 
6959 evenings. EXCL.
THE RENT MAKES YOUR 
PAYMENTS PLUS! — the 
rent you collect will pay the 
mortgage and taxes and 
give you an income as well 
as a home. This well con­
structed, well planned full 
basement triplex has indi­
vidual sundecks, lawns and 
gardens for each unit. Good 
location, steady tenancy. 
Call Dave Deinstadt at 762- 
3713 days or 7634894 even­
ings. MLS.
NORTH SIDE HOME—total 
price on this home $14,950 
which includes 3 bedrooms 
and is gas heated. Close to 
all facilities. For informa­
tion and terms call Ernie 
Donnelly at 762-3713 days or 
762-2558 evenings. EXCL.
PRIVACY and SECLUSION 
— a cozy 2 bedroom cottage 
in excellent condition on 
well landscaped and treed % 
acre site. Close to the lake 
and bus service at the door, 
ideal for a small family or 
retirement. Enquire now — 
Call Blanche Wannop at 762- 
3713 days or 7624683 even­
ings. MLS.
ONE ACRE CLOSE IN — 
check this small holding with 
2 bedroom home I— 3rd bed- 
room and rumpus room 
finished in basement — 
large workshop for one who 
has hobbies in mind. Call 
Sylvia Roberts at 765-5155 
days or 765-6936 evenings. 
MLS.
NOT EVERYONE CAN LIVE 
on Serene, Sadler Road. A 
comfortable bungalow may 
be yours, with beautifully 
tiled bathroom, large car­
peted living room and bed­
rooms. Complete with air- 
conditioned cooler and work­
room. Unbelievably priced 
below $20,000.00. If you think 
you might qualify for this 
excellent neighborhood. Call 
Gord Davis evenings at 765- 
6180. MLS.
CITY RETIREMENT HOME. 
Beautifully kept older type 
2 bedroom home. Fully land­
scaped with a few cherry 
trees in back of lot. Located 
in the South end of city. Close 
to _ shopping, schools, etc. 
Priced right to sell. For more 
details call Otto Graf even­
ings at 765-5513. MLS.
OLDER 2 BEDROOM 
HOME, downtown on Knox 
Crescent. Large landscaped 
lot beautifully treed. Vendor 
will consider half down and 
$125.00 per month. Gas fur­
nace and solidly constructed. 
Priced at only $16,500.00. Call 
Sam Pearson, evenings at 
762-7607. MLS.
0956 or 763-2810. tf
RUTLAND SPECIAL. BUILDER HAS 
reduced the price of this charming two 
bedroom cathedral entry home to 
>21,400 for quick sale. Features In­
clude: carport, separate basement en­
trance, shag carpet, maple kitchen 
cabinets, over sized sundeck, roughed 
in plumbing In basement. No down 
payment to qualified buyer. For all 
the details, call Don Walllnder. 763-(10<16 
or Crestview Home*, 763-3737. 232
OWNER MOVING, MUST SELL. IDEAL 
retirement or small family home In 
park-llko Netting, only one block from 
the lake In the Mission. Two bedrooms, 
L-shnped living and dining room, open 
beam ptyle. Fireplace and carport, Low 
taxes, reasonably priced with good 





Heights. >58.800, Viewing by appoint, 
ment only, One yrar old. with over 
2,500 square feet of living men. Four 
bedrooms, three baths. Patio and sun­
deck, with family room. Call Olive 
Ross, days 763-4032 or evenings TC2- 
3556. MLS. Lund and Warren Itealtv
Ltd,, 446 Bernard Avenue, 231
Saturdays. 231
KNOX MANOR, BRIGHT SPACIOUS 
■ultea, drapes, TV cable, refrigerator, 
itove, broadloom, .levator, balcony and 
Intercom, 1855 Pandosy Street, Tele- 
phone 782-7918, • tf
WINDMILL" MOTEL - ONLY~MIN~ 
ulea from town on Highway 97 South, 
One anti two bedroomu kitchenette* 
and (howera. Children welcome. Tele-
phons 7(9-4311, tf
CENTUHY MANOR, SPACIOUS ONE 
bedroom aulte, colored appliance*,. wall 
to wall drabea and broadloom, cable 
TV. No children or ptla, 1>3> Pandosy 
Street. Telephone 763-366.1, tf
TWO BEDROOM SUITES AVAILABLE 
In new elxplex, Carpet*; with nr withy 
out refrigerator and stove, Centrally 
located, Rutland. 761-4391 or 769-420.1. 
____________________ ■ _____ tf 
COLUMBIA HIANOR,' l»l> PANIWSY'
PRIVATE SALE. OWNER , MOVING, 
Two year old home, I’lvo bcdroom.-i, 
two bathrooms, carport, sundeck, 
roughed-ln rumpus room. Wall to wall 
shag. Up and down , fireplace, llullt In 
range, Spring Vqlley, >27,200. Tele­
phone 76-3-7901. 232
FOR BALE T~NE^iw~BEbltbl)M 
home, by owner, nhag carpet through­
out. Roughed-ln rumpus room. Double 
fireplace, carport. Across from new 
park in Rutland, Telephone 763-0129, 
evenings. |(
BEAUTIFUL NEW THRICE BEDROOM, 
full basement home, In a parkllkn set­
ting. well freed hall acre *ol hi Mount- 
view Subdivision, Rutland, >26,000' with 
terms available, Telephone collect to
545-0339. 233
tf
EXCLUSIVE ONE .BEDROOM UN- 
furnished suite available for Immed­
iate occupancy, MUI Creek Apart- 
menls, 1717 Waler Street. Stove, re­
frigerator, wall to wall carpel*, cable 
televlaloa, heal, light*, laundry and 
parking Includtd, Na children, no pet*. 
ReUred or profession*! tenant* prefer- 
rad. Tslspboan 76F34S3. tf
TWO BEDROOM BASEMENT SUITE. 
avatlaMa May J3. fully furnished. 
Shower only In bathroom. Private on- 
trance. Close to hospital, Young couple 
preferred, gna month, heat Included. 
Telophoae 7M-MII. tf
FURNISHED ONE BEDROOM MUTE 
with kltrhen ftnltltfs. available Mar 15 
t^rated at M> Caddsr Avenue., Tele- 
pheoe 7*21114. , if
One bedroom suite with. elove, relrlg- 
rrator, drape* and wall tn wall carpet. 
Cable TV. Available June ‘ 111, Tele, 





AVAILABLE NOW, FURNISHED 
brilroom tulle, tuliabk lor Iwo
nr married couple. Abstainer*
(erred. Telephone 742-4(47,
DELUXE SUITES IN KELOWNA'S EX- 
rlnih* ronertte and >t<cl high rl>* 
•pirlment. Maximum tafety and quiet-' 
p«*a, Telephon* Roth Tower*, 7W-M4L 
_ ___________________________________tf 
NASSAU HOUSE. DELUXE ONE RED- 
room *ult*. very quiet and cloa* In. 
Adnlu only. Contact Manager, Sull* IM.
1777 Water Street. if
COMFORTABLE F11R NISII >T| > AC- 
commodatlon, downtown for • malur*' 
l»dy willing la »hare, Telephone 761- 
3040. tf
OSE BEDROOM M1|TE JOB III.M. 
Na children, an pel*. Al C*pri kill* 
Telepbone 70)4114. tf
A TWO ACRE ICT WITH 403 FOOT 
frontage on (llenmor* Road llnmestlc 
and Irrigation waler. Plenty of hay 
Near atore and achool, Faw minutes tn 
c|iy. Telephone 762-aona alter o P.m, 
T, Th, tf 
A GREAT"DUPLEX Tn“aN ArfiufN 
live location. Two bedrooma, large util­
ity room. fireplace, carpet, rle, Both 
aide* rented. Full price *:i4,5w, with 
>7,500 down. Telephone 76.1-432.1, ll 
TO<)~BEDR<)OM DUPLEX, FULL
basement, carport., carpel., lanihcapeil, 
within walking dlalam e of ahopplng anil 
erhoole.' Telephone 765-6514 or 7656018, 
1.......................... ' ,u
I1Y ”bwNEB. nillEE bEDIlboM 
homo on bcM lot In Hollywood Dell, ,38 
acre, full ba.emenl, carpotl-aundeck, 
J,m» taaea. Dome.llo well waler, Tele-
Phone 7M-7183. 233
PRIVATE SALE, .HAVE 42200 HOUSE 
.with view of laks and city, 3,000 equate 
'feet fiabhrd ares, 714ft mortgage, >171 
P.l.T, No agenla. 1124 Mountain 
Avenue nr telephone. 763-5410 II
\nun.KX • new < Ani’EUj> 
ruMiion iaiihhU. iBh’l-
plMgftnl hrintUML RUInerf cup 
tahidii law >47 Muglotd It
lined, 7*5(71*. tf
AN ACRE IN GLENMORE— 
Low taxes yet close to town 
is this immaculate 3 bed­
room home on beautifully 
landscaped piece of property. 
Over 1400 sq. ft. of family 
living at its best for only 
$26,900. See to appreciate. 
Call Terri Meckling at 762- 
3713 days or 763-6657 eves. 
MLS.
IF YOU CAN PAY RENT 
YOU CAN OWN THIS HOME 
— just $172.85 monthly, prin­
cipal, interest and taxes, 
with 5% down payment to 
NHA mortgage. 2 bedrooms 
up and> 2 in basement. Cor­
ner lot in quiet Glenmore 
area, providing lots of space 
for cars, campers, boats, 
etc. $18,500. Call Roy Paul 
at 762-3713 days or 765-8909 
evenings. MLS.
BETTER THAN. EVER - 
attractive 2 bedroom home, 
with extra bedroom and 2nd 
full bathroom in high base­
ment. Lovely living room 
double fireplace — w/w car­
pet — carport and sundeck — 
centered on y3 acre — level 
landscaped lot. Surrounded 
by fruit trees. Very nice resi­
dential area. Priced right at 
$26,950 with terms. Call 
George Phillipson at 762-3713 
days or 762-7974 even. MLS.
LAND AND ACREAGES
CHOICE HIGHWAY FRONTAGE - access on 2 sides - 
excellent revenue now — develop later — ideal site for motel, 
stores, etc. — 1.96 acres centrally located — just listed — 
will sell fast. Call Frank Ashmead at 765-5155 days or 765- 
6702 eves, or Fred Kyle at 765-5155 days or 765-8804 eves. 
Exclusive.
5 ACRES — tremendous view, good soil, fenced — domestic 
and irrigation water. Paved road — school bus route. Call 
Fred Kyle at 765-5155 days or 765-8804 evenings. MLS, 
ORCHARD OR SUBDIVISION - at present this Is a 25.79 
acre, first class orchard, terrific tonnage and excellent con­
dition. Large charming home, beautifully landscaped. This 
could be ideal holding property for future subdivision. Call 
Andy Runzcr at 7,62-3713 days or 7644027, evenings. MLS.
Ron Wilkinson 3-6966, Mary Ashe 34652, Ken Mitchell 2-0663, 
Harry Maddocks 5-6218, Bill Campbell 3-6302, Ernie Donnelly 
2-2558.
MORTGAGES & APPRAISALS - Darryl Ruff - 764-7536
KELOWNA — 483 Lawrence Ave., 762-3713 
RUTLAND — Shoppers’ Village, 765-5155
GROCERY STORE — with living quarters; an excellent 
family operation; business steadily Increasing; for details, 
call Betty Elian 769-4397 eves, or 762-5544 daytime. MLS.
COUNTRY HOME — on attractive home' 'with full base­
ment and many extras; double glass; large sundeck; 2 
fireplaces; space for extra bedrooms and rumpus room; 
attractive kitchen; 4-pce, bath; wall to wall carpets; ask­
ing price $24,900. Call George Silvester, 762-3516 eves, or 
762-5544 daytime. MLS.
RETIREMENT SPECIAL - close in on Etlicl St.; 2 bdrm, 
with undeveloped attic; could be 2 small bdrms, or one 
large; large kitchen and LR on fully landscaped lot. Ask­
ing $14,000. CiHI Ruth Young, 763-6758 eves or 762-5544 
daytime. MLS.
GRACIOUS LIVING - all one one floor; over 1450 aq. ft.; 
4 bdrms,; 1’4,baths; family room; comfortable LR; air 
conditioning; w-w throughout; bright kitchen; part base­
ment; hot water heat; garage; fenced and treed lot;
Bring your offer. Call Lloyd Bloomfield, 762-3089 eves, or ' 
762-5544 days. MUS.
AN OLDER HOME — on a beautifully treed lot on Mill 
Creek, close to all services; secluded, spacious property, 
Call Mike Chcpesiilk, 764-7264 eves, or 762-5544 (lays. MLS,
551 Bernard Ave, LTD.
MIDVALLEY
REALTY LTD











HIGHWAY 33 FRONTAGE: 
2 acres with frontage of 180 
feet, also a side road front­
age of 465 feet, Property 
should be ideal for small 
apartment, motel or rest 
home as it is situated close 
to present development. For 
further information call Alan 
Elliot at the office or even­
ings at 763-7283.
INTERESTED IN A MOTEL 
BUSINESS? Be sure and see 
this one! There are 10 units 
plus a .good 4-bedroom home, 
in a choice area. To view, 
please call Joe Slesinger at 
the office or evenings at 762- 
6874. Exclusive,
MUST BE SOLD — OWNERS 
HAVE MOVED: So let me 
show you this home which 
has 2 bedrooms up and 2 
down, carpeted living room 
with fireplace, dining room 
and convenient kitchen. Situ­
ated on excellent, level, land­
scaped lot within just a few 
minutes walk of shopping, 
schools and park, open to of­
fers. For further details call 
Alan Elliot at the office or 







Orchard City Realty 
573 Bernard Avenue 
762-3414
EXECUTIVE DELUXE 
In the Okanagan Mission area 
approximately 7 miles south 
of Kelowna on Lakeshore 
Road. Approximately 2,000 
square feet including large 
wraparound sundeck with a 
terrific view overlooking the 
city, lake and* valley, Thin 
lovely family home consists 
of 3 large bedrooms, 2 full 
bathrooms, wall to wall cat-, 
noting throughout. Spacious? 
kitchen with built-in oven' 
and range. Formal dining 
room. Tastefully decorated 
living room with floor to 
ceiling fireplace. Sliding glass 
doors onto sundeck Spa­
cious full basement with a 
large patio and patio door. 
Large lot with pine trees. 
This home is brand new and 
ready for occupancy, Vendor 
Is very anxious to sell and Is 
0|>cn to offers. Full price 
$45,009, MLS, with excellent 
terms. This coiild lie the 
home you're looking for, 
Give us a call,
2-5541
We Trade Throughout B.C.
John Drledger, 762-8939; Jack SassevlUe, 703-5257;
, , John Walker, 769-4381
Peachland Branch, 767-2202
Berl or Mae Leboe, 7-2525 even.; Penny Callies, 7-2655 eves.
ROYAL TRUST
248 Bernard Avenue 
Phone 762-5200
W. B, Roshlnsky ... 764-7236
N. Russell ( ..............7694491
.1. J, Millar ......... 763-5OM
C, A, Penson ............ 768-5839
,1









invites you to view this 
















A HOUSE THAT IS ALWAYS IN DEMAND
Clean and well kept, 2 bdrm, bungalow with a full, finished 
basement. All double windows, lovely landscaped lot, 
handy workshop plus large garage. Only $4,900 down if 
you qualify for NHA or assume existing mtge. with only 
$91 per month, inch taxes. To view call Harry Rist at 
762-3x46, evgs. and wknds. 764-7221. MLS.
OKANAGAN BLVD. COTTAGE
Comprising 2 bdrms., cosy living room and compact kit- 
■ chen. In lower tax area yet close to park and beach. Near­
by bus stop. FuU price $13,500. Please call J. F. Klassen 
at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 762-3015. MLS.
Phil Robinson .... 763-2758 Mel Russell .... 7694409 
_____ _ J ’ Cliff Wilson .... 762-2958
FURNISHED BY ALPINE FURNITURE
Flair Construction XA^ilson Realty
543 BERNARD AVENUE 762-3146
233
CALL CLASSIFIED ADS DIRECT 763-3228
THE LEADER IN RESULTS
Lakeview
pines, shrubs, andVLA___ Size Lot. Beautiful landscaping, .
flowers, 1500 aq. ft. of home. 2 fireplaces. Everything for 
family living. All for $29,700. You must see this one. 
Please call Luella Currie 2-5030, evgs. 768-5628. EXCL.
$155 PER MONTH — 6¥»% MORTGAGE 
; 3 bdrms., full basement family home. Up and down fire­
place. Fenced. Practically completed basement. Only 
$8,486 down on this 7 year old home. Call Orlando Ungaro 
2-5030, evgs. 3-4320. MLS.
A BIG HOUSE FOR A SMALL FIGURE 1 
1200 aq. ft. of excellent workmanship on this 3 bdrm, 
home with 2 fireplaces, glass sliding door to sundeck and a 
basement partly finished. Beautiful yard! Vendor moving! 
Please call Olivia Worafold 2-5030, evgs. 2-3895.
, Jean Acres 3-2729 Ed Scholl 2-0719
Hoover r“yI I K-V y L l\ 426 Bernard Avenue
Lund & Warren
' Realty Ltd.
446 Bernard Avenue 763-4932
ORCHARD AND RESIDENCE IN .WESTBANK
Ckkia to town, 3 bedroom home. 13 acres of land, H 
acres! planted to fruit. Not all in full production. Ideal for 
a family, Terms can bo arranged. Asking $53,000,00. Call 
Austin Warren, days, 3-4932 or evenings, 2-4838. MIS.
GOOD RETURN ON YOUR INVESTMENT
Duidex In Rutland, close to achoola, shopping, and pub­
lic transportation. Only 1% years old. Monthly revenue 
of $330.00 with reasonable monthly payments, of <199.00 
p.l, Total of Mo square feet of living area, per aldo by 
aide home. For additional Information, call Don Cameron, 
days, 3-4932 or evenings, 5-7905, MLS.
Gerri Krha Erik I/iind Olive Boss
763-4387 762-3486 V62-3556
21. FROFFRTY FOR SAIB
WR “ALWAYS OPEN SATURDAYS!"
OPEN HOUSES
THURSDAY, MAY 4th 
5:30 to 8:30 p,.m. 
OPEN HOUSE NO. 1
Lakeview Heights
Two bdrms.; L-shaped LR and DR! sliding glass doors 
from DR to a COVERED sundeck; kitchen has lots of 
cupboards and an EATING AREA. Full DAYLIGHT 
basement, completely roughed in for two more bedrooms, 
2nd bathroom, rec. room and utility workshop with en­
trance from carport. Nice lot with a few fruit trees. 
FuU price $23,900.
OPEN HOUSE No. 2
Mountainview Subdivision
COLONIAL STYLE three bdrm, home featuring large LR- 
DR; kitchen with eating area; glass sliding doors to sun­
deck; 2 fireplaces; carport; covered front walk. Full 
basement all roughed in and extra entrance from carport. 
Nice lot with a few fruit trees at end of cul-de-sac. A 
DELIGHTFUL home at $27,400.
3 Miles South of Bridge — Off Hwy. 97
Open House Signs Clearly Visible
KELOWNA REALTY LTD
243 BERNARD AVE. - KELOWNA
BLK. MTN. RD., RUTLAND MAIN ST., WESTBANK
GLENMORE BEAUTY — A truly gracious home, with 2 
large bedrooms up and 2 down in full bsm’t. Has 21x17 
finished rec. room with fireplace. The spacious LR 18x13 
has fireplace. The convenient kitchen is attractively plan­
ned. Landscaped with many shrubs and shade trees, good 
garage. For complete details call Fritz Wirtz 3-5676 or 
5-5111. MLS.
1.33 ACRE SMALL HOLDING - with fabulous view of 
Lake Okanagan, short walk to the beach. Nicely treed, 
goodt levelled building site. Ample water. Asking price 
$10,000.00 TRY OFFERS. Absentee owner says SELL! BiU 
Kneller 5-5841 or 5-5111. MLS,
CLOSE TO WOOD LAKE - 13% acres of flat level fenced 
land. Owner will sell 8% acres' separately, for $2,500.00 an 
acre. Good Investment potential here. Price reduced if 
sold at one parcel. Fritz Wirtz has details, call 3-5676 or 
5-5111. MLS.
JUST A SHORT WALK to Kelowna City Centre is this 
older type well built home. Nicely landscaped, shrubs and 
•shade trees, covered patio at rear for outdoor living. 3 
BRs, good garago. Full price $16,500.00. Stow Ford 2-3455 
or 5-5111. MLS.
YOUR FINEST INVESTMENT - LAND - 14.19 acres 
of treed land, six miles North of Kelowna on Glenmore 
Road. Good holding property, ideal for ranchettes. Priced 
at $14,500.00, Terms, BUI Kneller 5-5841 or 5-5111, MLS.
CLOSE TO .L/LKE - EXCELLENT VIEW - A three bed­
room home with full basement, 3 years old, fireplace, 
w/w an<l> drapes in LR. Stove, fridge, auto washer and all 
for $25,500 with good financing available. This house 
must be sold. Call Ralph Erdmann at 2-4910 or res. Win­
field 766-2123. MLS.
CLOSE TO WESTBANK SCHOOLS AND SHOPS - Near- 
now, smart shake-and-stucco finish. 3 BR up with full 
bath, living room, kitchen main floor. View to lake. $4,000 
will handle, Call Dick Steele 768-5480, Exclusive,
MOTEL ON HIGHWAY 97 - 10-unit Motel with heated 
swimming nool, set In pines bealdc highway, 4 miles 
south of Kelowna. Very compact layout, readily operated 
by 2 people. 2 BR living quarters. Call Dick Steele 768- 
5480. MLS.
WELL FINISHED AND WELL KEPT’ - Near-new 3 BR 
Westbank homo, convenient to schools and shops. One BR 
in full basement. Tills is a tastefully designed and very 
pleasant home, priced at $25,300. Call Dick Steele 768- 
5480. MLS.
Lupton Agencies ltd.
No. 6 SHOPS CAPRI PHONE 762-4400
771 SAUCIER
Put the car away and walk. This flood 3 bedroom home la 
close to everything ’ — shopping, schools and churches. 
Large living room with fireplace, Full bath, 3 bedrooms, 
kitchen with eating area on main floor, Mi bath, partially 
finished rec room, cool room and possible bedroom In 
basement. Asking price 129,500. Try term^ to suit you. 
A1U8, Cull Roger Cottle 762-HO0, cvenlnflt 7684540,
DRIVE BY 1549 MOUNTAIN AVE.
3 large bedrooms, spacious living room with fireplace, 
partly finished rec room with F.P., extra bedroom down, 
large well landscaped, fenced lot. Built-In range and oven. 
Vendor to repaint outside. Realistically priced at $27,000. 
Call i Mtke Jenntags 7024400,’ evenings Ifi-l-AWI, MLS.
21* FROFIRTY FOR SALE
>*• A?
LAKESHORE LIVING
Privacy near school, 104 foot shoreline in the heart of 
Mission's best homes. Charming 6 room, 3 bedroom bun­
galow with stone fireplace, bay window, tiled bathroom, 
forced air heating and full basement. Quaint 2 room guest 
house complete. This rare offering at $49,000 — a first time 
offered exclusive listing.
NHA —RUTLAND
Compact 2 bedroom bungalow. Buy now — choose your 
own finishing. Good level lot, fully serviced, existing NHA 
Financing at low interest rate. Minimum down payment 
if qualified for either home owner grant or B.C. second. 
Situated in a new subdivision in Rutland, close to schools, 
shopping and churches. Full price $22,000.
CARRUTHERS & MEIKLE LTD.
‘•ESTABLISHED IN 1902” 
364 BERNARD AVE. DIAL 762-2127
Carl Briese.........  763-2257
Lloyd Dafoe___ . 762-3887
.—.. 763-7766
John Bilyk 763-3666 <
Darrol Tarves ___  763-2488
George Martin -
PINE VILLAGE
Display Home and Country Style 
Residential Property For Sale
New 2 bdrm. 24’x36’ Lamplighter double wide, fully 
furnished, wall-to-wall carpet, matching appliances, 
rich walnut interior, color co-ordinated throughout, 
skirted, domestic water, septic tank, gas, power, B.C, 
cigas. COMPLETE PACKAGE, home and proper­
ty can be financed with a small down payment. Easy 
monthly terms. INVEST YOUR RENT MONEY IN 
REAL ESTATE. View this dream home at:
PINE VILLAGE






SATURDAY—-2 - 6 p.m.
KEITHLEY ROAD, RUTLAND
Brand new 2 bedroom full basement home. Drop In and 
seo this home! It’s really different and beautifully finished. 
Priced to sell at $23,900.00. MLS. Signs will be posted.
ROYAL TRUST
248 BERNARD AVENUE PHONE 762-5200
W. B, Roshlnsky ... 4-7236 J. J. Mlllnr




Golfview Road. A family home of distinction. 4 large 
bedrooms up. 2 complete bathrooms, plus 2 pee. plumbing 
on main floor., Large living room, dining room, kitchen, 
den and utility off main • floor. Full basement, Carport. 
You and your family will love this one. Full price $30,- 
900.00. Mortgage $25,000.00 at 0%% pay only $215,26 per 
month. P.l. Excl.
MISSION HOME
4415 Paret Road. See tills beautiful 3 bedroom home with 
fully developed basement. Double carport and large 18 x 
30 insulated building at rear. Distinctive landscaping, 
Large garden. All nt a low $28,560,00 with terms to be 
arranged. Phone now for appointment to view. MLS.
TOOVEY ROAD
See this beautiful view lot (No. 61 on Toovcy Rosd, over­
looking Rutland valley, Kelowna and Lake Okanagan. 
$5,200.00. See It now.
We Specialize in Okanagan Mission Properties
Lennie HALMERS
& CO. LTD.
2821 Pandosy Street I , Ph\>ne 762-0437
Chiin Forbes ..,.1 ... 4-4091 Eric 'Sherlock ....... 44731
Bob., tennie^........^...-44286 - l*aii*y ? dialmem ... , 4-7231
KELOWNA DAILY COURIEK, THUR., MAY 4, l#7t PAGE U
21. FROFIRTY FOR SALE
"Trading Dollars Unlimited"
REDUCED: OWNER LEAVING CHY
This near-new home is offered at less than replacement 
cost 3 bdrms., 1g. liv. rm., f. pl, din. rm., c.p., balcony, 
basement, rd., located on Cactus Rd., Rutland. Call 
Elaine Johnson, 763-7900, eve. 765-8352.
Block Bros.
REALTY LTD.
536 Bernard Ave. Phone 763-7900
VIEW LOTS — We have two excellent view lots located 
at McKinley Landing just North of Kelowna. These one 
think-acre lots, serviced with domestic water and only *'a 
stone’s throw” from the beach. Asking $6,900 each. For 
further details call Hugh Mervyn at 34343 or 24872. MLS.
ABBOTT STREET — Attractive 3 bedroom bungalow lo­
cated % block from the lake. Full finished basement with 
a 3-piece bath. Lovely landscaped lot. An ideal home for 
the family. Call Dennis Denney at 34343 or 5-7282. MLS. 
THIS COUNTRY .HOME MUST SELL!! Relax and enjoy 
the comforts of quiet country living in this lovely home. 
Some features include 3 bedrooms, large living room — 
dining room combination, 2 fireplaces, rec room and a 
modern step-saving kitchen. Situated amongst the pines 
on a .57 acre lot offering an excellent view of the lake and 




1561 PANDOSY ST. LTD, 7634343
INFORMATION ON ALL MLS LISTINGS 
AVAILABLE FROM OUR REALTORS
CHOICE BUILDING SITES - Close to city boundary. 
Builders terms or trades. CaU us for details. MLS.
LIVE IN THE COUNTRY — In this nice 2 br. home. 
Situated on % acre. Drop in and let’s discuss this 
property. MLS. .
IDEAL INVESTMENT PROPERTY! Presently being run 
as service station and garage. Would be better suited 
for large equipment, service and sales. Call for details.. 
Excl.
INVESTORS OR DEVELOPERS! Choice property one 
block from Capri shopping. Presently motel use, but 
potential apartment or modern motel. Over 1 acre 




270 Bernard Ave. Phone 762-2739
BUI Woods ______  34931 Bill Trethewey ...766-2970
Al Pedersen ....44746 Norm Yaeger -------  2-3574
Frank Petkau ..... 34228 John Wylie ........ 3-6940
CALL CLASSIFIED ADS DIRECT 763-3228
BUY DIRECT FROM BUILDER
2 New Homes — Glenmore Area, 
a BEDROOM COLONIAL with large living and dining 
area, sliding doors to sundeck, double fireplace, shag 
wall to wall carpeting. Beautiful kitchen. Covered en­
trance and walkway along from carport. Full basement 
with large finished bedroom, and with built-in shower, 
3-BEDR00M SPANISH with attractive living and dining , 
area, fireplace and sliding door onto deck.' Wall to wall 
carpeting, colored plumbing are just a few details in . 
this fine family home. FuU basement with'garage.
3-BEDR00M FAMILY HOME IN RUTLAND - fuU base- 
tient, fireplace, landscaped. Clear title. Asking $23,500.
ALSO 2 AND THREE BEDROOM HOMES under con­
struction in Rutland. $18,000 and $19,500.
YOU ARE INVITED TO VIEW 
THESE HOMES,
WE ALSO HAVE A GOOD SELECTION OF LOTS 
available — some NHA approved.




Prices as low as $3000
JOE RICHE PLATEAU SUBDIVISION
Developers: Spring Valley Subdivisions
LOTS LOTS LOTS
Buy Direct from Developer
Located minutes from Rutland Shopping Centro on North 
•Ido of Highway 33 just pa»t Gallagher Road (on High­
way to Big White ski area). These are beautiful view 
lots overlooking the Valley, Okanagan Lake and Kel­
owna. These lots are serviced with electricity, water, 
paved road«, etc.
LOW DOWN PAYMENTS and
LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS
FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED 
or Phone 765-6444 or 762-0992.,
V ' ■236 - 233
»
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11. PROPERTY FOR SAVE
DOWNTOWN UPSTAIRS OFFICE 
•pmw. Ctokw tocattoa. $125 pms moMh 
toctading beat Md UM tf air condl-
28A. GARDENING
WELL ROTTED COW-MANURE. $3 
per yard. $ yard* minimum dcMvery.
28A. GARDENING
FOR SALE - TWO YEAR OLD




B1L...U NEW DUPLEX located in Rutland, 2 bedroom*, 
large kitchen, eating area, living room and dining 
room. Basement roughed in tor more room. A rejil good 
Investment. Price $31,500. Financing available.
NEW HOMES — $500 DOWN — Approx. 1000 «q. ft. 2 
bedrooms, good sued living room, large kitchen. Base? 
ment roughed in for extra bedrooms and rumpus rx>m. 
Price $18^00 with easy terms.
RANCHETTES
Selling fast Don’t miss this chance to own your own 
part of this 350 acre mountainside. Magnificent views 
from each 10 to 20 acre parcel. Priced so that you can 
build that superlative home that you have dreamed about. 
$1000 per acre; 10% down.
For further information contact
25. BUS. OPPORTUNITIES
WELL-ROTTED COW MANURE. $3 
per yard. Five yard mfnlmam delivery. 
DUcooat oa largo order*. Telephone 
763-3415. U
ATTENTION ORCHARDISTS: VARIETY 
apple into for sale. 4’ to (* taU oa
38. EMPLOY. WANTED
PAINTING - INTERIOR AND EXTER- 
ior. Good workmanship at ruaMMble 
rate*. Frca aatimatea. TtfepboM IO- 
C$5 anythna. < tl
WILL BABYSIT IN MY OWN HOME, 
in south Rutland Elementary School 
area, while mother works. Telephone
McKinnon realty ltd.
765-7741 HIGHWAY 33, RUTLAND 
Tom McKinnon - 765-7451
231
OPEN HOUSE
FRIDAY, SATURDAY, SUNDAY 
1-5 p.m.
816 GLENWOOD AVVENUE, downtown Kelowna, 
3 bedroom house, dining room, double fireplace, sundeck, 
beautifully carpeted throughout. Zoned R-2. Great buy at 
only $27,500.
824 GLENWOOD AVENUE,
Quality built two bedroom home, with dquble fireplace, 
dining room, sundeck. Don't miss seeing this house, 
priced this week at. only $26,800.
LOU GUIDI CONSTRUCTION LTD
763-3240 or 768-5267
233
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
LOW DOWN 
PAYMENT
2 and 3 bedroom houses, some 
with fireplaces.
downtown Kelowna, Glenmore 
area, Lakeview Heights and 
Applewood Acres.
Also Custom Building.
Building Lots also available in 
Okanagan Mission, Rutland and 
North Glenmore.
Quality built houses at reason­
able cost











$8,500 down, bal. at 7%%.









T. Th, S, tf
YOUR OWN BOSS GARDEN ROTO-TILLING. large or 
Canadian Co. requires men or Tsubas* mnas *uy-
women to operate their own “
part time business, restocking 
and collecting. money from 
game, cigarettes, soft drinks 
and hosiery machines. Loca­
tions established by Co. with
no selling involved. To have I 
your own exclusive route you 
must have car, references and 
able to invest at least $600.00 to 
$2500.00. Only 8 hours of your 
time per week will bring in ex­
cellent returns. For . those who 
wish to build full time opera­
tion we have an excellent fin­
anced expansion program. 
Write to Canadian Coin 




has for lease a high volume 
2 Bay
Service Station 




TREES TRIMMED. TOPPED OR RE- 
moved. Na job too big or too small 
Don’t beritate to call Fren estimate*.
TelepboM 765-88*2. 241
70073. U
WILL TAKE CARE OF PRE-SCHOOL 
children in my modern country home. 
5 days a week. Girls only. Telephone





A shipment of new hide-a-beds, china cabinets, 
coffee and steptables, breakfast suites. 
Also see our used furniture and compare.
WE TRADE
PHONE 765-6181
ACROSS FROM MOUNTAIN SHADOWS 231
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
Mr. B. McKenzie
953 Weyburn St., Penticton, B.C.
233
GRAVEL FOR SALE
APPROX. 20 ACRES, 
30 PLUS DEEP
5 miles south of Kelowna, near 
Shannon Lake Rd., Lewis pit. 
Top quality gravel. Open to of­
fers.
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
THREE BEDROOM HOME IN WEST- 
bank. Down payment $900.00, monthly 
payment $162.00 P.I.T. Contact Cen­
tral Mortgage and Housing Corporation, 
telephone 763-5311 days. 242
ACROSS FROM GLENMORE GOLF 
course, two bedroom home oq beautiful 
treed lot. fully fenced. Double garage. 
Immediate occupany. Telephone 764- 
4948. 235
PRIVATE SALE, WINFIELD. OLDER 
family home, five bedrooms, two bath­
rooms, fireplace, double garage, one 
acre orchard lakeview lot. Pre-listing 
price $24,500. Telephone 766-3172. 234
TWO DUPLEXES. ONE TWO BED- 
room. full basement. $24,900. One two 
bedroom, no basement $23,900. Sun­





PLASTER AND STUCCO REPAIRS. 
Old crumbled basements mid* as new. 
Spanish or design plaster on feature 
concrete walls. Telephone 765-8272. $32
38. EMPLOY. WANTED
DRIVER. EXPERIENCED. LOGS, 
highway, gravel O**» 1 licence. DteaeL 
two »Uck and road ranger. Can atart 
Immediately. Wtohone 768-3107. ,335
PART TIME OR TEMPORARY WORK 
wanted by experienced secretory. Fast 
typist with shorthand and dictaphone 
experience. Telephone 7$4-il<>0. 233
PROFESSIONAL BULLDOZER OPERA- 
tor wlshea work. Over M year* exper­
ience. all types tf machine*. Ttfephooe 
765-736$. 331
NOW CALL COURIER 
CLASSIFIED' ADS
DIRECT 7*3422$




One used 1972 YAMAHA 175 cc.
200 miles . 1750
One used 1972 HONDA 125 cc,
.495 miles .$M5
One 1970 100 cc HONDA $395




1971 HONDA 70 TRAIL BIKE. LOW 





Maple dining table, chairs, 
hutch, cedar chest, endi tables, 
coffee table, walnut coffee table. 
Oak sideboard. Antique brass, 
mirror. Oil painting. Vanity, 
drawers, chairs. Silver serving 
dishes. Luggage, lamps. Assort­
ed glassware, Corningware, kit­
chenware, pots and pans. 
Plants. Lady’s winter coat, 
size 14. All good condition.
REASONABLE PRICES
763-2229
HIGH SCHOOL AT HOME. CANADA’S 
leading school Fro* brochure. National 
College. 444 Bobaon St.. Vancouver 688-
BUD RICHARDS WISHES TO ANNOUNCE 
HIS NEW DEALERSHIP FOR
MASTER FEEDS
-jjf Extra No. 1 Flat Oats, dustless
■fr 20% Protein Master Horse Supplement'
■fr Master Horse Krunch .
ALSO DEALER FOR SURE-CROP FEEDS 
To place your order
Phone 763-6915
between 7 a.m, - 11 a.m. or 3 p.m. - 7 p.m.
WE DELIVER On Benvoulin Rd., near Casorso
’ > • • 233
42C. AIRPLANES
1939 CHAMPION SKYTRAC-7GC. 1» 
1M>. Lycoming engina with float lUtlnga. 
Telephone $55-3204, Selista, B.C. 231
43. AUTO SERVICE
AND ACCESSORIES





CACHE CREEK AREA. 
Write or Telephone 596-7477 or 
7050 King George Highway,
. Surrey, B.C. 235
233





for immediate delivery, 
also
TOP SOIL, FILL DIRT




Written applications will be re­
ceived for the above position. 
Applicants should state experi­
ence, general business and edu­
cational background, age and 
other pertinent information as 
well as salary expected. All ap­
plications will be treated with 
the strictest confidence. Suit­
able applicants will be inter­
viewed. Address applications 
to:
Two 3 month old pups. C.K.C. 
Reg’d. Kamloops Kennels, 1828 
Parkcrest, Kamloops. Phone 
376-3352 after 6 p.m.
231
TROPICAL FISH, CANARIES. BUD- 
gles. Regular and rare birds, exotic 
tropical fish, Siamese kittens. Dog and 
cat vitamins, coat conditioners and 
shampoos, collars, harnesses and leads. 
Largest pet stock in the O.K. Valley. 
The Purple Sea Horse, 1455 Ellis





REGISTERED, 1V4 YEAR OLD, SPAY- 
ed, female German Shepherd. Very 
gentle. loves children. Has all shots. 
$60. Telephone 762-7254. 1575 High Road. 
233
ATTENTION RABBIT BREEDERS, 127 
new wire cages. Will seU for price of 
wire. $900. Telephone Keremeos, 499-
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
MORTGAGE FORECLOSURE — 1966 
Pontiac Grande Parislenne. highest bid 
takes. Telephone 762-2513 before 5 pm. 
weekdays. 233
1965 VAUXHALL VIVA DELUXE. TWO 
door sedan. Blue, new tires, clean in­
terior. $450. Telephone 765-5247 aft-r 
5:30 p.m. - 231
1963 CHEV. BISCAYNE, SIX CTUN. 
der standard, new clutch, new brakes, 
radio. Good running order. Telephon- 
762-4562. J32
SELI^BEST OFFER TAKES 
1969 Ford Ltd. 390. ftiU power. Excel- 
lent shape. Telephone 765-5721. even- 
in*s- T, TIL S. tf 
1969 XL FORD, RED AND BLACK 
convertible. 390 motor, 3 speed stick 
shift, bucket seats. Telephone 762-7791, 
231
L-88 CHEV ENGINE. RECENTLY AS- 
sembled. printed and balanced, by En- 
glnes Unlimited in Vancouver. Has* '
aluminum heads, forged crank anM 
rod* and TRW Ill»-1 pistons and mww 
Good for SS car or Super *U 
Telephone 763-9149 evenlr.fi. 233^~™ 
THREE 400x8 TIRES AND RIMS. AND 
lV.xiy« axle, like new. Telephone 7*3- 
2520- nt'
1SKY RACE CAM WITH SOLID LIFT- ■ 
er* to fit 327 or 330 motor. Telephone - - 
762-6182. 231 ■<*
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS 
1968 FORD 600 TOW TRUCK. ALL NEW 
tires, tn good shape, near new Holmea 
600 with car sling and truck, deluxe 
Holmes body, new tire chain*. Bea 
Thlesen, 32275 Dahlstrom Avenue. 
Clearbrook. B.C, Telephone $53-37*6.
_____________ 131 \
FOR SALE - 1966 INTERNATIONAL 
logging truck, six cylinder diesel. 23 
too Evergreen trailer with 8’ bunk*. 
For particulars. 762-4315, days. Bld* 
will be accepted on the above until .<
March 30. 197X U .
MAKE YOUR OWN CAMPER FROM ’ 
a 1965 Chev Van. Excellent condition. 
$1,295 firm. Telephone 763-6225 days or 
762-3034 evenings. 233
HARD TOP TENT .’TRAILER. STOVE, 
ice box. sink, watec tank. Wired elec­
tric. Sleep* six. Telephooa 762-0548.
232
2014. 239
BY OWNER: SOUTHGATE. THREE 
bedroom, large garage with finished 
room. Close to schools, lake, bus.
Cash discount. Telephone 762-5321, 605
Wardlaw Ave. 231
SHOPS CAPRI, THREE BEDROOM 
home, two bedroom basement suite.
Large lot. 1250 Belaire Avenue or tele- 
phone 763-2690 after 5:00 p.m. tf
$10400 FULL PRICE. CLEAN ATTRAC- 
tive one bedroom home. Available now.
658 Coronation Avenue. Telephone 763- 
4325 after 5:00 p.m, tf
TViO LOTS ON BELGO ROAD. EAST 
of Bel) Road. TSbcUS’. $3,500 each or 
nearest offer. Terms available at 8%.
Telephone 763-3986. «
PRIVATE SALE — TWO BEDROOM 
home, finished suite in the basement. 
Near Orchard Park. Telephone 763-5807. 
_ __________________ tf 
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE, FULL 
basement, large lot with fruit trees, 
double carport, oil furnace and small 
workshop. Telephone 765-5706._______ 235
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, FULL 
basement, four years old. Clear title 
Principal* only. 2184 Woodlawn Street, 
Kelowna. ' 231
WANTED TO RENT WITH PURCHASE 
option, three bedroom mobile home.
Telephone 762-7956.- tf
OLDER TYPE TWO BEDROOM HOME 
in Rutland area. Telephone 765-5204 
evenings. tf
E?r SALE. NO ROCKS.
All utilities. Close to Rutland. Good 
terms. Telephone 765-6753. if
12’ x 54’ THREE BEDROOM MOBILE 
home for sale or will trade for home 
In Kelowna, Telephone 762-2164. 235
ONE BEDROOM HOUSE WITH 
garage and carport. Central location. 
Telephone 763-4249. 233
THRIVING- BUSINESS - REST HOME 
— price now reduced $2,000 for this top 
rated rest home in Kelowna. Excellent 
reputation with a waiting list of clients. 
Immediate income assured. Price of 
$39,250 Includes furnishings, linen and 
provisions to ensure uninterrupted oper­
ation. Present owner retiring. To view 
property and -financial statement please 
cal Clare Angus at 762-3713 days, 762-
765-6280,765-5624
• tf
FRIGIDAIRE REFRIGERATOR, AR- 
borite kitchen table with two chairs, 
eight foot display case, bakery mixer, 
10’xlO’ and 14’xI8’ beige Yugs. Tele-
WANTED 
DRIVERS 




PURE BRED SHELTIE (MINIATURE 
Collie) puppy, female, eight weeks old, 
tri color, registered. First duplex on 
right. Killarney Road, Rutland. 236
GERMAN SHORT HAIRED POINTER 
and Lab cross pups, seven weeks old, 
looking for good country homes. All 
males. 370 Fleming Road, Rutland. 233
WELSH CROSS MARE. APPROXIMAT- 
ely eight years old. Ideal for young 
rider. Includes bridle and training pad.
Telephone 764*4637 233
phone 762-7416. 231
4807 evenings. MLS. 232
FOR SALE: FURNACE AND, AIR Con­
ditioning cleaning unit, with power take­
off from truck motor. Complete with 
necessary equipment. Unit is built on 
1967 Chevrolet 1 ton truck and in A-l 
running condition. You choose your own 
territory. For complete information.
telephone 762-5328, days. 233
TWO HARD ICE CREAM DIPPING 
freezers, one 8 pump fountainette, pop­
corn machine, cash register, plus other 
miscellaneous items. Telephone 762- 
7416. . 231
3 H.P. ROTOTILLER, CLINTON EN- 
gine, clutch drive, no belt, low hours, 
$125. Hoover spin-dry washer, $75.
Telephone 765-6239. 235
JUBILEE LAWNMOWER. BRIGGS 
and Stratton 3.5 h.p. motor. 48” bed. 
Slat spring and tubular legs. Used 
wooden combination door. 765-7552. 232
ELECTROLUX VACUUM CLEANER, 
complete with all attachments, in good 
condition. $59 complete. Telephone 762-
tf
SIX MONTH CHESAPEAKE-LAB FE- 
male, black, very friendly, had shots. 
$5. Telephone 765-8921 after 6:00 p.m.
830 Cactus Road, Rutland. 233
22. PROPERTY WANTED




SHOE STORE: BUSINESS ONLY, 
showing exceBent returns Only $10,000. 
For details please telephone Olivia 
Worsfold 762-5030, evenings 762-3895. 
Excl. Hoover Realty Ltd.
227, 229, 231. 234. 238
4368. 232
GOOD, CLEAN USED CLOTHING, 
suitable for young lady. Sizes 14 to 16. 
includes skirts, dresses and shorts.
Telephone 762-8008. 231
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT WISHES 
to purchase small accounting practice. 
Would consider partnership. or succes­
sion arrangement. Box A679, The Kel-
MAPLE BUNK BEDS AND MAPLE 
chiffonier to . match. $110. Telephone
765-6753. tf
owna Daily Courier. 233
ROUND FIVE FOOT DOUBLE FACED 
commercial neon sign. Telephone 763-
3319 or 762-5211. tf
26. MORTGAGES, LOANS
CAPITAL REQUIRED TO EXPAND 
new business in Kelowna.' Partnership 
offered or alternative arrangements to 
suit lender. Box A683, The Kelowna
Daily Courier. 233
SECOND MORTGAGE FOR SALE, 
worth $8,000, 9% interest, for term of 
three years. Telephone evenings, 765-
9071. tf
WANTED—$15,000 FIRST MORTGAGE 
on $30,000 commercial building. Good 
interest. Telephone 768-5823 after 6:00
p.m. 234
28. PRODUCE AND MEAT
EXERCISER BIKE. BRAND NEW 
condition. $50. Telephone 763-2323 days,
764-7348 evenings. tf
ALUMINUM WINDOWS FOR SALE. 
Various sizes. Telephone 768-5194. 233
U’xU’ GOLD CARPET, UNDERLAY 




LOOKING FOR A FUTURE? RAPIDLY 
expanding company in Western Canada 
needs motivated ambitious men to fit 
into our company management training 
program. We make no bones about it, 
we are going to work you very hard. 
If you are prepared to work very hard 
but be financially rewarded, telephone 
762-0793 Friday, between 12 and 5:30
p.i.m. 233
233
TWO 3 WATT SIX CHANNEL CB 
radios. Also eight track stereo player. 
AU like new. Telephone 762-7519. 232
YEAR OLD WASHER SPINNER, REA-
EXPERIENCED BACKHOE OPERA- 
tor required. Must be self starter. Able 
to take responsibility and maintain 
equipment. Excellent opportunity for 
the right man. Telephone 765-6153 for 
interview. 231
SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT TO 
work nights, 4 p.m. to 10 p.m. Thurs­
day to Monday. Must have some ex­
perience. Apply Kelowna Esso Service, 
1506 Harvey Avenue. 231
NEW WHOLESALE COMPANY IN .KEL- 
owna requires four men. Management 
positions open also. For appointment. 
telephone Andy, 762-3221, Suite 39. 233
CARPENTER WANTED TO BUILD 
camper in back of Volkswagen van. 
Beds, closets, insulating. Hourly rate. 
Telephone 765-9283. 231
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS APPRENTICE 
required. Must be neat and alert. Reply 
in own handwriting to Box A681, The
Kelowna Dally Courier. 231
SALESMEN FOR 'ALUMINUM AWN- 
ing and home products in Kelowna 
area. Mur-A-Lune Manufacturing, 230 
Martin St., Penticton. 231
35. HELP WANTED,
FEMALE
sonable. Telephone 762-2103. 232
POP COOLER, 50 BOTTLE CAPAC-




FREE, FOUR SHORT HAIRED KIT- 
tens, eight weeks old; two male, two 
female. House trained. Telephone 763- 
3263 anytime. 231
BROWN MINIATURE POODLE PUPS 
for sale. Telephone 764-7524 evenings.
Registered or unregistered. tf
HORSESHOEING. — INTERNATIONAL 
Farriers College, California. Telephone
Steve Price, 497-5570 collect. tf
WANTED — HOMES FOR THREE 
kittens, nine weeks old. Free. Tele­
phone 762-0881. 233
TOY POMERANIAN FEMALE, SEVEN 
weeks old. $50. Telephone 768-5183 after
DUNE BUGGY, 1600 CC, 300 MILES 
on overhauled motor. View at 315 Merri­
field Road, Rutland or telehone 765- 
5062. *>32
1961 OLDSMOBILE SUPER 88. FAIR 
condition, runablc. Telephone 763-5928 
anytime. 234
1961 CHEVROLET BISCAYNE. 4 DOOR 
sedan, V-8, standard. $200 cash. Tele­
phone 765-8741. 234
1962 VALIANT STATION WAGON. 225 
big 6. Excellent condition. Telephone 
769-4285 after 5 p.m. 233
1969 DATSUN 1600, ALSO 1963 FORD 
Fairlane, both in good condition. Please 
call 765-8209. 333
1971 FORD BRONCO, 21.000 MILES. 
Like new Condition, 302, V-8 motor. 4 
wheel drive. Telephone 762-6447. 232
1970 VOLKSWAGEN BEETLE. 21,000 
miles. Still under warranty. Immacu- 
late condition. Telephone 762-6447. 232
1969 ALPHA ROMEO GTV. 37,000 
miles, Michelin tires. Will consider 
trade. Telephone Ted at 762-6166. 233
1971 TOYOTA COROLLA 1200, 11,000 
miles. Offers? Trades considered on 
older truck. Telephone 768-5269. 233
1958 FOUR DOOR CONSUL CAR. GOOD 
tires, motor in good condition, easy on 
gas. Telephone 765-7657. 231
W70 DUSTER, 340? AUTOMATIC, 
bucket seats, console, posi-traction, 
tach. Telephone 763-5891. 231
1957 FORD. $100 OR BEST OFFER.
1968 MERCURY 4$ TON. GOD CON- 
ditlon, low mUeage, also 17* HoUday 
trailer. Telephone 769-4854. 233
1950 CHEV HALF TON IN GOOD CON- 
dition. Runs real good. Telephone 768- 
$147.______________________ 231
1963 HALF TON GMC. SIX CYLINDER, 
three speed transmission, $675. Tele- 
phone 765-7776. 231
1933 ONE TON GMC. GOOD RUNNING 
order. $300. Telephone 768-5440. 233
To place your message 
PHONE






Telephone 763-5483. ■ 235
41. MACHINERY AND 
EQUIPMENT
ONE 300 AMP LINCOLN WELDER 
on wheels, six cylinder Hercules en­
gine, good working condition, $1,200.
Telephone 765-5762.




“Your Total Transportation 
Centre”
1658 Pandosy Ph.: 763-7700 
Used Car Lot 763-6060
M. T, W, Th tf
1963 COLLISION DAMAGED PONTIAC, 
V-8 automatic. Telephone 762-0795. 231
42A. MOTORCYCLES
1967 SUZUKI X6 HUSTLER. RECENT- 
ly rebuUt. Price $300 firm. Telephone 
765-7617. 235
1971 YAMAHA 360 MX ENDURO, 500 
miles. Like new. $700. Telephone 763- 
7515. 233
BRAND NEW 1971 KAWASAKI 250 CC I 
Enduro. $750 including two helmets. I
Telephone 763-2266, after 3 p.m. 232
Answer: Your Local 
Courier Carrier on Collec­
tion Day. Are you prepar­








Open from 2-6 p.m. every 
Tues., Thurs., Fri, and Sun. 
from 2-5 p.m. Sat. Follow 
Black Mtn. Rd. to Hollywood 
Rd., turn right oh Falkirk Rd., 
turn right on Dundee.
Cal! 765-8712, 763-6066 or 
'63-3737.
(Furnir ,d by Turvey’s)
WANTED TO LIST IMMEDIATELY, 
three bedroom basement home. Lake- 
view Heights, Mission or Glenmore. 
Telephone Eric Hughes, 760-5953, Mon- 
treal Trust, 23(1
WANTED IN KELOWNA, BUILDING 
lot. not less than jo’ wide, with water, 
sewer and power. Write Ben Thlesen, 
32275 Dnhlstrom Avenue, Clearbrook, 
B.C, Telephone 853-3766, 231
ilAW LAND SOUTH OR EAST KEL- 
owna, approximately 10 acres. Cash 
buyer. Please call Roy Paul at Collin­
son Realty, 762-3713 or 765-0909 even- 
, 231




and other seafoods at
3151 South Pandosy 
next to Tinlings Drive In 
THURSDAY & FRIDAY 
11 a.m. to dusk
T, W, Th tf
BLACK MOUNTAIN TABLE AND 
seed potatoes. Warbler, Norland, Pon­




PREMIER DRUMS, HARD FIBRE 
cases, three Zlldjlan cymbals, conga 
drum, other accessories.' As new. Best
offer. Telephone 765-8740. tf
OPEN HOUSE 




6 - 8 p.m.
763-2678 or 764-4823
231
24. PROPERTY FOR RENT
TREE SERVICE
Topping, Pruning and Shaping. 
Free Estimates.
CONORA ELECTRIC GUITAR SMALL 
amp., speaker box Included, twin 10 
inch speakers. 875 or closest offer. Tele­
phone 703-2244. 230
OLDS B FLAT CLARINET IN GOOD 
condition. Owner leaving Kelowna and 
will sell for 870. Telephone 703-2229. 233
29B. ANTIQUES
STROHM’S ANTIQUES, 2974 PANDOSY 
St., next door to Strohm’s Barber and 
Beauty Shops. Antique chairs and 
tables wanted. No Inflated prices. Fine 
tables and objects of art, Fine pieces 
taken on consignment. tf
PINE WOODS ANTIQUE SHOPPE, 
June Springs Road, South Kelowna. 
Open Monday-Friday, 2 p.m. to 8 p.m, 
Weekends, Telephone 702-0387,
32. WANTED TO BUY
SPOT CASH
We pay highest prices for 
complete estates or single
Items.
SUMMER JOB — KELOWNA. MOTH- 
er’s help for family with three small 
boys. Driver’s licence and swimmer 
desirable. Reply Box 14, Harding Road. 
R.R. No. 1, Westbank, B.C. 223
KINDLY, MATURE, RESPONSIBLE 
woman to baby sit Victoria Day week­
end in my home. Two children. Vicinity 
Knox Mountain. Telephone 763-6970. 234 
WOULD LIKE WOMAN TO COME IN 
and baby sit for two pre-school children. 
Monday to Friday, 1:30 to 5:30 p.m. 
Glenmore area. Telephone, 762-4953. 231
YOUNG LADY FOR . AUTO PARTS 
delivery service required immediately. 
Steady employment. Reply Box A680, 
The Kelowna Dally Courier. 231
YOUNGER WOMAN IN WESTBANK 
area, with car and typewriter, for plea­
sant, part time work. Box. A682, The
1968 FOUR DOOR HARDTOP CHEV- 
rolet, power brakes, power steering, 
automatic, radio. In excellent condition. 
A real smart looking car for executive 
and family. Priced low for quick sale.
Telephone 764-7236 evenings. tf
CONVERTIBLE. 1964 ACADIAN BEAU
mont custom, six cylinder. Excellent
condition. NeW paint. Sent belts. De­
pendable. Telephone 768-5252 or see at 
Green Bay Road, Number .14, West-
bank, just off Bouehorie. 233
LOOKING FOR A SHARP CAR THAT’S 
reasonably priced? Look no further. 
1970 Podge Monaco, black vinyl top, 
power steering and power brakes. Beau­
tiful , leather 'and vinyl Interior. Tele-
phone 765-8059. 233
Kelowna Dally Courier. 233
1967 PONTIAC STATION WAGON. 
Equipped with air conditioning, 8 track 
tape player. Trailer hitch. PoWor steer­
ing, power brakes. 283, four barrel. 39,- 
000 miles. Come to 80S Mitchell Road,
J
765-5459
Phone us first nt 762-5599 
& J NEW, USED GOODS 
and ANTIQUES 
1322 Ellis St.
STEADY POSITION FOR SALES 
lady. Apply in person. Fumerton’s Ltd., 
411 Bernard Avenue, Kelowna. 234
WANTED: BABYSITTER TO COME IN.
Close to downtown. Telephone 763-5483, 
235
Wanted: a mature woman for
house cleaning duties, once a week.
Rutland, after 6 p.m. 234
MUST SELL, 1965 RAMBLER CLASSIC,
four door, standard transmission, 6
Telephone 763-5652, 233
LADIES, DO YOU LIKE TO MEET 
people? Excellent sale* opportunitv 
available. Call 769-4456. 233
MATURE PART TIME HELP REQUIR- 
ed for motel, Telephone 762-3307. 233
36. HELP WANTED, 
MALE OR FEMALE
cylinder, radio. Car la spotless and in 
premium condition. Telephone 762-8076. 
after 5:30 p.m. 231, 232, 234, 235
MUST SELL - BEAUTIFUL 1970 
Plymouth Fury 11, four door sedan. V-8 
engine, automatic, power steering, 
windshield washer etc. Very clean. Full 
price $2,200 or nearcat offer. Tele­
phone 762-3041. '233
OPEN HOUSE
Sun Valley Homes Ltd.
750 FALKIRK RD., RUTLAND 
Dally 2 p.m. to 7 p.m.
\ 765-8866 days 763-7232 eves.
. ' tf
{ TWO LOTS $3200 EACH
!l 70' x 130' located on Gerard 
2 Road east of Rutland high 
| achooL Ready to build now.
1 ' Terms.
| TELEPHONE 762-3559
i ■ 1 tt
i
J. LBN NEAVE, R.I. (B.C.) 
Gaddes Realty Ltd. 
REAL ESTATE APPRAISER 
CONSULTANT 
547 Bernard Ave.
But. 2-3227 Eves. 54(272 
Th.. F, R. tf
THREE OKDROOM ROME. NICELY 
tandsenpod. Bieck from UX« and bus, 
Mar Giro park. Iaw tasea. full prtra 
•UUMfc TsWMto T»4ML U
NORTHGATE PLAZA
Hwy. 97 North









3,000 sq, ft, available Inuqcdl- 
ately, highway frontage.
Telephone 765-7586 ' 
—____________V—J!
PROFESSIONAL OFFICE 8PACK 
available in air-conditioned one storey 
building, centrally located; Ample atatl 
and client parking. Cnstom renovation 
may be arranged. Furnished U desired, 
Pltate tslcphoae MV. J. M. Roberta. 7M-
_________ ti 
INDUSTRIAL AREA IDT Fon RKNT. 
Older type house could bn used to* 
•nice with large corner lot for etor- 
age tf equipment. Telephone 7U-DM, 
______________________ 232 
DOWNSTAIRS OFFICE SPACE IDEAL 
lor Insurance adjuster, etc. Call Regatta 
City Realty Telephone 762-371$. il 
SPMlTlOirniFNT - YOU NAME II\ 












Order youra before the 
Pile is Cope. , 
$3.00 per, yard — 




levelling. Seeding, Turfing. 








T, Tit, 8 'f
Wanted
Slate Billiard Tables and 
Shiiffleboards, Any size. 
MR, NIELSEN




AUHItlJI.AS, ,POLYANTHUS, ROCK. 
try plant*. mum Mrennlslt. 33e esrh. I
RtHteM.
DAY CARE CENTRE
Kindergarten program for 
4 and 5 years old.
8 hour working day.
762-4775
MRS. VELMA DAVIDSON 
T, Th, 8, 245






—Glenmore Rd., Henkel Rd., 
Crons Rd., Scenic Rd., and 
Valley Rd.
Contact
The Circulation Dept. 
THE KELOWNA DAILY 
COURIER.
Phone 762-4445
Carrier must be between the 
. ages 11 to 15 years.
8 A 17i7b BEPR8KNTAT1VE9. WITH 
car, tn service establlihed customers. 
Average weekly earning* $123 per we*k. 
Experience not necessary. Apply Dox 
A1644. The Kelowna Dally Courier, tf
FEMALE FOR \
ORDER PROCESSING DEPARTMENT
Excellent promotional potential. Duties include nil basic 
office procedures,
, For personal interview please contact
I. • ■ .
Customer Service Manager
WESTMILL CARPETS
769-4601 between 3 and S p.m.
1966 PONTIAC LAURENTIAN SEDAN; 
new Urea, new brakes, V-8, automatic, 
radio, stereo. Clean, Good condition 
throughout. Telephone 763-7332 or 763- 
5076, 1 . 233
1070 DATSUN STATION WAGON, 41,000 
miles. , Extra winter tires, Well cared 
for, $1800. Telephone Doug Boss al 
762-4617 or, 760-4132, tl
1072 CHEVELLE TWO DOOR HARD- 
top, S.000 miles, Automatic transmission, 
power steering, power brakes, radio, 
83475, Telephone 760-5769. tl 
1007 DATSUN 200 8PORTHCAR. 46,000 
miles, winter and summer tops, five 
speed transmission, radio and atcroo, 
$1,850. 765-8862 or 7(3-49111. 236
FOR HALlTbR~fRAI)E~FOR OLDICR 
car or pickup, 1969 Mustang, 351, 
V-8, automatic, tapedeck and radio. 
Telephone 702-7005. Ask for Albert. 236 
1901 PONTIAC, HIX CYM^aiTAUTO' 
matlc, radio, six good Utes, clean in­
terior. Good running condition. $300 or 
best offer. Telephone 708-8533^ 234
TAKE OVER PAYMENTS. 1969 FORD 
wagon, low mileage. Accept trade. $48, 
monthly. Telephone 762-6042. 231
KMM VOLKSWAGEN BEE'H.E, I.UtL 
gage rack, extra rims, now pnlnl, gas 
heater, low miles. $1,100. Telephone 769- 
4560.J 233
MAKE YOUR OWN CAMPEH FROM 
a 1065 Chev Van. Excellent condition, 
*1295 Unn. Telephone 763-022.1 days or 
702-3034 evening*. 233
mTcbRVAiR MONzTNEiUES. wil'H 
radio, rebuilt motor. Need* fly wheel 
repair. Best offer to $123. Excellent lor 
dune buggy. Telephone 702-4501. 2’11
iiia bLb«Monii.E idiiii^booii 
hardtop station wagon, Licenced and 
running. 8150. Telephone 762-8413 any-
time. 733
10M ACADIAN FOUR DOOR SEDAN. 
8 cylinder, automatic, new tires, Bur- 
gundy. Naw mufller system. $1300 nr 
best oiler. Telephone 7M 4BOT,____ ?;|j
1»M CHEV. IMPAIX yoi)ll~l7()<m 
hardtop. V-8, automatic, power steer­
ing. sight track stereo. Telephone 7M-
2509. Sil
196$ VIVA? NEW VALVE GRIND, M>W 





COMKT. GOOD CONDITION. RE- 













Instant Sew—this flattering 
Mnhurnnl dress.
QUICKIE caftan has casy-to- 
embroider yoke of flowers. Pat­
tern 990: transfer, printed pat­
tern in sizes 8(10-12); M(1440);





coins (no stamps, plcnse) > for
each pattern—add 15 cents 
for each pattern for first-class 
mailing and special, handling
—to Laura Wheeler, care of
The Kelowna Daily Courier, 
Ncedlecrnft Dept., 60 Front St. 
W., Toronto. Ontario residents 
add 4c sales tax., Print plainly 
PATTERN NUMBER, your 
NAME and ADDRESS.
1972 Nccdlccraft Catalog- 
Knit, crochet, embroider gifts, 
fashions. Free directions, 50c
NEW Instant Mncramc— 
Basic, fancy knots. Pattern $1.
NEW Easy Art of Hairpin 
Crochet has 20 patterns $1.
In.itaht Crochet Book—Step- 
by-step pictures, patterns. $1.
Complete Initnnt Gift Book- 
morn than 100 gifts. $1.
Complete Afghan Book—$1. 
10 Jiffy Rugs Book 60c.
Book of 12 Prize Afghans. 00c 
Quilt Book I—10 patterns. 00c 




JOY TO WEAR! ‘
Joy to wear in May, June. , 
July,and beyond! Sew ti)’j ' 
crispy collared princess in po! I 
ester doubleknit to wcar 'wL| y 
or without a belt. Sendl
Printed Pattern 9168: NEW 
Half Sizes lO'/g, 12’Zt, 14’4, 1«&, a 
18’4, 20’4. Size 14'4 (bust 37) 
lakes 2'4 yards 60-lnch.
SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS 
(75c) in coins (no stumps, < 
please) for each pattern—add 
15 cents for each pattern for 
first-clans mailing and special 
handling. Ontario residents add' 
4c sales tax, Print plainly 
SIZE, NAME, ADDRESS and 
STYLE NUMBER.
Send order to MARIAN 
MARTIN, care of The Kdowna 
Dally Courier, Pattern Dept, 
60 Front St. W„ Toronto.
SEE MORE Spring Fashion* 
and choose one pattern free 
from new Spring-Summer Cat- 
aloft. All sizes! Only 50c.
INSTANT SEWING BOOK 
new today, wear tomorrow, $1.
INSTANT FASHION BOOK— 
Hundred* of faihlon fact* $1.
KKLOWNA MM CODMai, THUR., MAT 4, 1972 RAGE 11 <44a. MOBILE HOMO I AND CAMPERS | 44A. MOIIU HOMIS AND CAMPERS CROSSWORD PUZZLE
LAKESIDE LIVING
for $30 and up.
Fenced lots, retirement section, 
• .paved roads, boat ramp, (tore, 
separate, play area,' laundro­
mat, mall delivery and gar­
bage collection.
SHASTA* TRAILER COURT ON LAKK- 
thorn KmmL Children welcome. Nn peu 
pteaen. CaMo TV tactadad. TtiasbMe 
TO-2KR U
GREEN BAY MOBILE HOME PARK. 
Groen Bay Road etf BoodwtU. Land­
scaped Iola available (a m.«Rp and t«- 
Ur*m*nt area*. T*lepK*aa TtUMX tf
irxW DELUXE 1979 COUNTRY LANE, 
turntebed. twa bedroom, eairaa. Uka 
new. Sacrifice. No. M. OK Mobil* Villa.
Telephone 70-7501. tt
Phone 768-5459
T, Th. S 241
U*xMF DETROITER TRAfLER. TWO 
bedroom, carpeted, porches and aklrt- 
Ing. Win taka often. Telephone 762-6279. 
after <;W P-m. 231
MOBILE ROMES FOR SALE. SET UP 
in adnR court. Telephone 7(3-373* or
7C-7«1. U
«3’xl3* WITH EXTENSION OF LIVING 
room—Marlette, the finest name in 
mobile living. The two bedroom unit 
art up In OK Mobile Villa No. U4. 
New 1969 at (1X3M aad still la naw 
condition at M-500. or best offer. Tele- 
7C-W33 evening* only. It
ON-1979 IT * W THREB 
i utility room, now (urnltnni 
1961 Detroiter, U*x46'. three 
, clean unit throughout 1961 
Ju Century, mW, Ideal for the 
young couple. Okanagan Mobil* Homes. 
. 7M-7CT7.______________________ »
SKYLARK 24’ TRAVEL TRAILER IN- 
atalled with I’ x 12’ porch and (xtra 
refrigerator at Wood Lake Resort. Be­
autiful location for summer or year 
round home. Telephone owner, 766-22^1,
resort • 7*6-2763- 239
»' SCAMPER. SLEEPS SIX. ELEC- 
tric brake* 30 gaL water tank, one 
propaoe tank. itov*. refrigerator, tell- 
contained plu* elip cover*. Good con­
dition. Interested pcraotta telephone 
7>M1M evening* only 5-9 p.m. 232
V * *3’ HOUSE TRAILER. AMERI- 
can. with added on room and porch. 
Located at Okanagan Trailer Court. 
Weatbank. Be«t often Telephone 7*3-
5324.
21 FOOT SHASTA. 1M7, FOUR PIECE 
tilth, tand*m wheels. radio. Ilk* , new.
Telephone 763-539*. u
1J- x M* THREE BEDROOM MOBILE 
homa for sale or will trado tor home 
la Kelowna. Telephone 7U-11M. 233
46. BOATS* ACCESS.
U FOOT SKI BOATi BUCKET SEATS, 
(tearing, light*. Neernat otter to (ZOO. 
Can be leen at 1333 Cunningham Road. 
RuUand. Telephone 765-S1M. after 6:00
p.m. 233
14 FOOT BOAT AND TRAILER. 33 
h.p. electric »tart motor, lifejackets, 
etc. Telephone evenings, 763-4331. 233
15* FISHING BOAT. ( H.P. WITH 
Wisconsin Inboard motor, trailer and 
oan. (195 or ckxest otter. Telephone
764-4497 after 5 p.m. 233
HOUSEBOAT AND 20-HP MOTOR FOR 
sale or trade tor cdr, Telephone 763-267*. 
ft
16 FOOT ALUMINUM SPRINGBOK, 
tilt trailer, 33 h.p. electric Evinrude.
(S95. Telephone 743-6233. U
9'V SWEDISH SAILER, COMPLETE. 
(MO. Telephone 763-4326 days, 764-4936
233 evening*.
U
BEAUTIFUL 1970. 19 FOOT TRAVEL- 
air*. Single axle. Ha* everything In- 
eluding spar*. mirrors, equalizer. Ask­
ing (3.600. Open to often. Telephone
763-546*. 233
3964 ARISTOCRAFT 21' TANDEM 
Land Liner Trailer. Fully equipped.
Telephone 76546*3. 233
48. AUCTION SALES
KELOWNA AUCTION DOME REGU- 
lar aalea every Wednesday. 7:00 p.m. 
We pay cash for complete estate* and 
household content*. Telephone 763-5647. 
Behind tha Drive-In Theatre, Highway
97 North. ti
48. AUCTION SALES
AAAJOR 2 DAY Unreserved AUCTION
OF M. B. KING LUMBER CO.
(who are ceasing operations in B.C.)
G. & G. EQUIPMENT CO. LTD. IN BANKRUPTCY
Wed., Thurs., May 17th & 18th, 10 a.m.
M. B. King Yd., Ft. Fell St., N. Vancouver, B.C,

















X Give it a
youmapea 
LIVING PLA/ING FOOTBALL, 
MR. FINCH, ANP BECAUSE 
. OF YOUR HEROIC EFFORTS 
. IN THE INTEREST OF OUR CAR. YOU 
ARE PREYENTEP FROM CONTINUING 
< IN THAT UNE OF WORK—
. PLAYEENG >fl 
* WEETH A •W, 
LEETLE SHY, )Vy| 
t AMIGO?r-^__U





-- ------- ' BL'BBA...EVE-.THIS 
IS MV BOSS, H.J. IINK. HE'b TH 
MAN WHO MAKES'lSKEETER A 
HE'S GOT A PROPOSITION FOR.
YOU “ BUBBA.________







“What were you saying about losing weight?’1
Language Training Investment
Has Not Paid Off As Expected
OTTAWA (CP) A $30-mll-
CQ
from Hcratch—you expect not to
have any graduates for the first 
years," .Said John Carson, chair-
<lav ended lx—piug.iiin
The volume of g r a d ii a t e it] cause it teemed like it W«s



























& Low steep 
slope 
10. Bugbear 




14. Conceit* (4 wds.)
15. Rose, as 
a stbek 
(2 wds.)
18. Kind of 
stock 
(2 wds.)
19. Period in 
history







































































































DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE - Here’s how to work It:
AXYDLB A A X R
is L O N G F E L L 0 W.
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A Is 
used for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, 
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all 
hints. Each day the code letters are different
CRYPTOQUOTES
ZHPDMLP DLJHKHPI PDXNX TCY OX
YM DLJCYHPI.-WMDY OLTDCY
* Yesterday’s Cryptoquote: IDLENESS IS THE STUPIDITY 















I THINK I'M 
ABOUT TO 0C 
ATtACK»Pl
fl PISTOL SHOT; Ml?. BUTTERCUP Ui ROUSES FROM A FEVEREP SUER.






WELL, I MAVEMOUR PICTURE 
OX) MY DESK, DEAR’ 
I LL KISS IT NOW
SOMEHOW IT " 
JUSTOIDNTSEEM 
THE SAME
WOUlP the'goldeH 'ghosbWrest 
you-1 MEAN AS
PLANER MILL — 2 SAWMILLS — CAT DOZERS —' 
LOADERS — FORKLIFTS
BOOM BOATS — CARRIERS - 8 COMPRESSORS — PLANER J 
YATES A62, 6 x 15" c/w side head chipper, 10 knife.
3 LOG HAULS (Manganese)—NICHOLSON 50" ROTO BARKER 
CARRIAGE Monarch 3 Block with Sei-Set Elec. Set Works. ‘ 
SALEM CARRIAGE FEED WORKS p/w 125 h.p. motor.
HEAD SAW (2 - 60" saws) p/w 300 h.p. motor.
2 HEAPS EDGERS (1) 12 x 52", 5 saw—(1) Pony 6 x 36",
4 saw.
BAND RESAW. Western No. 12 p/w 75 h.p. motor
2 TRIMMERS (1) 23-32" saws (1) 11-24" saws.
2 GANG SAWS (1) 54” x 14" Wicks (1) 25” Premier
2 CHIPPERS (1) Sumner 66” Norman 16 knife p/w 250 h.p. 
motor. (1) 53” Norman 6 knife p/w 125 h.p. motor.
WOOD HOG Sumner 48” p/w 100 h.p. motor.
EXTENSIVE PNfcUMATIC CHIP AND SAWDUST 
CONVEYING SYSTEMS
3 RADAR CHIP FEEDERS (2) 25 x 30 mod. E. (1) 20 x 30 E.
3 BLOWERS (1) Holmes 12 x 32” Mod. RBS4, p/w 200 h.p. 
motor. (1) Sutorbilt size! 1423-400 p/w 100 h.p.’motor. (1) Anderson 
size 55 blower p/w 50 h.p. motor. w/Anderson Chip Feeder 
2500 FT. STEEL PIPE (8’4” and410%” dia.)—Surge Bins, 
CHIP SCREENS (1) Sumner 6’ x 14”. (1) Rotary 55” dia. x 8’.
8 COMPRESSORS 4 Schramm’s (1) 420 C.F.M. p/w 75 h.p. 
motor. (1) 315 C.F.M. p/w 75 h.p. (1) 210 C.F.M. p/w 50 h.p. (1) 
105 C.F.M. p/w 35 h.p. (1) Hedman TH36S p/w 60 h.p. (1) Brunner 
Mod; H15-2 p/w 15 h.p, motor.
2 CRAWLER TRACTORS—1964 CAT D6-B Angle Dozer (new 
pads, March *72) c/w canopy S/N 44A915, D8-36A, Angle Dozer, 
c/w canopy, S/N 2644.
No. 8 PARALLELOGRAM D8 CAT RIPPER-Vibro plus com­
pactor — *58 Sheepsfoot compactor, 1969 Essex Vibrator—'65 
Gardner Denver compressor (port.)—dragline shovel buckets.
3 LOADERS—1965 Michigan R.T. Front End Loader, Mod. 125A 
p/w 371 GMC diesel (rebuilt June ’70)—1964 CAT 955 Powershift 
Crawler Loader, 1% yd. bucket. ’68 Ford, Mod. 4000 R.T. Diesel 
Tractor,
j 4 ROSS STRADDLE CARRIERS - (AU Swing Shoe), 20,000 lb. 
I cap. 2—1965 (one c/w new motor in ’71) 1—1964 c/w new motor, 
I never used. 1—1955, new motor Feb. ’71. t >
4 FORKLIFTS — (1) 1968 BuUmooSe, Mod. RL-196, 12,000 lb. cap. 
p/w 453 diesel. 1962 BuUmoose, Mod, WB-19T, p/w 453 GMC 
diesel, 18,000 lb. Lodormobile, Mod. RL-196, , 10,000 lb. (new 
motor Mar,’71), Lodormobile, 10,000 lb. cap. Towmbtor, 
CLEARING BLADES - D9. D8. D6 Miller & Lincoln Welders 
(200-400 amp.). 2 Lite Plants (Kohler and MG 1.5 and 2.5 kw.
TRUCKS—’69 Ford Flatdeck c/w Lub Ranger,, Craco. Ford 
I Econoline 12 passenger—IHC Diesel power unit Mod. UDT 813— 
I Mod. 100 Malabury Steam Cleaner—Cutting Torches, Gauges, 
| Jacks, Water Pumps, Winches, Chain Holsts. . ,
I PLUS ENTIRE CpNTENTS OF MACHINE SHOP-GARAGE 
I PARTS AND CRIB ROOMS, ETC.
I DETAILED PICTORIAL BROCHURE ON REQUEST
MAYNARD'S AUCTIONEERS



























West North East i.. -------- ------ South
rtus ha Pass S ♦
Opening lead—three of clubs.
In general, more contracts 
are won or lost on the opening 
lead than at any other stage of 
the play. 0! course, some play­
ers are more effective than 
n'hcrs in choosing lends, but 
ct on so, the battii|g average of 
almost anyone you can name 
w 11 suffer severely wncn the 
t (cctivencss of his opening 
leids Is compared to the rest of 
his game.
Take this case where South 
opened fourth hand with five 
diamonds. West felt strongly 
tempted to .double but followed
the more conservative course 
of jmsing.
BELIEVE IT OR NOT
^0^ PIANO-
MADE BY BARTOLOMEO 
CRISTOFORt IN 1721- 




. HAMMERS TO PRODUCE 
THE LOUDER TONES 
NEEDED FOR 
< CONCERT HALLS
f WHY, X BECAUSE YOU 
r CAN'T 
PUSH 




~lily i inventSc? anew





OF WRIGHTS FEN, ENGLAND, 
NEVER WASHED, UNDRESSED 
OR REMOVED HIS HAT FOR 
40 YEARS-
HIS HAIR GREW THROUGH 




A WHITE HORSE Fr“* 
OWNED BY J.E. RIDINGER, 
AN lath CENTURY 6 ERM AM, 
MS SfOTTED UKE A LEOPARD 
AND D/SPLAYED ON/ESS/DEA 
DESLGNUKEMEAROIrMiEAT 3
QUEENIE By Phil Interlandi ONE DAYA WEEK 
FOR ME-
$1
chose a club as his opening 
salvo. Tills Was not exactly a 
resounding success, because de­
clarer won the club, played the 
ace and another heart which 
he ruffed, and discarded his 
lust heart on the ace of spades. 
Declarer then led a diamond 
and lost two trump tricks to 
make precisely five diamonds.
Disturbed by the outcome, 
West later polled ten experts, 
to see what they would have 
led against five diamonds. As 
usual, there was a lack of un­
animity among the experts 
Seven of them agreed with the 
club lead, two favored a low 
heart, and one said he would 
have opened a low spade.
They nil struck out! The kill­
ing lead was the ace of dia­
monds, followed by the queen I 
Agatnst this opening shot South 
is absolutely helpless, and, In 
fact, he winds up going down 
two!
It Ju.%1 goes to prove that 
even Ihc expert has his Achilles 
heel, When it comes to opening 
leads, he, in common with lea­
ser mortals, reveals nn oft- 
times fatal weakness, There is 
much we can all learn about 
opening leads,
lion Investment in language 
training for public servants has 
still to pay off the expected divi­
dend for the federal govern"- 
ment, tho Commons miscella­
neous estimates committee has 
been told.
"Ills like starling a university




SINGAPORE (AP) - An air­
port parking lot, attendant ac- 
cused of not accounting for n
26‘ccnt fee (laid by a in'otoilst.
Wc»t had no clear-cut, lead, was charged with c r I rn t n a I 
and, after considerable thought, breach of trust.
mini of the public service com­
mission which operates the bi­
lingual training prpgi;am.>
Mr. Carson said 18,000 public 
servants have received lan­
guage training. Certified bilin­
gual graduates total 2,500.
Gordon Ritchie (PC—Dau- 
Shin) expressed concent at the 
»w turnout of graduates but 
Mr, Ciirson offered n number of 
qualifications and explanations.
as more and more students 
complete the basic course, Mr. 
Carson said.
An Intensive training program 
Introduced four yearn ago was 
Intended to provide students 
with three weeks of irnitilng 
three times a year over a pe­
riod of three yearn.
Mr, Carson said many public 
workers, lioweVcr, have Been 
unable to fit so much (raining 
Into their schedule!}. Some had 
ihojilped out of the eeurse, oth­
ers had become “stretch-onU."
A smaller proportion of the 
18,000 exposed to tralnihg were 
participants in a onc-hour-aslny 
program, dropped In 1968, who 
had not been ablii to enter the 
intensive program,
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CPR Chief Crump Steps Down
“CP Telecommunication earn­
ings improved significantly in 
the first three months, reflect­
ing resumption of growth which 
had been absent through the lat­
ter half of 1971.”
After Exciting, Rewarding Life
MONTREAL (CP) - N. R. 
Crump stepped down Wednes­
day as chairman ct Canadian 
Pacific Ltd. after serving more 
than a half century with the 
compimy.
Selected as his successor was 
Ian D. Sinclair, president, who 
■wUl retain his position as chief 
executive officer.
F. S, Burbldge, vice-presi­
dent. was elected the new presi­
dent at a board of directors 
meeting which followed the 
company's 91st annual genera
crease widely predicted for Can­




J “It has been an exciting and 
’ ye warding life,” iald Mr.
Crump, 67, who presided at his 
12th annual meeting‘during a 
career- that spanned 52. years 
with: the company^ He will, con­
tinue, to serve on the boatd o: 
directors.
Mr. Sinclair said Mr. Crump’s 
service to the business and com-
recorded total earnings of $13.5 
million or 17 cents a share in 
the first quarter of 1972, com­
pared with $11.2 million or 14 
cents a share before extraordi­
nary items in the corresponding 
1971 period.
Including extraordinary items 
of $2.2 million, earnings for the 
first quarter of 1971. were $13.4 
million or 17 cents a share.
FREIGHT REVENUE UP
Although rail freight revenues 
for the quarter were up $10.5 
million, or eight per cent, they 
were substantially below what 
had! been expected, said Mr. 
Sinclair.
The net .income of Canadian 
Pacific Investments Ltd. for the 
first quarter was $10 million'or 
12 million more than in the first 
three months of 1971. ->
Mr. Sinclair said timberland 
and real estate operations oo 
counted for substantial gains in 
earnings and the income of 
Cominco Ltd. showed the favor* 
able effects of stronger markets 
for lead, zinc and fertilizers.
Pulp and paper interests did 
not fare as well, he said. The 
Great Lakes Paper Co., in 
which CP Investments has a 
51.8-per-cent interest, had a loss 
in the first quarter and dividend 
income from investments in' 
other pulp and paper companies 




iboo residents Tuesday claimed 
damages and an injunction 
against a pulp firm for allegedly 
Interfering with the level of a 
lake causing flooding to theh 
farms.
The lawsuit was filed on be­
half of Theodore James McAl­
ister Jr., and Donna Jean Mc­
Alister and Ebert Joseph Carl­
son, all of Giscome, and Don­
ald Oscar Ulmer, Harold de­
Wolfe Mann and John Edward 
Tereshuk, all of Prince George.
They claim the defendant. 
Northwood Pulp Ltd., wrong­
fully and negligently construct­
ed a dam on Hay Creek at the 
outlet of Eaglet Lake impeding 
the flow of water into the creek.
BION'S




SEE MORE We Thank You Dear Customers And Friends a
munity and the nation as a 
whole was recognized, formally 
earlier this year when Gov.. | 
Gen. Michener invested him 
with the insignia of a Compan­
ion of the Order of Canada— 
“for outstanding ■ merit of the 
highest degree.”
EXPECT HIGHER EARNINGS
Mr. Crump’s retirement 
comes on a financially optimis­
tic note.
Addressing his last meeting 
as president, Mr. Sinclair said:
“Earnings in 1972 are ex­
pected to surpass those of 1971 
by an appreciable margin—by 





with Every Gas Purchase
CIG8.
Pkg. of 20 47c
MOHAWK KELOWNA 
SERVICE
1505 Harvey Ave. 762-2522





249 Bernard Ave. Fhone 762-4433
Shop tonight and Friday 'til 9 in Kelowna.
s 4 SIMPSONS-SEARS
Rott’s (Bmttttgg
Rushing the season? Not really. Because if you want to enjoy the 
just-picked goodness of fresh asparagus, strawberries and sweet, 
juicy peaches during the festive winter holidays, now’s the right 
time to buy your Coldspot freezer. You’ll save money too. All 
summer long you’ll be able to buy your foods ‘in season’, at 
their lowest prices. So be wise. Budget-wise and capacity-wise, a 





• Odour-free porcelain Interior
• 553—lb- capacity. Pull-out basket
® Power-interruption light
Grille and door shelves. Can racks;
Adjustable cold control
® Magnetic door closure. Defrost drain
17.9 cu. ft Coldspot 
chest freezer 
n°w 20498 
Charge it on your all-purpose account, 
• Extra-big,, 625-lb. capacity 
• Adjustable cold control
• Easy-rcach vinyl basket and divider. 
Interior floodlight
• Counter-balanced lid
• Wipe-clean, White acrylic finish, 
inside and out
• Built-in, protective lock and keys
—For giving us the trust and honoring us by shopping in our store. I
—For sticking with us through good times and bad times. I
—For helping the once little independent store grow stronger and stronger. 0
—For enabling us to become more and more competitive and a better independent food store. I
We wish to show you our gratitude by trying to give you week after week high quality meat, produce and I 
groceries at prices as good or better than most food stores. Again thank you. I
From the Friendly Staff at Dion’s B
and Marguerite and Claude Dion. B
Stock Up Now For Summer Bar-B-Cues I
CHUCK STEAK OR ROAST AQ, 
CROSS RIB ROAST ££ «, 95c 
SMOKED PICNICS 49c 
BOILING FOWL X.........ft. 29c
GOVERNMENT INSPECTED
WHOLE CHUCKS
Canada Good, Canada Choice





COFFEE Blue Ribbon _ . . 
MILK Pacific - - - - - - - 
EGGS large. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PREM Swift's ......
ICE CREAM «...
FLOUR Pillsbury . - - - - 
TOILETTISSUE Purex. ...... 4 rolls 75c 
DETERGENT .^L........... 69c 
JELLY POWDERS Nabob 10 for 99c
DOG FOODS X... 9 for 99c
SCOPE K!"'ttash- . . . . 1.09
SECRET . . .  . . . . . 1.09
CREST .... Family Size 99c
SHAMPOO F-y“
BEANS ViX uc„tXL...... 4 fOr 89c
99c
LAMB SHOULDER STEAKS ib 49c
BEEF SAUSAGE M... 59c
BACON ENDS sneea......._ _ . u>. 39c
WIENERS 7’fiar-B-Que .. . . lb. 49t
ALBERTA FREEZER BEEF
fUliri^C Cut and Wrapped and
VnUvIxd Quick Frozen. f Q-
Canada Good, Canada Choice ............ lb. OvC
PORK SIDES Wrapped ............... . «,49c
.10|b baa $1.39 
.. _ i ib. 89c
. .talltins 5 for 99C
- . Grade A doz: 59c
. . 12 or. 49C 
. . . gallon pail ^1.99 
. 20,b bas $1.19
CL1IDTC Lancer Californian, 
□HIKIJ Assorted colors.
Pre-priced $9.00 ....................... -.........
PANTY HOSE All colors.





TOILET SOAP ^ bag oi 4 79 c
SALAD DRESSING XS oz 65c 
BARBECUE SAUCE X 2 ior 89c 
SALAD DRESSING . 69c
CHEESE SLICES .99c
APPLE JUICE n Uns.... . 2 tor 75cnmfl fAI A 26 oz. bottles. PEPSI COLA Phis Deposit 
DC AC ®onn'e Brook.
rCAJ Frozen .............. ............
FRENCH FRIES Wk
... 4 for LOO 
2 ib. pkg. 39c 
... 2 for 69c
GINGER ALE SiX. 4 LOO
APPLE JUICE Blue Label
48 oz. tins..............:...................... . 2 tor 89c
7.2 cu. ft 
mini Coldspot
Nw 161
• Compact. Ideal apartment size
• Only 31” wide
• 245-lb. capacity. Booster freezing 
coils on bottom. Easy-reach basket
• Wipe-clean dishpan bottom
• Built-in lock and keys
We service what we sell, coast-to-coast
Bimpsons-Seara: Frtexrni (47) Phone Enqulriro; Kelowna 7M-5K44.
Park Ftea While Y®U ShopSimpsons-Seaw, Orchard Park, Kelowna.
INSTANT CHOCOLATE
Cadbury. J j lb. free..........................2}4 lb. tin
PEANUT BUTTER St
RASPBERRY JAM4K. . .
KETCHUP Heinz.. ..... .-feoz. 79c
CAI ID Heinz Tomato or Q 1 AA
□UUr Vegetable, lb oz. tins .... O for l«W
CORN FLAKES 65c
York Products
PORK & BEANS or C l Afi





VEGETABLE MIX-N-MATCH SALE 
Peas & Carrots, Cream Style Corn, Mixed Vegetables, 
Seasoned Wax Beans, Seasoned Green Beans, Whole 
Kernel Corn, Pens, Cut Wax Beans or Cut










basket 3 for 1.00
. . . .  4 for LOO
....................ib. 69c
POTATOES 5 ibs 49c
CABBAGE 4 ibs. 49c
49cONIONS Medium ...................... 4 Ibs.





RADISHES . . . .'. bunches 2for 19c
TOMATOES SsrL. 3 lta. LOO
Pay Your Power and Telephone Bills at Dion's 











































Rutland Senior Citizens DISTRICT PAGE
To Seek Housing Project
By GEORGE WHITELEY Aiivre aru suiuu
.wm». ^...r cs for elderly people her*. Kei-
RUTLAND — Elderly" oeople owna city council has tne David
(Coulter Staff)
want a housing project ’or them
started here.
At the monthly meeting of 
Branch 55, Senior Citizens, 
Tuesday in the Centennial Hall, 
it was decided to ask the Re­
gional Board of Central Okana­
gan, and other groups to begin 
thinking about buying land and
starting the project.
Ther re ome private horn-1 some groups interested, and we 
" " should try and get them to­
Lloyd-Jones Home on Bernard 
Avenue, and the Ki vanis Club 
plans a housing project on Har­
vey Avenue.
"This area is growing so
rapidly that we need a project 
here, said president Allan 
Freeman ’Now'is.the time for 
us to start thinking about get­
ting land. I know there ■ are
Aitland Annual May Days 
Parade To Be Held May 22
RUTLAND (Staff)
ment is mounting as residents 
prepare for the annual Rutland 
May Days, May 20-22 at the
centennial park. 
At the committee meeting
gether.
“There are some elderly peo­
Bride-Elect Given
Rutland, Winfield, Oyama, Peachland, Westbank 
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Shower At Home
RUTLAND (Staff) — Bride-
New Jaycee Club Meets
honored recently at a shower
given by her aunt, Mrs. Sophie
Witzke, and her daughter, Mrs.
Lydia Hoffman. Miss Witzke,
Winfield Student Art Show
At George Elliot On May 8
WINFIELD (Special)
annual Student Art Show will
Sincc their establishment in
ple who do not want to ssll their 
homes and move nto regular 
apartments because they would 
be at the' mercy of the land-
WINFIELD (Special) — The 
ndwly-organized Winfield Jay-
cees met Tuesday in the Cen­
tennial room of the Winfield
wer period,
Other members of the Win-
daughter of Mr. -and Mrs.
Henry Witzke of Belgo Road,
But, if accommodation
was available reasonably, they
Mr. Freeman said he will
discuss this with Rutland Cham­
ber of Commerce at the May 29
chamber meeting.
A resolution asking the pro-
and federal govern­
ments to freeze wages, prices,
rents and interest rates will be
presented to the annual meet- 
itizens’ As-ing of the Senior
Chairman, Richard Coode,
field executive include: Eugene 
Levcque, recruitment: Ray 
Will, constitution; Gerald Hol-
will marry Otto Leineman May
13 at St. Theresa's Catholic
called the meeting to order and
welcomed new member, Jim
owna Jaycees were Dave Ruhr,
vice-president and Mike Bate,
regional vice-president and Kel­
owna past president, who gave 
a talk on the review and orien­
tation program of the club, fol­
lowed by a question and ans-




The Winfield Jaycees urge 
any man, aged 18 to 39, inter­
ested in ' leadership Laming, 
developing civic responsibilities
and individual abilities, to join 
them at their next meeting, 
which will be on May 23 at 7:15
p.m, in the Centennial room of
the Winfield Metnorial Hall.
Shower was attended by 45
women at the bride's home.
Heidi Lockner, cousin of the
bride, carried the gifts in a
decorated wheelbarrow. Games
were played and refreshments
Male spiders usually die soon
after mating.
man gates to the park through­
Softball and horseshoe tourna
ments will be held. •
The Rutland Band Parents’
A bus trip is being arranged
to Kamloops June 13.
Tuesday night in centennial. 
haD, it was reported the Valley 
Street Rod Association will be
in charge of the parade, which
leaves South Rutland Elemen­
tary School at 1 p.m. May 22 
for the park. Gerald Ellchuck
will be parade marshal. This 
association is a group of young 
men dedicated to improved
motoring.
Some fireman will also be
Association will serve a cold
plate luncheon the afternoon of 
May 22 in the centennial hall, 
said president Art Harrop. This
Bood Clinic
association buys instruments
and music for junior and scnioi
bands at the secondary school.
It will be a clean celebration
il \ pupils of South Rutland 
Elementary School can help it. 
They will be on the grounds en­
couraging people to put litter in
Deadline for entering floats 
and other units is May 12, with
entries to be sent to P.O. Box
Rutland. Prizes will be
categories.given in
Judging will begin at noon,
A kiddies’ parade will be held 
May 21, sponsored by the 
kindergarten association. May
Day committee chairman, Ray 
Johnson said the route has not
been set, but it is hoped to go
containers.
Mr. Johnson said area busin­
esses are helping with the fes­
With only two meetings to go
before the big event begins, the
chairman has encouraged any­
one who wishes to attend at
Tuesdays in the
from the bowling alley at 1
p.m. to the park.
“We hope many children will 
enter pets, decorated bicycles 
and other things,” he said. “No 
motorized units w>ll b* ’•’low
ZERMATT, Switzerland (Reu­
ter) — The people of Zermatt
In Winfield
Set For May 9
WINFIELD (Special) - The
Winfield Hospital Auxiliary is
once again sponsoring the spring
to be held on May 9 from 1:30
to 4 p.m. and from 6:30 to 8
have launched a petition against
a proposed road to link the vil­
lage with the rest of Switzerland 
because they fear the traffic
will shatter the peace of the
i community at the foot of the
rst time a trophy
will be awarded to in organiza­
tion. student or employee group
in Winfield, Okanagan Centre
or Oyama,
This challenge trophy is be­
ing presented by the Royal
Canadian Legion, Branch 189,
Oyama. P. C. Greer, Legion 
blood donor chairman, urges all
members of groups, whether
their blood i3 rejected or not, 
to turn out, as they will get
credit for their group for at­
tending the clinic.
in this parade. Ribbons and 
I Matterhorn peak. Zermatt atcash prizes will be g.vcu.
Members of the B.C. Fruit! present is reached only by rail,
Growers' Association local, will I air or foot.
Killcx weed killer is sudden
death to weeds like Dandelion, 
Black Medick, English Daisy, 
Curled Dock, Chickweed, Clover, 
Heal-All, Bedstraw, Creeping
Charlie, Shepherd’s Purse, Plan 
tains, Knotweed, Ragweed and 
Poison Ivy.
Ballots will be available at
the clinic on May 9,
number of eligible members of
each group must be sent to Mr. 
Greer before the deadline.
be held at George Elliot Sec­
ondary School on Monday, May 
8 at 7 p.m. This event is spon­
sored by the Oceola Arts Coun­
1962, the University Chamber 
Singers have followed a policy 
of performing only those works 
that larger choral groups find 
too difficult to perform well.
All students from elementary
level through to high school
are eligible to participate. En­
tries must no in by May 5 and 
winners will be announced fol 
lowing the Chamber epneert.
The University Chamber Sing
ers from the University of Bri­
tish Columbia, will be an added
year, The concert, uiler the
directorship of Professor Cort­
land Hultberg, will begin at 8
Simpsons-Sears May Value Days are. now in full swing! 
Re-chcck your 8-Page flyer and shop tonight and Friday 'til 9 in Kelowna.
SIMPSONS-SEARS
Don't be fooled by our low price.
This Coldspot beauty has all
The concert will include
works by. Morley, Gesualdo 
Brahms. Debussy and special
compositions by graduate stud
EQUAL PRICE
CAPE TOWN (AP)
South African government has
standardized the price for dupli­
cates of lost identity papers
Blacks previously had to
four times as much as wl
pay 
hites
the quality features you’ll ever need.
This is the extra, per­
sonalized professional care 
every Simpsons-Sears Techni­
cian gives to your appliances 
whenever you call Simpsons-
Sears for service. Yes, you can
count on us. We service what






Charge It on your all-purpose account
•Completely frostfrcc. Never needs defrosting. 
Separate temperature controls
♦
Use Killcx Liquid for con 
trolling weeds in healthy lawns.
Or use Killcx to improve very 
badly infected lawns. Killcx spot 
weeder is ideal for individual 
weeds. Killcx helps you make 
your lawn the way you’d like it to 
be. Pick up a free copy of the 
Green Cross lawn care booklet 
from your local Green Cross
dealer.
2180 Ethel St.
• 105-lb, freezer capacity
• Multi-position shelves adjust to 10 positions 
®Porcclain-lincd interiors
• Twin, moisture-sealed vegetable crispers
•Porcelain-lined meat keeper
•24-cgg bucket. Butter compartment 
• Full width interior lighting \ 
• Magnetic door seals cool ‘in
? Long-life, rotary compressor
13,7 cu. ft. Coldspot (Without meat kaaper or 
adjust, shelves, Automatic defrost).
Simpsons-Sears Price, Ea. 289.98
Keep the life in your lawn
CIBA-GEIGY CANADA LTD.
GRU.NIIOVS! S A NURSERY
762-3512




• Only IQ’/t” wide ।
• True‘zero-zone* freezer
• Automatic defrost. Interior light.
• Large vegetable crisper 
Moulded egg rack. Dairy com
• partment. 3 slide-out shelves
Beautiful Xilostccl exterior 
Woodgrain 'Walnut
Simpsons-Sears Trier, Ea,>209.98
We service what we sell, coast-to-coast
Nlmpsonii-Hearii: Rrfrlrcrxtor* (46) Phone l.iHiulrlei: Kelowna TGI.'SIL
Pork Free While You Shop Simpions-Scar*, Orchard Park, Kelowna.
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COMMONS WRANGLE . ' '
Credit-Loosening Law For Farmers Hit
I This, he indicated, would help 
preserve the family farm, 
Mr. Olson said such a move
OTTAWA (CP) — Credit 
loosening legislation for farmers jSTroSodS-criticised in the 
Commons Wednesday as an­
other government step to de­
stroy the family farm.
Two Saskatchewan farmers, 
Stanley Korchinski (PC—Mje- 
kenxie) and ‘Alf Gleave (NDP—- 
Saskatoon Biggar), said amend­
ments to the Farm Credit Afet
that would allow the Farm 
Credit Corporation to make 
larger loans to more farmers 
would lead to an early takeover 
of smaU farms by big enter­
prises. -
Agriculture Minister H. A. 
Olson said the bill is necessary 
to give the corporation power to 
administer government small - 
farms development policy/ This
is a seven-year, 1150-tnillion 
program to help young farmers 
build up farms and help older, 
poorer farmers retire or move 
into other occupations.
Debate bn the bill, which 
would raise to $100,000 from 
$40,000 the amount the credit 
corporation could lend invidi. 
dual farmers, while’lowering to 
18 from 21 the age limit on
farmerr . eligible - to borrow, 
began late Tuesday and will 
continue today.
Mr. Korchinski said the bill 
provides nothing new for farm­
ers and no i n c e n.t i v e s for 
younger men to stay on the 
land.
Opposition reaction to the bill 
has been that it imperils one of
the cr**t institutions of agricul­
ture—the family farm.
Mr. Korchinski moved -an 
amendment that would have the 
effect of sending the bill back to 
the government for redrafting 
to include interest-free loans-to 
some farmers, deferred-interest 
loans to others and an opportu­
nity for farmers to increase bor­
rowings Without refinancing ex-'
would simply kill the bill: Con­
servative MPs said it was 
needed to “give the farmers a 
chance."
Mr. Gleave said be was con- 
cerned that the bill, by increas­
ing the amountof money farm­
ers can borrow to Increase land 
holdings, would uean more 
farm consolidation.
That would mean fewer 
farms..
Instead, Mr. Gleave said, the 
biU should include complemen­
tary legislation that would guar­




Shop Simpsons-Sears May Value Days now lit full swing! Re-cheek your 8-page Flyer and shop tonight and Friday 'til 9 in Kelowna
SIMPSONS-SEARS
Prices Effective Thurs., Fri., Sat., j
May 4,5,6 ।
We design our own washers 
That’s why we can afford to give 
you the only real guarantee 
‘Satisfaction or money refunded’
EQ-&
B.C. Grown, Cut Up, uJH
Tray Pack .......... .....lb. S W ■£
1-398
Granulated .. 10 bag 8
CHICKEN S
Charge it on your all-purpose account 
With Suds Sayer $20 more.
•Sears




12 bz. tin .
• Plugs into apartment outlet. On casters 
• 54b. clothes capacity. Automatic with , 
special perma-press cool-down
• Up to 90 min. drying time. Lint filter
Rimpaoni-Seara: Washers, Dryers, l)i»hwai»hcrit (2C» Phone Enquiries: 
Kelowna i#3-58«.
Kenmore portable washer/spin dryer
Now 17998 
raw tstWhi(c
• Connects to any outlet. 54b. clothes 
capacity. 2-Way impeller.
■ Lint filter. Clothes basket




Kcnmorc 'Soft-hcat’ automatic dryer
Now 189^8 A
'White \
• Exclusive ‘soft-heat’ prevents overdrying 
or scorching
« No-hcat‘air* flulft blankets
• High air speed. Top-mounted lint screen
K "«■ ^',1 ,
Tills is the extra, personal­
ized care every Simpsons- 
Sears Service Technician 
gives to your appliances 
whenever you call Simpsons- 
Seai'a for service. Yes, you 
can count on us. We service
what we sell!
That’s no wishy-washy guarantee.
No hedging.
At Simpsons-Sears we state our guarantee 
loud and clear because we know how a 
Kenmore washer is built.
We’re there when a Kenmore is put, through 
over 31 tests! Quality control tests 
that assure you your washer won’t stop in 
mid-cycle. Leaving you stranded with a 
pool of wet, unwashed or unrinsed clothes. 
We check the pre-wash program 
to be sure it loosens extra tough soil. 
We time the special cool-down to see 
that it leaves your perma-press fabrics 
practically wrinkle-free.
Beautiful. ‘
We measure how much water the variable 
level control saves you. Would, you believe 
up to 30%!
And if your youngsters wander into the 
laundry room, we know the safety switch on 
your Kenmbre really works. Stops the spin 
automatically if the lid is opened.
And we compare. Not only features but price. 
That way we’re sure you’re getting the 
best possible price.
Where else can you find this kind of quality 
with this ‘satisfaction or money refunded* 
guarantee?
Only with a Kenmore. At Simpsons-Sears.
S COFFEE S
Blu. Ribbon, B 1
Reg. Grind _ jfa S 1 h^
G
49 c §
§ APPLE JUICE S
York.




Now 77098 Jfa < > White







Open 9 to 9 Thurs. & Fri 
Sat. 9 to 6
We Reserve the Right Io Limit Qinmiilics.
Shop Easy
SHOPS CAPRI - RUTLAND
k^l SOUTH PANDOSY hj
* 
4,
■<
